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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Defects
Among the various factors which affect the properties of materials, the most
prominent ones are the defects in them. These defects can have thermal origin or can be
the result of growth, processing or radiation. The concept of defect has grown to include
simple point defects like vacancies to complex extended defects like dislocations or
precipitates. There are also possibilities for different/same type of defects to interact and
give rise to new stable structures or phenomenon. These can have useful properties as in
the case of N-V (nitrogen-vacancy) centres in diamond [1] or be detrimental as in the
case of transient enhanced diffusion (TED) of boron in silicon [2]. Defects can be
introduced into the system in a controlled manner to tune the properties of the material.
The entire semiconductor industry runs by including various defects or dopants into
Silicon [3]. Titania nanostructures show an increase in field emission properties by
controlled introduction of oxygen vacancies as well as by nitrogen incorporation into
lattice structure [4]. It can also be created during in service condition as in the case of
radiation damage of structural materials used in nuclear reactors [5]. In either case it is
important to understand the dynamics of the defects introduced in the system to extend
its in-service life or to derive maximum effective property out of it. For example, a
control on void swelling of fuel clad material can increase the performance of the nuclear
reactor expressed in terms of burnup [6]. The swelling can be avoided by pinning the
segregation of vacancies by increasing the surface sinks for it. This is achieved by nanoprecipitates in the material which are stable at the operating temperature [7]. Similarly,
1

controlling oxygen vacancies in Hafnium oxide integrated MOSFET (Metal Oxide
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) devices helps in overcoming the threshold
voltage instability and electron mobility degradation. This has been achieved in recent
times by nitridation [8].
Incorporation of impurities in silicon at a specific depth for planar device
fabrication in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) is achieved in the industry by ion
implantation [9]. Even for controlled low dose, low current implantation, enough Frenkel
pairs are produced which can affect the device properties by acting as traps for charge
carriers. However this drawback can be overcome by optimizing defect annealing
program through model ion-implantation and by subsequent studies on defects, material
property changes and various annealing strategies. Similar strategy is also used in
radiation damage studies where equivalent damage expressed in dpa (displacement per
atom) are reproduced using ion implantation and subsequent defects are identified by
various techniques like transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [10]. Their dynamic
evolution during radiation or post irradiation thermal treatments also gives valuable
information on effective operation principles or help in screening of newly developed
materials. For example understanding of irradiation induced defect evolution in nuclear
grade graphite was obtained from noble ion/electron implantation in crystalline graphite
[11]. However, doubts are often raised on the equivalence of neutron damage and ion
damage in a material. In scenarios where the primary motive is to produce controlled
amount of defects, ion implantation provides the best possible option to study their as
implanted properties, equilibrium structures and their thermodynamic evolution and
complex interaction.
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1.2 Ion-implantation
Ion implantation allows for the modification of near surface and sub surface
region by incorporation of foreign species into material. Energy is lost by the impinging
impurity atom by interacting with the electrons of the solid (electron energy loss) or by
scattering from the lattice site (nuclear energy loss). The rate of loss of energy with depth
or stopping power of a material can be expressed as

where dE energy is lost over a

distance dx by the ion which as mentioned above can be approximately written as
(1)

Here

is the energy loss through electron interaction and

is the energy loss

through nuclear interaction. The rate of loss of energy via electron interaction or nuclear
interaction is determined by the electronic (εe) and nuclear (εn) stopping cross sections
and hence, the total stopping power is also equal to N(εe+εn), where N is the density of
scattering centres. It is usually through the ion-nucleus interaction that the atoms of the
host matrix are removed from their site resulting in Frenkel pair formation. Electron
energy loss does not contribute in damage production unless electron excitation results in
bond breaking or bond structure changes. Nuclear energy loss dominates in the lower
energy range (a few keV), whereas electron energy loss dominates at high ion energies
(~100’s keV) as shown in an example figure, Fig. 1 where the stopping cross-section is
plotted against energy for Ge+ implantation into Si [12]. Nuclear interaction also results
in change of trajectory resulting in straggling in the final range of the ion. The interaction
of the ion with host matrix is statistical in nature and the final position of the ion will
also be statistical with a Gaussian like distribution. As the maximum damage happens
just before the ion come to rest, the profile of the vacancies produced should also be
statistical with the profile maximum appearing before the peak of ion distribution.
3
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Fig.1: Stopping Cross section of Ge+ ion in Silicon plotted for different energies. The energy
region where the nuclear and electronic cross section dominates is shown separately [12].

The final output of implantation depends on various parameters like the mass of
the ion, its energy, the fluence or dose and the flux. The mass of the ion is determined by
the species chosen for implantation which in turn depends on the final application. For
example to produce damage similar to neutrons, it would be wise to use self-ions i.e.
both host material and ions are same. There can be maximum mass transfer by
considering the simple energy transfer process in hard ball collision and can simulate the
primary knock on atom (pka) of sufficient energy created by the neutron as shown in
Fig. 2. The figure also shows the cascade phenomenon produced by secondary knock on
atoms having enough energy to produce well separated Frenkel pairs i.e. energy >> the
displacement energy (Ed). Energy of the projectile is decided by the depth at which the
ion or the damage is required, say for near surface modification low energy implantation
has to be used.
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Fig.2: Formation of the primary knock on atom and the subsequent displacement cascade. The
separation between vacancy and interstitial defects are also highlighted. The evolution of cascade
with dose is also shown. For lower dose, the cascades are separated forming clusters of
disordered region whereas in high dose sample the cascades overlap to form amorphous regions.

If sputtering instead of implantation is required, usually low energy and high mass
species are used. Another important parameter is the total dose and beam current both of
which decides the damage produced. For changing electrical or optical property the total
dose will be such that the introduced impurity will be in the ppm (parts per million)
range and hence a dose of 1012 - 1014 ions/cm2 would do. For large structural change like
amorphization or compound formation large dose of the order of 10 16 - 1018 ions/cm2
will be required [13]. At higher doses there will be an overlap of cascade resulting in the
formation of higher order defects which proceeds to amorphous structure formation as
shown schematically in Fig. 2. Beam current decides the number of ions impinging per
second and thus decide whether enough time is available for structure relaxation before
the next collision. High beam currents can also cause heating of the sample due to the
energy deposited by bombarding ions. This may lead to uncontrolled structure changes
5

and will not help in cases where the as-implanted structure is under study or where
diffusion of implanted species is not envisaged during implantation itself. Thus, the
beam current is kept low in the range of micro or nano-ampere [13]. Other parameters
like angle of the incident beam with the target is decided based on whether one has a
crystalline sample which is susceptible to channeling. Thus, various parameters have to
be taken into account for getting necessary property modification by implantation.

1.2.1 Ion-implantation in Silicon
Different ion implantation parameters are used to tailor the dopant profile in
silicon. Energies from 5keV – 1 MeV and doses from 1011 – 1015 ions/cm2 are used to
introduce dopants like B, P, As etc into the system [14]. Ion implantation has numerous
advantages like high purity, high reproducibility of as-implanted dopant profile, effective
control of dopant concentration and possibility to have selective doping at various
depths. Low energy implantations are used for shallow junction formation brought by the
continuous scaling down of the devices. For shallow implants, the as-implanted dopant
profile and the as-implanted damage profile and their mutual interaction during further
thermal treatment for defect annealing are important optimizable parameters. The latter
is very important due to the enhanced diffusivity of the impurity in the presence of
defects, which inhibits the ability to have shallow junctions with broadened dopant
profiles [15]. High energy and high dose implantations are explored to dope the substrate
and for doped well or tub structures for MOS transistor fabrication. It has also been used
for the fabrication of buried dielectric layer either by oxygen implantation or by Smartcut technique which is a combination of combination of wafer bonding and ionimplantation. Metal impurities in active region of Silicon are highly detrimental to device
properties since they reduce charge carrier life time and they increase leakage current.
6

This problem is attacked by providing gettering centres for impurity metal atoms.
Intrinsic gettering scheme involves the production of oxide precipitates, which provide
nucleation site for metal precipitate formation [14]. With scaling down of devices, the
amount of acceptable metal concentration is also coming down which causes a serious
limit to the intrinsic gettering process. Hence extrinsic gettering centres are produced by
introducing defects by ion-implantation where the defects/nano-cavities produced by the
process, trap the metal atoms eventually forming metal nanoclusters [14].
Apart from the electrically active dopants and oxygen atom other species which
do not form electrically active structures in Silicon are introduced to tailor the properties
like mechanical strength, gettering efficiency or for controlling the oxide layer formation
in SIMOX process. The species which inadvertently gets into the system during Silicon
crystal growth is Nitrogen. However, it was found to have positive effect on many
quality parameters and now it is introduced in controlled fashion. To cite one example,
the presence of nitrogen at the oxide-silicon interface inhibits oxide growth and this
property has been utilised by implanting the nitrogen at the required interfacial depth
[16]. Its introduction was also shown to increase oxide precipitation in silicon thereby
increasing the efficiency of the intrinsic gettering process [17, 18]. The property
enhancement of Silicon by nitrogen incorporation has been assigned to its interaction
with vacancies in the system, though the physical process or the temperature activation
of such interactions are still not clear [19]. This is an open area where ion-implantation
can be effectively used to introduce controlled amount of defects and nitrogen in Silicon.

1.2.1 Ion-implantation in Graphite
Ion implantation studies in graphite in early part were driven by the need to
understand the defect evolution and stored energy release in reactors employing nuclear
7

grade graphite. In order to identify defect structures responsible for the Wigner energy
release, thermal conductivity changes and contraction along the basal plane, controlled
implantation of graphite with noble ions were employed as a tool [20] and techniques
like Raman spectroscopy and TEM were employed. Studies were also done on neutron
irradiated graphite samples and the results were often explained based on set of ideas
generated from the investigation of defects produced by both neutron and ion/electron
implantations [21, 22]. The primary problems investigated were expansion along the caxis and basal plane contraction which were proposed to be due to the interlayer
interstitial clusters and collapsing vacancy line as shown in Fig. 3 [23]. However the
understanding is still not complete with observed dimensional changes much higher than
that is possible with these atomistic mechanisms.

Fig.3: Proposed mechanism for dimensional change in irradiated graphite. The formation of
interlayer interstitial clusters causes c-axis expansion whereas collapsing vacancy into line defect
causes basal plane contraction [23].

With the phasing out of graphite from nuclear industry, other motivations kept
ion implantation in graphite running. The discovery of carbon nanostructures and their
subsequent modifications by electron/ion-irradiations has triggered new set of
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investigations on defects in graphite which was helped by improved atomic level
resolution in TEM. Some of the exotic defect structures proposed like the metastable
intimate I(interstitial) – V(vacancy) pair [24] was discovered in double walled carbon
nanotube (CNT) [25] which thus helped in taking the understanding of graphite defect
dynamics forward. Ion-irradiation was successfully used as a methodology for the
structural modification like welding two CNT’s by the incorporation of defects, for the
straightening of CNT wires to tailor the aspect ratio (to improve the field emission
properties), for site specific functionalization and even for making nanotube based
electronic devices by using FIB (focussed ion beam) to make quantum dot on nanotubes
[26]. This knowledge of beam based nanostructure modification has now been extended
to structural and physical property modification of graphene. It was shown recently that
irradiation with swift heavy ions causes a change in work function of the exfoliated
graphene sheets and results in a transformation from n-type to p-type graphene [27].
A more recent surge in the investigations on ion implantation induced defects in
bulk graphite was due to the discovery of magnetic ordering among ion implantation
induced vacancy defects created in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite resulting in a
ferromagnetic behaviour [28]. As graphite tiles are proposed material for the plasma
facing wall of fusion reactor and its use as structural materials in high temperature gas
cooled next generation rectors like Gas-Turbine Modular Helium Reactor and Pebble
Bed Modular Reactor [29], more detailed studies on radiation induced damage [30] and
hydrogen retention in graphite [31] are emerging.
Hence there is a need to relook at some of the proposed defect dynamics by using
controlled generation of defects using ion implantation and employing defect specific
techniques. Self ion implantation would avoid the complexities due to impurity matrix
interaction and such studies are reported scarcely in literature.

9

1.3 Defect Characterization
After the introduction of defects by ion implantation, a number of techniques can
be used to investigate them and their evolution during further processing. Techniques
like TEM, STM and AFM can be used to directly image the atomistic defects. However,
the volume fraction probed, probe-material interaction, difficulty in interpreting the
images of point defects like monovacancy or single interstitials and material preparation
makes them difficult to use when the defect concentration is very low. Techniques like
Ion channelling can be used in crystalline samples in the channelling direction for
identifying the position of disordered region after implantation and are more likely to
show the position of displaced lattice atoms or interstitials. Ion beam based techniques
like Rutherford backscattering and Nuclear reaction analysis give similar information.
Tracking a property change associated with the introduction of defects or tracking the
property of defects themselves are other ways to explore them. Techniques which belong
to this category are resistivity measurements, IR or Raman spectroscopy, DLTS, EPR
etc. However, in these cases there is no defect specificity and hence it is difficult to
identify the structures associated with them.
One technique which can overcome many of these drawbacks is positron
annihilation spectroscopy. Here, the probe is positron which is specifically sensitive to
atom sized open volume defects namely vacancies. Its random diffusion in the material
to be probed before its annihilation and large affinity for vacancies makes it behave like
a self seeking probe, which thus gives a good representation of the volume distribution of
vacancy like defects [32]. It can be used with any material and does not require detailed
sample preparation. It is limited by the lower and upper bound of defect concentration
over which it has sensitivity and also by specificity to open volumes. Some of these
aspects are discussed below.
10

1.3.1 Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy
A positron which enters the solid undergoes thermalisation process whereby it
loses its energy to the matrix by scattering at ion sites, by electronic excitations and
finally via phonon excitation [32]. The thermalisation process happens within ~ tens of
pico seconds and can be ignored in the measurement process. In the thermalised state,
the positron does a random walk through the ionic Bloch potential. In the absence of any
defects, the positron wave function itself shows a Bloch like behaviour which is
maximized around the interstitial position. In the presence of open volume defects, the
positron gets trapped in the attractive potential of the vacancy. This attractive potential is
a result of the absence of the repulsive ion core and thus, the positron gets preferentially
trapped at the vacancy trap site as shown in Fig. 4 [32].

Source

Fig.4: Schematic shows various processes which positron undergoes inside solid before
annihilation. The potential trap at a vacancy site is also shown schematically.
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The positron annihilation characteristics depend on the local electron density and
the local electron momentum. The measureable parameters in positron annihilation
experiments are its lifetime as well as the Doppler broadening and angular correlation of
two annihilation gamma rays. These measurements can be combined with a mono
energetic positron beam to get depth resolved information instead of the bulk averaged
results. The positron lifetime is inversely dependent on the local electron density whereas
the other two are momentum techniques. As angular correlation is not employed in the
thesis, it will not be discussed further.

Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy
The annihilation rate of positrons (λ) which is inverse of the lifetime (τ) of
positron inside the solid is directly proportional to the overlap of the positron (n+(r)) and
electron (n-(r)) densities and is given as [32]
(2)
where γ is the enhancement in electron density around positron due to Coulomb
attraction, r0 is the classical electron radius and c is the speed of light. When a vacancy is
created by the removal of ion core, the net reduction in the local electron density is
reflected as an increase in the lifetime of positron trapped at the site. The intensity of
such a lifetime component gives the concentration of such trap sites. The experimental
lifetime spectrum can be understood in terms of simple rate equations, provided trapping
of non-thermalised positrons is negligible and that the non interacting defects are
homogeneously distributed in the sample. Under these conditions the time dependent
positron diffusion equation for a sample with only one defect type can be written as [32]
(3.1)
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(3.2)
The solution to the coupled differential equation is the decay spectrum which is
expressed as
(4).
Here

is the fraction of positrons annihilating from the Bloch like delocalised state,
is the annihilation rate in defect free state,

d and

is the trapping rate of the defect

is the annihilation rate at the defect site which has

positrons annihilating from it.

fractions of

is the positron lifetime pertaining to defect d.

and

are the intensities of these two annihilation sites such that
is the reduced bulk lifetime in the presence of the defect site d. The actual
lifetime spectrum is the absolute value of the time derivative of the expression (4).
Through the lifetime measurement, one tries to identify these lifetime components and
thus get an idea of the defect species and their concentration in the sample.
The experiment is carried out by placing a

22

Na source encapsulated 1µm thick

Nickel foil in between two identical samples in the sandwich geometry. The source has a
half life of ~ 2.6 years. In order to generate the exponential decay spectrum composed of
multiple slopes (if multiple trap sites are present), the time difference between the birth
of positrons (tagged by the 1280 keV gamma emission produced by Ne de-excitation)
and death of positrons (tagged by 511 keV from e - e+ annihilation) is measured for each
event. The generated spectrum is fit to multiple exponential slopes which are convoluted
with the Gaussian resolution functions of the spectrometer. The experimental set-up for
this is a fast-fast positron lifetime unit represented by the block diagram shown in Fig. 5.
A BaF2 scintillator – XP2020Q Photomultiplier tube (PMT) combination is used as the
gamma detectors. The gamma-photon scintillation happens mainly via a fast de13

excitation process with the emission of 220 nm photon [33]. The photon-electron
conversion and voltage pulse amplifications happens inside the PMT through a set of
photocathodes and dynodes. The resulting voltage pulse is discriminated as
corresponding to 1280 or 511 keV using two constant fraction differential discriminators
(CFDD). The time of arrival for each pulse is also generated via constant fraction
algorithm [33] using the same units. One of the output pulses (called SCA pulse) from
both the CFDD are sent to a fast coincidence unit which generates a true pulse for events
happening within a time interval of 50 ns. The second output pulse (called Timing pulse)
from the CFDD and the true pulse from coincidence unit are processed in the Time to
amplitude converter (TAC) to generate voltage pulses with amplitudes proportional to
the time difference between the two gamma rays. The TAC voltage pulses are collected
and analysed using a PC based MCA (multi channel analyser unit) and the decay
spectrum is generated. The obtained decay spectrum is fit to multiple exponential decay
schemes using LT9 [34] program which takes care of Gaussian resolution functions and
subtracts the self-annihilation events from the source found using measurement done on
a standard sample, usually Iron or Silicon. An example of the lifetime spectrum fit is
shown in Fig. 6, where the experimental spectrum has been shown to be fit to two
components apart from the source component. The top plot shows the residue of the fit.
A time resolution of ~250 ps is enough for resolving lifetimes of ~ 100 ps.
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Fig.5: Block Diagram of the fast-fast positron lifetime spectrometer employed in the laboratory.
The scintillators are BaF2.
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Fig.6: An example lifetime spectrum which shows the fit after subtracting the lifetime from the
source. Two components have been resolved. The left side Gaussian like behaviour comes from
the spectrometer resolution function with time resolution ~ 250 ps.
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Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy
The momentum of the annihilating electron-positron pair in the direction parallel
to motion of the resulting gamma causes Doppler broadening which can be measured
using high resolution High purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors. The shift in the peak
energy can be approximately given as [32]
(5)
where

is the momentum parallel to the direction of annihilation gamma and c is the

speed of light. As Doppler broadening happens in an isotropic manner, a uniform
broadening around 511 keV would be seen. The total amount of broadening of the
gamma ray including the detector resolution would be of the order of 2 keV or higher
and thus a detector with an energy resolution of 1.5 keV or better can be effectively used
to measure this broadening. The amount of broadening is parameterized by two factors
called S or Shape parameter and W or Wing parameter which are defined as

(6.1)

(6.2)
where E0, Es, EW1 and E W2 represent 511 keV, shift in peak region typically 1keV, lower
shift in wing region typically 2.5 keV and larger shift in wing region typically 5 keV
respectively. N(D) represents the Doppler broadened spectrum and thus the denominator
in each expression represents total counts in the spectrum, whereas the numerator
represents counts in respective regions i.e. either peak or wing. The definition is such
that S-parameter represents annihilation with low momentum electrons, hence, less shift
and W-parameter represents annihilation with high momentum electrons, therefore more
shift. The definition thus includes a dependence on defect structure and concentration as
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well as a dependence on chemical nature as the momentum distribution of electrons
among various energy levels is element dependent. This is represented in Fig. 7 which
shows a representative 511 keV background corrected gamma peak measured using an
HPGe detector of resolution 1.45 keV for Silicon single crystal (Si(100)), polycrystalline
Au (quenched from 1123 K) and a defected Au sample. The x-axis here is plotted in
terms of shift from 511 keV. The presence of open volume region reduces the probability
of annihilation with core-electrons and hence, for the same number of annihilation events
(i.e. for area normalised peak), the wing region shrinks whereas the peak region swells.
This will be represented as an increase in S-parameter and a decrease in W-parameter.
For Silicon and Au sample, the curve represents that positrons are less likely to
annihilate with core electrons in Si when compared to that in Au. From the definitions, it
is also clear that the measured parameters (S/W) are qualitative. The area over which S
and W parameters are defined may differ from laboratory to laboratory and from sample
to sample. Similarly differences can be there in the detector resolution and stability
which will reflect in the effectiveness in defining the broadening. S and W reflect
chemical, type and concentration of defects together and there are no theoretical profiles
defined for the Gaussian like curve to represent each of these separately. For example, let
Sb, S1 and S2 represent S-parameter representing defect free annihilations and two defect
types in a solid with concentrations f1 and f2. Then the net S-parameter measured in the
experiment would be
S= fbSb + f1S1 + f2S2

(7)

where fb is the fraction annihilating from the defect free bulk. Any change in these six
parameters would cause a change in S and hence, it is not possible to single out the
changes just by S-parameter measurements. Hence it is impossible to get quantitative
information from the broadening measurements alone. However the experiment is very
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fast compared to positron lifetime and hence, in well controlled experiment relative
changes with respect to a reference sample would give qualitative information on defect
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Fig.7: An example of 511 keV background corrected gamma peaks measured using an

HpGe detector of resolution 1.45 keV for Silicon single crystal (Si(100)), polycrystalline
Au (quenched from 850C) and a defected Au sample. The x-axis here is plotted in terms
of shift from 511 keV.

evolution. If there are only two trapping sites present, one bulk and another defect then,
the parameter defined as [35]
(8)
is independent of change in defect concentration and hence can be used to identify
change in nature of defect type during processing say for example thermal evolution.
Here S,W are parameters measured for a sample whose defect free S and W parameters
are Sb and Wb. The R parameter is nothing but a slope of a S-W plot and hence a change
in slope of the line joining (S,W) to (Sb, Wb) will signal a change in defect type if the
condition of only two trapping site is maintained. The S-W plot is called a correlation
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plot and is regularly employed in beam based Doppler measurements. The experimental
setup is simple with a high energy resolution HPGe detector usually with a 30%
efficiency attached to a spectroscopic amplifier and a data acquisition system

Slow Positron Beam - Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy
The information from the above two techniques is averaged over a depth of few
hundred micrometers. This depth is defined by the end point energy of the β+ spectrum
and for
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Na this is about 540 keV. Hence it is not possible to investigate defects in the

depth selective manner. If it is possible to control the energy of the positrons implanted
into the solid, then depth resolved defect sensitive S-parameter can be derived. The
discovery of the negative work function for positrons shown by certain metals [36] made
this possible. A thermalised positron reaching the surface of a negative work function
material would be emitted from the surface with an energy equal to the work function
and this process is called moderation. If these slow positrons can be velocity filtered
from the fast unmoderated positrons, then further control of the positron implantation
energy is possible. This is achieved widely by using a W(Tungsten) (100) single crystals
of thickness < 1µm [37] or W – polycrystalline mesh or by solid rare gas moderators
[38]. The important factor which differentiates among them are their moderation
efficiencies defined as the ratio of the number of monoenergetic positrons emitted from
the moderator surface to the fast positrons reaching the moderator. The rare gas
moderators have very high efficiency and narrow energy distribution. However they are
very difficult to maintain. The W moderators are relatively low on efficieny of the order
of 10-5 (i.e. 1 in 105 positrons get moderated) but are easy to maintain and prepare. Fig.
8 shows the β+ spectrum before and after moderation. W moderated positrons are coming
with energy around 2.8 eV.
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This process of velocity control is achieved in a high vacuum or ultra high
vacuum system where the positrons fall on to a thin moderator such that many positrons
thermalise just near the surface of the W, from where they are emitted with work
function energy (~2.8 eV for W(110)). These positrons are extracted electrostatically into
the transport
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Fig.8: Positron emission spectrum before and after moderation. The + decay spectrum reduces
to a narrow curve centered at 2.8 eV after moderation in W moderator ([32]).

region which also contains the velocity filter. The filter can be a magnetic bend or an
electric field – magnetic field transverse combination (E x B)

which allows only

positrons of specific energy to cross the filter [39]. The filtered positrons are accelerated
to the required energy to implant them to different depths inside the target material. This
process is schematically represented in Fig. 9. As the correlation between the the start
gamma (1280 keV) and stop gamma (511 keV) is lost during the moderation and
subsequent transport, positron lifetime measurement is not possible under these
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conditions. Hence, a doppler broadening spectroscopy is commonly attached to a beam
based positron system.

Fig. 9: Schematic representation of a slow positron beam set-up using a radioactive source.

Unlike bulk Doppler broadening measurements, the data analysis here is not
straight forward even when the output of the experiment is S/W-parameter as a function
of implanted positron energy. The S-parameter obtained at various positron energies is
not a direct representation of the specific depth but rather is a combination of various Sparameters governed by the positron implantation profile, and the positron diffusion post
thermalisation. The positron implantation profile is generally represented by a
Makhovian profile [40] given by the form
(9)
where z is the depth from the sample surface, m = 2.0 for Si and z0 depends on the
positron energy E through relations
(10)

(11)
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where Γ is the gamma function and

is the mean implantation depth, ρ is the density of

the sample in g/cc. For most of the metals and semiconductors n=1.6 and
A= 3.6 µgcm-2keV-n is sufficient. The profile calculated for representative energies in
Silicon is given in Fig. 10.

The post implantation diffusion of positrons can be

approximated by a steady state one dimensional diffusion equation [32] given as

(12)

where n(z) is the positron probability density, D+ is the positron diffusion coefficient, T
is the temperature, ε(z) is the electric field, e the positron charge and n0(z) is the positron
stopping rate at depth z which is dependent on the implantation profile given in equation
(9).

is the reduced bulk lifetime in the presence of defect d with trapping rate
where µ is the trapping coefficient and

is the concentration of defect d at

depth z.
Hence the experimentally observed S-parameter at a positron energy E can be
approximately written as
S = fbSb+fsSs+fjSj

(13)

where suffixes b,s and j represents the bulk layer, the surface layer and defected layers. f
and S denote the fraction annihilating at each layer and the respective S parameter. Here
layer is referred with respect to the depth from the surface. Bulk represents much deep in
the solid where the chance of positron diffusing back to surface layer is almost
negligible. The data analysis involves solving the diffusion equation taking the
implantation profile into account and fitting to the experimentally obtained S vs E curve.
This should give f and S values corresponding to each layer. This is achieved using the
package VEPFIT [41]. S-W correlation plot drawn with energy as a running parameter
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Fig.10: Makhovian profile for positron implantation at various energies in Si. For higher energies
the profile is so broad that information comes from surface up to a few µm. The dotted line
shows the mean implantation depth for different energies.

also gives important information as discussed above during say, thermal evolution [42].
Here, the change in slope is looked at qualitatively to distinguish different positron
trapping defects.

Slow Positron Beam – Lifetime Spectroscopy
As lifetime cannot be derived in a slow positron beam due to the absence of the
1280 keV gamma ray, lifetime measurements is possible only if a time tag can be
attached to each positron which then acts like the start pulse. The application of beam
based lifetime has solved many a problems like identifying the defect structure in
disordered and in amorphized silicon [43], defect structure in self-ion implanted graphite
[44] or identifying the surface structure of thin film PbSe nanocrystals [45]. It has also
been used effectively in understanding the pore structure variation in nanoporous thin
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polymer films [46]. It could also be extremely powerful in ion-implantation based defect
evolution studies. However, the beam based positron lifetime system has not been
utilized effectively in such areas due to the complexities involved in setting it up. Only a
handful of laboratories worldwide have such pulsed positron beam system.
Thus through the use of the experimental techniques mentioned above, qualitative
or quantitative information on the open volume defect evolution can be derived in bulk
as well as in near or sub surface regions of the materials.

1.4 Motivations and Plan of thesis
Ion implantation for processing and modelling has been taken up in two problems
in this thesis. One is the incorporation of Nitrogen in Silicon using ion implantation and
the interaction of these impurities with irradiation induced vacancies. There is a lack of
clear understanding about the thermally activated interaction of Nitrogen with vacancy.
Positron beam based spectroscopy could play a vital role in filling this gap. The second
problem is where self ion implantation induced defect structure is investigated in highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite. Self ion implantation is used to avoid complexity due to
vacancy impurity interaction and to produce effect similar to a pka created by a 1 MeV
neutron. The pursuit of these two problems shows the importance of having a beam
based lifetime system and the thesis goes to the second part where a design of pulsed
positron beam is made and its development has started. The organization of the thesis is
as follows
The second chapter gives an introduction to the present knowledge about the
interaction of Nitrogen with vacancies in Silicon and points towards a motivation for the
problem. The details of experiments used are discussed and the results are presented with
discussion and conclusion. The key findings of this work are the identification of deeper
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defects in high dose sample and the identification of nitrogen-vacancy complexes after
annealing up to 873K.
The third chapter gives an overview of the current understanding about the
vacancy and interstitial structure and their thermal evolution and activation energies in
Graphite. A motivation for the problem is presented followed by the details of
experimental tools used. The results are discussed in detail which shows the dose
dependence of the defect annealing. Fast and slow recovery process pertaining to
interstitial vacancy recombination and vacancy migration has been identified in the
present study. An experimental proof for an open volume defect which is stable up to
673 K has been provided.
An interlude is provided to give a motivation for the migration from the above
two ion implantation problems to the development of a pulsed positron beam.
Chapter four discusses in detail the design of the pulsed positron beam starting
from some of the beams existing worldwide. Different components and parts involved in
the design and development are enumerated.
Chapter five highlights the achievement in the development of the pulsed
positron beam, where the extraction of slow positron beam has been attained.
The sixth chapter gives conclusions and future outlook and the work to be taken
up in each of the three problems dealt in the present thesis with a scope for future
developments on the lifetime beam.
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One shining quality lends a lustre to another, or hides some glaring defect: William Hazlitt

Chapter 2
Thermal evolution of defects in Nitrogen ion
implanted Silicon
This chapter deals with the investigation of thermal annealing of open volume
defects in silicon, implanted to a dose of 1014 and 1015 ions/cm2 with 60keV nitrogen (N+)
ions using slow positron beam spectroscopy (SPBS). The evolution of the implanted
nitrogen during this defect migration is traced using secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS). During the isochronal annealing studies, the lower dose sample showed near
complete defect recovery by 873 K except for a marginally higher S-parameter near
surface corresponding to nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) complexes. On the other hand, the
higher dose sample showed a two-step annealing with removal of deeper defects by
473 K followed by agglomeration of vacancies near surface by 873 K, giving a small
signal corresponding to N-V complex. Complete recovery is obtained for both samples
by 1073 K. The implanted nitrogen shows no noticeable diffusion until 873 K but is
beyond the traceable limit of SIMS by 1073 K for lower dose sample. For higher dose
sample, non-fickian diffusion towards the surface has been seen for 30 minutes
annealing at 1073 K with two peaks, one fixed at the implanted range. On further
annealing to 1 hour at the same temperature, nitrogen signals are not observed in SIMS.
Thus, a detailed study of migration of vacancies and implanted nitrogen in silicon is
provided in this chapter using two complementary techniques.
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2.1 Introduction
Ion implantation is a valuable tool used extensively in planar device fabrication
because of its ability to provide reproducible impurity engineering at specific depths with
greater control over purity. The primary drawback is the damage produced during
implantation and its subsequent evolution during further treatment. A proper
understanding of the dynamics of these defects can ensure improved device performance.
For example, the residual damage like dislocation loops left behind after the high
temperature annealing treatment affects the device yield and parameters [1]. Another
detrimental effect is the transient enhanced diffusion (TED) of doped impurity
(specifically boron) in the presence of implantation induced damages, during subsequent
annealing process [2]. This reduces the ability to have electrically active defects at
specific depth ranges for fabrication of ultra shallow junctions.
Of the many ions used in silicon, nitrogen (N) implantation is very important
from technological point of view. Nitrogen implantation has been shown to retard the
oxide growth [3]. This makes it useful for self aligned contact applications in MOS
technology [4] and to get multiple oxide thickness for system on chip applications by
using different nitrogen doses [5]. Nitrogen is found to be largely electrically inactive in
silicon (Si) [6]. However some shallow thermal donors have been identified which form
at specific temperatures. Certain deep levels have also been reported which form only at
certain annealing conditions and these centres are yet to be identified with respect to
their specific structure [7]. It is also found that its introduction can control vacancy
concentration [8] and affects the vacancy agglomeration process [9]. It is found to
prevent the formation of larger voids which are more detrimental to device performance
and are difficult to remove. The physical interaction of nitrogen and open volume defects
which achieves this is unclear but it has been suggested to be due to the formation of
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nitrogen-vacancy complexes [10]. They even provide mechanical strength by
immobilizing dislocations in FZ(float zone)-Si. This is thought to happen because of
nitrogen segregation at dislocations thus forming Nitrogen-Oxygen complexes. Its role in
Cz-Si (czhocralski) [11] where dislocation blocking is achieved by excess oxygen is yet
to be understood. It also improves oxygen precipitation in Si thereby improving the
gettering of metallic impurities in devices, as this oxide precipitates act as efficient
getters of metallic impurities and prevent them from reaching the junction regions [12,
13].
The structure of nitrogen species in silicon has been intensely researched with a
host of tools like Fourier Transform Infra Red (FTIR) spectroscopy, Electron Spin
Resonance (ESR) and ab-initio modelling. The primary species has been identified as the
di-interstitial pair in as grown as well as implanted silicon samples with substitutional
nitrogen amounting to less than 1% in the implanted specimens [14, 15]. A range of
values from ~ 2 – 4 eV has been suggested as its binding energy taking its stability close
to melting point for the latter values. A highly mobile monomer also resides interstitially
and certain local vibration modes are assigned to them [7]. However the fundamental
interaction of these species with the open volume point defects and its temperature
dependence which ultimately influences some properties like vacancy aggregation and
its density distribution, nitrogen diffusion etc. is not well understood. Nitrogen-Vacancy
complexes have been observed experimentally in annealed FZ-Si using positron
annihilation spectroscopy [16] and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) [17] though
the specific signals were not attributed to any known defect types. Ab-initio modellers,
however have considered various interaction routes like complex of interstitial nitrogen
monomer with vacancy giving rise to a substitutional nitrogen or interaction of diinterstitial with vacancy giving rise to interstitial-substitutional nitrogen complex etc.
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[17]. Various structures, where vacancy is near an interstitial or substitutional nitrogen
was also considered and their vibrational frequencies were calculated, though these have
not been seen experimentally. For example two possible scenarios for Nitrogen-Vacancy
complexes Ns-V (substitutional Nitrogen-vacancy) and (Ns-Ns)-V are given in Fig. 1[10].
As the di-interstitial pair is the dominant nitrogen defect in silicon, the diffusion
of nitrogen has been considered based on the movement of this species. However one of
the models considers the di-interstitial pair as immobile and its dissociation into the
highly mobile monomer as responsible for the transport process [18, 19]. To explain the
anomalous diffusion of nitrogen preferentially towards surface in implanted samples,
Adam et.al. [20] considered another model where the substitutional nitrogen is taken as
immobile and nitrogen-vacancy reaction as diffusion limiting sinks for interstitial
nitrogen. Such a wide variety of proposals shows how little understanding is there about
nitrogen – vacancy interaction and its role in a phenomenon like diffusion.

Figure: 1 Representation of (a) Ns (substitutional nitrogen)-V (vacancy) complex and (b) (Ns-Ns)V complex (after Goss et.al [10]). Grey balls represent Silicon atoms and Black balls represent
Nitrogen. The dashed circle represents the missing atom position.

Slow positron beam spectroscopy (SPBS) is sensitive to open volume defects in a
material and to their local chemical environment, whereas secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) gives nitrogen distribution and its movement with thermal
treatment. Hence, these could be combined to look at thermal evolution of vacancy type
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defects in nitrogen implanted silicon and the influence of nitrogen in the vacancy
evolution. However, there are only a few studies [16, 21, 22] utilizing positron based
techniques to understand the defect dynamics for nitrogen implantation in Si at medium
doses where it is more important technologically. Two of the studies [21, 22] used
nitrogen implantation in Si to compare the performance of the fitting routine ROYPROF
which considers a composite Gaussian profile for damage instead of a box profile and
obtained satisfactory results. Adam et.al.[16] used positron measurements to confirm the
presence of N-V complexes in molecular ion implanted FZ-silicon. They could not find
signature of these N-V complexes in the as irradiated state but were able to show their
clear signals when the sample was annealed to 1023 K and thus, justified using N-V
complexes in their nitrogen diffusion model though a structure of such a defect complex
was not suggested. The study by Hao et.al [23] with 100 keV Nitrogen implantation in
Cz-Si(111) invokes the concept of N-V complex in the as irradiated condition, and
explained the shift in peak S parameter upon RTP (rapid thermal processing) at 923 K
and 1023 K as movement of N-V complex to the surface. They could show the presence
of O-V complexes very near to the surface at higher annealing temperatures of 1123 K
using Coincidence Doppler broadening (CDB) studies.
In this chapter thermal evolution of defects in n-type Cz-Si (100), implanted with
60 keV Nitrogen to two doses in the medium range (1014 and 1015 N+/cm2) has been
investigated from the as irradiated state until 1073 K using depth resolved positron
annihilation studies. This would help to elucidate the dose dependent defect evolution,
nitrogen-vacancy interaction and to look at the possible presence of N-V complexes from
room temperature to 1073 K. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy has been used to look at
nitrogen profile changes during these temperature treatments and thus, to understand the
role, the implanted species play in vacancy evolution.
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2.2 Experiments
A brief description of the sample preparation, implantation, thermal treatment,
positron and SIMS characterization utilized for the present studies are given in the
subsequent sections.

2.2.1 Nitrogen Ion Implantation
Implantation of nitrogen into silicon was performed using a 150 kV single ended
ion accelerator where the source is maintained at the high potential and the target is
grounded. A schematic of the accelerator is given in Fig. 2. Plasma of the gaseous
element was produced by the application of RF potential in a quartz tube where the
required gas was maintained at a pressure of ~10 -3 to 10-2 mbar. Ions produced inside the
plasma are extracted by biasing the plasma with respect to a narrow extraction canal. The
extraction voltage (Vi) can be varied between 0 -5 kV.

Fig. 2: Schematic arrangement of 150 kV ion accelerator

The entire assembly (ion source, power supplies, RF generator etc.) is kept inside a high
voltage dome elevated to the required high potential generated by a solid-state power
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supply. The extracted ions are accelerated using an accelerating column beyond which
they are mass analyzed using a quadrapole magnet. The beam spot is fixed on the sample
by a set of beam steering electrodes. The entire beam line is maintained in a vacuum
better than 1x10-6 mbar. Thus the final energy of the particles will be a sum of the
extraction (pre-acceleration) energy - eVi of the ion source and the energy – eVT attained
by the application of the acceleration voltage VT to the terminal. The implantation dose is
found by integrating the beam current measured on the sample after applying proper
correction using a Faraday cup.
In the present study Phosphorus doped n-type Cz-Si(100) wafers with a resistivity
of 2.8 Ωcm (doping density of 1.63 x 1015 P/cm3) were used. They were etched with
hydrofluoric (HF) acid to remove the native oxide layer and implanted with 60 keV
Nitrogen ions at room temperature to fluences of 10 14 and 1015 N+/cm2. The implantation
was carried out at an off–normal angle of 70 to reduce ion channeling effects. Low beam
current of ~200 nA was used to avoid any effects due to heating of the samples.
The profile of implanted nitrogen in silicon and the corresponding damage
produced was simulated using the monte-carlo simulation package TRIM [24]. The
program simulates the transport and range of ions through an amorphous matrix using a
quantum mechanical treatment of collision process with random selection of the impact
parameters of the next colliding ion. As a zero Kelvin calculation is carried out the
diffusion, recombination and clustering of the defect species are not taken into account
and hence, the defect concentration predicted will always be higher than the actual
situation. The temperature induced broadening of the profile of the implanted species is
also not taken into account in these calculations.
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2.2.2 Vacuum Annealing
The implanted samples were annealed in a vacuum better than 10-6 mbar using a
vacuum system based on diffusion pump set up as shown in Fig. 3. The samples were
cumulatively annealed for 30 minutes to different temperatures from 473 K to 1073 K in
steps of 200 K. The measured temperature at the sample position with respect to time is
shown in Fig. 4. The furnace is pre-heated to the required temperature and is inserted
over the quartz tube containing the sample after the required vacuum is achieved.

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the vacuum annealing set-up.
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Figure 4: Variation of temperature at sample position with respect to time.
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2.2.3 Slow Positron Beam Spectroscopy (SPBS)
Irradiated as well as pristine etched Si samples (taken as reference) were
investigated using a magnetically guided variable low energy positron beam [25]. A
schematic of the slow positron beam system is given in Fig. 5.

1800 velocity selector
HpGe Detector

Target Coil
Target on HV
feed through

Drift-coils
Source-Moderator
Electrostatic lens

Source Coil

Solenoid Coil

Fig. 5: Schematic of slow positron beam at IGCAR, Kalpakkam.

Radioactive 22Na is used as the source of positrons which are moderated using W
(100) micron thick single crystal. These are annealed at 2473 K to avoid any positron
trapping by defects inside the crystal and also to improve the surface quality. The
moderated positrons are brought to the magnetic guidance arrangement using a set of
asymmetric einzel lens and a two tube lens system kept inside a UHV system. The slow
mono energetic positrons are separated from the un-moderated fast positrons by bending
the slow ones through 1800 U-bend magnetic-solenoid tube. The slow positrons continue
to the target through the field inside the solenoid tube. The energy of the positron beam,
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and thus the mean positron implantation depth, was varied from 250 eV to 20 keV by
applying the required high voltage to the sample mounted on a Cu holder. The
annihilation γ-spectrum was recorded using an high purity germanium detector having an
energy resolution of 1.45 keV at 662 keV γ line of Cs137 with a shaping time of 6 µs in
the spectroscopic amplifier. Around 1.05 x 105 counts were collected in the main peak
(511±10 keV) at a count rate of 29 cps using this detector. The 511 keV annihilation γ
ray will be Doppler broadened as a result of the momentum of the annihilating electronpositron pair. This is quantified, as described in Chapter 1, in section 1.3.1, using a line
shape parameter S defined as the ratio of counts in the central region of 511 keV peak
(511±1 keV) to the total counts in the peak (511±10 keV) and a wing parameter (W)
defined as the ratio of counts in the wing region of the peak (513.5 to 516 keV and 506
to 508.5 keV) to the total counts. With the accumulated counts in the main peak, central
region and wing region, an error of ±0.002 is expected for S parameter and an error of
±0.0004 is expected on W parameter. VEPFIT [26] code is used to fit the experimental S
vs E data so as to give the fraction of positrons annihilating in various trapping centres as
a function of depth and the S or W parameters corresponding to each trapping centre.
The S-W correlation plot with positron implantation energy as the running parameter
[27] was also used to throw more light into the nature of implantation induced defects.

2.2.4 Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS)
The implanted nitrogen profile in as-implanted samples and in those samples
which were cumulatively annealed to 873 K and 1073 K were obtained by recording the
secondary ion mass spectrum using a CAMECA IMS 7f magnetic sector SIMS
instrument. The basic working principle of SIMS is based on the possibility of sputtering
atoms from the top surface layer of target, when ions or neutral particles having energy
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in the range of a few kilo electron volts are incident. Some of these ejected species have
the probability of being charged, which can then be extracted using ion optics principles
and can thus, be used to get the chemical map of the analysed area. The ejected species
can be monoatomic, polyatomic or complex clusters and hence, a high mass resolution is
required for careful selection of elements.
SIMS involves a primary ion source, which provides the ion species used for
sputtering the sample. Some of the useful ion species are Cs +, O-, O2+, Ar+ and Ga+,
which are accelerated by a voltage bias of few tens of kV. Most SIMS systems consist of
two sources –a duo-plasmatron which produces positive and negative ions and a themoionization Cs source. Sputtering process by these ions produces secondary ions with a
range of translational energies which are narrower for molecular species. The fraction of
the sputtered atoms which become ionized is called the ion yield or the ionization
efficiency and it varies for different elements over orders of magnitudes. Hence,
quantification in SIMS uses relative sensitivity factors for each element. The matrix in
which the impurity is implanted is usually taken as the reference and during the trace
element analysis, the concentration of the reference is taken as constant. In this
condition, if

is the secondary ion intensity for reference element R,

is the

secondary ion intensity of element E and its concentration respectively, then [28]
(1)
Thus, if the secondary ion intensity of the required trace element is normalised with
respect to the reference/matrix, then the profile obtained as secondary ion intensity
becomes equivalent to a concentration profile.
In the CAMECA IMS 7f instrument, the duo-plasmatron source is biased to 2 17.5 kV and the Cs source is biased to 2-12 kV. The sample can be biased to ±10 kV and
hence, a primary beam with an impact energy of ~ 0.5 – 10 keV can be obtained. These
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ions are focussed and directed towards the sample which leads to the ejection of
secondary ions. The secondary ions are transported through the secondary column where
a selection for energy is made using an electrostatic analyser (ESA) and later a mass
selection is made using the magnetic sector. The secondary ions are then steered towards
the second ESA which gives good abundance sensitivity.

The secondary ions are

counted using an electron multiplier or a Faraday cup or can be directly imaged using
phosphor screen attached with a CCD camera if the second ESA is grounded.
In the present study, Cesium source is biased to +10 kV whereas the sample is
biased to +5kV. Hence, the impact energy of the primary beam would be 5 keV. A
primary beam intensity of 10 nA is maintained throughout the experiment. A raster area
of 200 µm was used for sputtering. The positive secondary ions obtained have a kinetic
energy of 5keV. For samples implanted to a dose of 1x 1015 ions/cm2, the analysis area
was 62 µm but for samples implanted to a dose of 1x1014 ions/cm2 the analysed area was
set as 150 µm to get good statistics. The obtained intensity profile as a function of time
was converted to a depth profile, by finding the average sputtering rate from the crater
depth created by sputtering. A DEKTAK 6M stylus profilometer which works on the
principle of linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) and with a stylus diameter of
~ 25 µm was used to get the crater depth.

2.3 Results & Discussion
2.3.1. TRIM
TRIM [24] simulation of 60 keV nitrogen implantation in silicon is shown in
Fig. 6. The simulation yielded a defect profile with a maximum damage around 120 nm
which extends up to around 280 nm. The implanted Nitrogen profile extends up to about
300 nm and has the highest concentration at a depth of 162 nm.
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Figure 6: The depth profile of vacancies (left axis) and implanted Nitrogen ions (right axis) in
Silicon calculated using TRIM code with 60 keV Nitrogen ion implantation.

2.3.2. SPBS
Depth-resolved S-parameter versus Positron beam energy (E) profiles are shown
in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) for low dose and high dose samples respectively, along with the
reference sample. Measurements taken after various stages of annealing are also shown.
The solid line through the data points is a result of the analysis using VEPFIT [26]. The
top axis shows the mean implantation depth of positrons in Si calculated using the
relation for the mean implantation depth (equation (11) in Chapter 1). The S vs E profile
of the reference sample shows a typical behaviour with a low S value near the surface
region which gradually increases to a higher bulk value, which has been normalized to
unity. Since we have removed the native oxide layer by etching, the S values at low
positron energies are mainly due to the surface traps and hence, the S values are slightly
higher than what is normally observed for samples with native oxide layer [29].
The sample implanted to a fluence of 1014 N+/cm2 has a low S value at small
positron energies (Fig. 7 (a)) and increases rapidly to a broad maximum around 4 keV
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and beyond 6 keV, the S parameter decreases gradually to the bulk value. Positron
energy of 4 keV corresponds to a mean depth of 140 nm which is close to the peak
damage region as predicted by TRIM. The low S values in the initial positron energies is
due to the positron annihilations in the native oxide layer; the broad maximum at
intermediate energies is due to the open volume defects created by ion implantation and
beyond 16 keV positron annihilations are entirely in bulk. Not much change is observed
in this behaviour upon annealing the sample to 473 K. Upon annealing to 673 K there is
a small decrease in the S parameter values in the energy range of 8 keV - 12 keV. By
annealing to 873 K, the curve shows a drastic decrease in the peak S value but still lies
higher than the reference sample. On further annealing to 1073 K, the S vs E profile
resembles the reference sample except at the lower positron energies which is most
probably due to the growth of thin native oxide layer into the sample during the final
stage of annealing. A similar nature for S vs E profile is also obtained for the sample
implanted to a higher concentration of 1015 N+/cm2, except for some important
differences. In the case of high dose sample, the S values beyond 8 keV decreases slowly
than in the case of lower dose sample and it’s only beyond a positron energy of 18 keV
that complete bulk annihilations could be seen. This sample too does not show much
change in peak S-value upon annealing to 673 K except for a decrease in the S values at
positron energies from 8 keV to 12 keV.
The major difference between higher and lower dose samples comes up during the
annealing process at 873 K where the higher dose sample does not show a drastic
reduction of S values in the peak damage region as seen in lower dose sample. Instead,
upon annealing to 873 K there is a shift of the peak S value to lower positron energies
and the S parameter in the energy ranges from 6 keV to 12 keV shows a considerable
decrease compared to the as implanted stage. At 1073 K, the S vs E profile is similar to
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what was obtained for low dose sample. The difference between the lower and higher
dose samples is shown graphically in Fig. 8, where normalized average S values between
positron energies of 1.25 and 6.25 keV is plotted as a function of the annealing
temperature. This positron energy range corresponds to a depth of 25 to 300 nm where
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Fig. 7: Variation of normalized S-parameter with positron beam energy for (a) sample implanted
with Nitrogen to a dose of 10 14 N+/cm2 (b) for sample implanted with a dose of 1015N+/cm2 and
annealed to various temperatures. The plot includes profile for reference Si (open-square). The
line through the data points is a fit obtained using VEPFIT with 3-layer model.
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TRIM [24] had predicted the presence of implantation induced defects. As can be clearly
seen the Savg/Sbulk for the two doses shows a similar behaviour except at 873 K. This
aspect will be discussed later on.
Experimental S vs E profiles have been fitted using VEPFIT [26] code with a
simple model consisting of a native oxide layer, a damaged layer and the bulk layer. The
S parameters and widths of each layer are thus deduced. This is shown in Fig. 9 (a) and
(b) for lower and higher dose samples, respectively. With 10 5 counts in the main peak
and 0.5 keV step size for S vs. E curve, a best chi-square of less than 28 was obtained for
all fits with 3 layers. The chi-square degraded for lower or higher number of layers. The
diffusion length of bulk Si was obtained by fitting the data of reference Si to be 249±70
nm, which is very close to the value (245 nm) for Si [30]. This was the only parameter
that was fixed while fitting the other data. The error on fitted S-parameter is less than
0.002 for all layers and for both the samples. The error on the boundary of the first layer
generated using the fit for the lower dose sample laid between 8.62 to 37.67 nm, where
as error on boundary of the second layer was between 33.60 to 70.62 nm. For high dose
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Fig. 8: Normalized average S-parameter is shown as a function of annealing temperature for
Nitrogen implanted samples. The line through the data points is a guide to the eye.
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sample the error on the boundary of the first layer is in between 0.5 to 27 nm and for
second layer the error on boundary is between 25 to 54 nm. Errors on both the
boundaries were considered while finding the width of the second layer and basic error
propagation methodology was used to calculate the uncertainty on the width of the
second layer. In the case of lower dose sample it was found that the damaged layer has
an S value of around 1.02 until 673 K. At 873 K the S value of the damaged layer
decreases drastically to 1.007 and upon annealing to 1073 K the damaged layer gets
completely annealed out. Similar behaviour is seen for higher dose sample except for the
differences highlighted in previous paragraph. Here the S value for damaged layer is also
around 1.02. The S value of the damaged layer upon annealing at 873 K is 1.02 as
opposed to the much lower value for lower dose sample and further annealing to 1073 K
removes this damaged layer. As seen in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), the S parameter value of the
damaged layer is around 1.02 for both samples which shows that there is near-saturation
trapping at lower dose implantation itself. The S parameter values depend on the region
chosen as the central region of 511 keV peak, on the energy resolution of the detector
and on the orientation of the crystal [31] and S-parameters in the range of 1.02 to 1.045
have been assigned to divacancies in literature [30]. Based on this S-parameter value of
1.02 can be assigned to a predominant divacancy (V2) type of defect.
In ion implanted silicon, mono-vacancies produced are highly mobile and
unstable at room temperature. They cluster to form divacancies or associate with
impurities like Oxygen (A-centres) or Phosphorous (E-centres) which are identified as
possible traps for positrons that are stable at room temperature. The A-centres are
shallow traps and will be visible only for positron measurements at lower temperatures.
E-centres are stable till 423 K and are deep traps. Their formation depends on the
concentration of Phosphorous and is predominantly formed for highly doped samples
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[30]. However, the most prominent defects in irradiated silicon are divacancies [32].
Divacancies start to anneal out by 400 K and get completely removed from the system by
600 K. This is observed as the gradual disappearance of 1.8 µm line in the IR spectrum
with annealing temperature [33]. The prominent annealing mechanism for divacancies at
temperatures of 398 K to 523 K is attributed to the recombination of divacancies with
interstitials which become mobile at these temperatures [34]. It has also been noted in
earlier studies that annealing Si beyond 523 K results in divacancy agglomeration and
such vacancy clusters are stable till 773 K but they anneal out completely for
temperatures above that [34-36]. There have been suggestions of these being spongedefects, a loose aggregation of vacancies [30] to account for divacancy disappearance
with no change in peak S-parameters. It was later suggested by Makhov and Lewis [37]
that the positron parameters need not show much change even when the divacancies get
completely removed from the system as fourfold tetravacancies formed during the
clustering process gives a positron signal similar to that of divacancy; the net effect
being a marginal or no change in the peak S-parameter. Another positron trap that can
develop with divacancy disappearance is the V xOy type defects where x ≥ 2 [38]. The
lifetimes assigned to various VxOy clusters can point to the behaviour of their
corresponding S-parameter. For example V2O which has been shown to dominate
beyond 473 K has a lifetime which is slightly lower (~ 295 ps) than the divacancy value
(~ 320 ps) and a similar behaviour could be expected for S-parameter. V3O clusters
which form beyond 673 K can give signals similar to divacancy as indicated by its
divacancy like lifetime values (~ 325 ps). However, none of the VxOy clusters survive
beyond 773K [38].
The variation of width of the damaged layer with annealing temperature is shown
in Fig. 10 for lower and higher dose samples. The width of the damaged layer for lower
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dose sample is 311 nm in the as implanted state, which shows a slight increase to 356 nm
on annealing to 473 K. The width then decreases, up on annealing to 230 nm at 673 K
and to 130 nm upon annealing at 873 K and finally, the layer disappears at 1073 K. The
width of the damaged layer of the higher dose sample shows a steady decrease from 616
nm in the as implanted state at each level of annealing. Thus the boundary of the
damaged layer (taking the width of oxide layer into account) of the sample implanted to
the lower dose (370 nm) is slightly larger than the depth predicted by TRIM (280 nm)
while the depth of this layer for the higher dose sample (621 nm) in the as implanted
state is more than three times the depth predicted by TRIM. This has been observed in
many previous studies [39-42] and has been attributed to various reasons. There were
suggestions that it is related to the scattering angle of the implanted ion [43, 44], or an
artefact of fitting by using a box profile for the damage caused [39]. Studies with
differently doped Si samples showed that the depth profile of the damage deduced using
variable energy positron beam spectroscopy is related to the internal electric field in the
sample. Even then, it was found that the data could not be modelled properly without
including deeper defects and the presence of such defects was suggested as due to the
monovacancy migration and clustering at deeper regions at room temperature, ion
channeling, or even impurities in the ion beam [41]. Experiment in which the surface
damaged layers of Fluorine implanted Si were etched out in a controlled manner had
confirmed the existence of such deeper defects. They have also observed that these deep
level defects get annealed out by 573 K [40]. A similar behaviour is seen for the higher
dose sample where there is a drastic reduction of the depth of the damaged layer from
620 nm to around 450 nm (Fig. 9(b)). The lower dose sample shows a slight increase in
width which is within the average uncertainty (±40 nm) in the value of boundary
generated using VEPFIT [26] and hence can be neglected. Hence, in the present study it
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Fig. 10: Variation of width of the damaged layer obtained from VEPFIT analysis plotted as a
function of annealing temperature for a dose of 1014 N+/cm2 and 1015 N+/cm2. The line through
the data points is a guide to the eye.

is clear that for the higher dose sample, the defects in the deeper regions are getting
annealed and this results in a decrease of width of the damaged layer at 473 K. It is
difficult to pinpoint the exact nature of these deep level defects with Doppler broadening
studies alone. As monovacancies are mobile at room temperature it is expected that some
of these produced at the end of range migrate deeper before getting trapped in one of the
stable forms. Since the number of monovacancies produced at the end of range will be
smaller for the lower dose, the density of deeper defects formed will be small and hence
the annealing stage at 473 K is not seen for the lower dose sample. Two processes where
a decrease in S-parameter is expected by annealing up to 473 K are removal of
divacancies by recombination with interstitials and removal of V-Phosphorous E centres.
Any one of these or both could be identified as the deep level defects.
Upon further annealing to 673 K, both lower and upper dose samples show a
decrease in the width of the damaged layer. At these temperatures the IR signal
corresponding to divacancy is absent [33] but there is not much change in the peak
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positron response, with the peak S value showing almost no change and the only change
is in the width of the damaged layer. The decrease in the width indicate the removal of
divacancies by recombination with interstitials or by collapsing to a surface sink or due
to the formation of V2O2 complexes which have positron life time (~ 240 ps) close to
bulk lifetime (~218 ps). The retention of the peak S-value at 1.02 for the damaged layer
can be due to the formation of fourfold tetravacancies, sponge-defects or by the
formation of V3O complexes. From the decrease in the width it is also clear that the
removal of divacancies happen close to projected range where the maximum density of
interstitials and their clusters or loops are present.
By annealing to 873 K, the higher dose sample shows a shift in the peak S
parameter towards the surface. However for lower dose sample there is a drastic
reduction of S-parameter with values near surface (a small hump seen around positron
energies of 2-4 keV) lying above the pristine silicon. Beyond 773 K, as shown by earlier
studies, the clusters and oxygen complexes are not stable and may break into smaller
vacancy clusters, divacancies or monovacancies and move towards the surface sink [35,
45, 46]. They are removed or get agglomerated into stable defect types during the
cooling regime depending on the defect density. In such case, the observed variation in
S-parameter for lower dose and higher dose sample may be due to a reduction in defect
density alone. Hence for lower dose sample the removal of defects is dominating over
agglomeration and for higher dose sample the annealing for 30 minutes has resulted in
agglomeration of defects into stable forms near surface. It is also possible that the
annealing at 873 K has resulted in the formation of new defect types or complexes for
both lower and higher dose sample.
It is not possible to comment whether the variation in S-parameter reflects a
variation in defect density or defect type just by using the S versus E plot. Hence the S-
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W correlation plot and the idea of R parameter are used. Clement et.al. [27] has showed
that S-W plots with implantation energy as running parameter can be used as an effective
tool to identify various trapping layers, as different trapping layers have specific (S-W)
co-ordinates. If there are only say, two trapping centers (A, B), each of them situated at
different depths (let A be near surface and B in the bulk) then as we increase the
implantation energy of the positrons, the effective S parameter at specific energy will
vary as
Sm = fA*SA + (1-fA)*SB

(2)

Wm = fA*WA + (1-fA)*WB
where Sm and Wm are the measured S and W parameters and SA,SB and WA,WB correspond
to S and W parameter of each trapping centre. f is fraction annihilating at the respective
trapping centre. Hence, for very low energy positrons the contribution to the measured S
comes mainly from the surface trapping centre A and as we increase the energy, Sm and
Wm linearly increases towards the SB and WB values. Now if there is any other trapping
centre in between A and B, then that will show up as turning point or inflexion [27] in SW correlation plot. R parameter is defined as

and is free of the effect of

concentration of defects [47] provided there are only two trapping sites. From the
definition of R parameter it is clear that it is numerically equal to the slope of the line
joining the S,W coordinate of the defect and that of bulk. Thus different defect types
show different slopes. Therefore if a turning point in S - W correlation plot represents a
particular defect type, then a reduction in density of that particular defect type would
result in turning points at lower (S,W) coordinates but which lies on the line joining the
initial turning point and the bulk (S,W) coordinate. Any variation from this would signal
the formation of new defect type or existence of equally dominating multiple defect
types.
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The S-W correlation plots for lower and higher dose samples for as implanted
state as well as for annealing temperatures at 673 K, 873 K and at 1073 K are shown in
Fig. 11(a) and (b) respectively. The (S,W) coordinate for all positron energies are plotted
for as-irradiated sample whereas those near the turning point (1-8.5 keV) alone are
shown for other temperatures for the sake of clarity. The straight lines are linear fits to
the (S-W) coordinates belonging to specific energy groups. For higher dose sample the
straight lines were fit for energies from 0 – 6 keV, 6.5 – 9.5 and from 10 - 20 keV. For
lower dose sample however only two straight lines could be fit one from 0- 4 keV and 420 keV. The intersection point represents a particular type of defect according to the
explanation by [27]. Hence, the deeper defect is detected in higher dose sample where as
such defects are not visible in lower dose sample. If these deeper defects were
divacancies then it would have had a (S,W) coordinate lying on the line joining the
defect state and the bulk. Hence the most probable candidate for such defect type is the E
centre which has stability only till 423 K. Its absence in lower dose sample could be
directly attributed to the concentration of end of range vacancies produced. Even after
annealing to 673 K, the turning point for both lower and higher dose sample shows only
a marginal decrease. The arrow joining the turning point in the as – irradiated state, that
at 673 K to the bulk state show that there is only a decrease in defect density. This was
explained as due to the formation of defects which give positron parameters similar to
divacancies. After annealing to 873 K, both lower dose and higher dose sample gives
(S,W) coordinates which lie clearly outside the arrow. Hence the variation observed in
the S versus E plot for both lower and higher dose sample cannot be attributed to change
in defect density but to formation of a new defect type. For higher dose sample
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Fig.11: (a) S -W plot for as – irradiated (RT) and annealed samples (673 K, 873 K, 1073 K) for
lower dose sample. The complete S-W correlation plot is given for as-irradiated sample with
positron beam energy as running parameter. For other temperatures, only the inflexion or
deviation points are shown for clarity (points from 1-8.5 keV). Different temperatures are
identified in the figure by different symbols and colours. The black line is a linear fit to different
energy regions identified in the text. (b) S-W plot for higher dose sample. The linear fits shown
by black solid line identifies deeper defect in higher dose sample. The green arrow joins the
inflexion point in as-irradiated state and at 673 K to the bulk S,W coordinate. The inflexion point
corresponding to 873K lies outside of this showing a defect of different nature.
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there is not much variation in S-parameter but there is an increase in W parameter. For
lower dose sample there is reduction in S-parameter as well as an increase in Wparameter. Even at this stage it is not possible to identify the defect type. Adam et.al.
[16] had defined the W parameter in two ranges from 513.3 - 514 keV (W1) and from
514.9 - 517 keV (W2), and assigned the first range to Nitrogen or Oxygen vacancy
complexes and the latter to pure vacancies. By plotting the variation of W1 and W2 as a
function of positron energy, it was argued that it was also possible to delineate between
whether Nitrogen or Oxygen plays a role in the complex. If it was Oxygen – Vacancy
complex, then W1 would be higher near surface due to the –OH terminated surface and
would monotonically decrease towards bulk. If it were Nitrogen – Vacancy complex then
there would be a constant value near the damaged region beyond which it would
decrease towards bulk. In a similar fashion the W1, W2 parameters for as-implanted and
sample annealed to 873 K for both higher and lower dose is given in Fig.12 (a) and (b).
As seen in Fig.12 (a), W1 for as implanted sample shows a decrease from the surface to
the bulk value. On annealing to 873 K, a large increase is seen in W1 value near the
implanted region. Thus the small hump seen near 2 - 4 keV energy in S versus E plot in
Fig. 7 (a) correspond to formation of N-V complexes. These would most probably be in
V2-N2 format as V2 is easily formed in Silicon during migration of monovacancies as
well as by breakage of vacancy clusters and Nitrogen exists mostly as di-interstitial in
Silicon. However such a large increase is not seen in higher dose sample after annealing
up to 873 K. Hence, looking at high S-parameter near surface for higher dose sample at
873 K in Fig. 7 (b), the variation of (S, W) coordinate corresponding to 873 K in Fig.
11(b) and a small increase in W1 in Fig. 12 (b), two possible scenarios can be seen. In
one scenario there can be a combined existence of both vacancy clusters and N-V
complexes leading to higher S, deviated (S,W) coordinates and marginal increase in W1.
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The second scenario being the formation of Vx-N2 (x>2) which give rise to more of
vacancy like signal with larger S-parameter, but also giving rise to deviated (S,W)
coordinates and marginal increase in W1.
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Fig.12: (a) W versus Energy plot for as – irradiated (RT) and annealed samples at 873 K for
lower dose sample. W1 is defined between 513.3 to 514 keV and W2 is defined for 514.9 to 517
keV. Arrow mark indicates the increase in W1 parameter in the implanted region after annealing
(b) W versus Energy plot for as – irradiated (RT) and annealed samples at 873 K for higher dose
sample. Errors on both plots are equivalent to symbol size.
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2.3.3 SIMS
The oxygen and nitrogen profiles for the low dose and high dose samples in the
as implanted state and for those which were cumulatively annealed up to 873 K and
1073K are shown in Fig. 13 and 14 respectively. The oxygen profile for lower dose and
higher dose sample validate the finding that for sample annealed at 1073 K, the oxide
layer is wider for lower dose sample than that in higher dose sample. This is responsible
for the lower than bulk S-value observed near surface in these samples. The oxygen
profile grows into the sample only for a cumulative annealing for 60 minutes at 1073 K
for higher dose sample where as it happens at the first 30 minutes itself for lower dose
sample.
The nitrogen profiles given in Fig. 14 (a) and (b) are fit to single/double Gaussian
peaks defined by the equation
(3)

where y denotes the secondary ion intensity obtained as a function of depth, x gives the
depth in nm, xc gives the centroid of the Gaussian profile (in nm) and w is the standard
deviation (nm). A is the amplitude of the Gaussian peak. The parameters obtained after
fitting are given in Table 1. The nitrogen distribution for higher dose sample shows a
non-symmetric movement towards surface at 1073 K and it alone has been fit to two
Gaussian peaks. The difference in the peak position for lower dose sample when
compared to the higher dose sample is due to the difference in acquisition area of
secondary ions in the sputtered crater. The parameter variation was done to get
reasonable counts for lower dose sample but has resulted in accumulation of data from
the edge of the crater giving deeper nitrogen signals. This is also clear from the tailing
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seen at higher depths for profiles obtained for lower dose samples. Comparison with the
TRIM simulation data shows that the peak position values obtained for higher dose
sample are close to the predicted values.
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Fig.13: (a) Oxygen profile of lower dose sample in as – irradiated (RT) and 30 minute annealed
samples at 873 K and 1073 K (b) Oxygen profile of higher dose as irradiated sample and those
annealed at 873 K for 30 minutes, at 1073 K for 30 minutes and for 60 minutes.
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Fig. 14: (a) Nitrogen profile of lower dose sample in as – irradiated and 30 minute annealed
samples at 873 K and 1073 K. (b) Nitrogen profile of higher dose as irradiated sample and those
annealed at 873 K for 30 minutes, at 1073 K for 30 minutes and for 60 minutes.
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Table 1: Parameters of the Gaussian profile after fitting them to the intensity plot.
Implantation

Annealing

Number of

Centroid

Dose N+/cm2

Temperature K

Gaussians

(nm)

1014

As-implanted

1

232±1.7

211±5

56

873

1

211±1

142±3

71

As-Implanted

1

180±0.6

114±1.3

246

873

1

191±0.5

124±1.13

287

1073

1

189±2

101.5±3

153

2

85±3

75±4.5

73

1015

w (nm)

Height
(counts)

Comparing the thermal evolution of nitrogen for each dose separately, certain key
features come out. They are
(a) For lower dose sample, there is only a little change in the implanted nitrogen
profile on annealing to 873 K. The profile shows a small shift of nitrogen
peak to the surface at 873 K. There is also a small reduction in width of the
profile and it happens mostly in the deeper region than at the surface.
However at 1073 K nitrogen has got completely redistributed into the sample
beyond the detection limit showing that there is a temperature barrier beyond
which the diffusion is extremely fast.
(b) For higher dose sample, there is no movement of nitrogen till 873 K. Only at
1073 K it shows an anomalous diffusion towards surface. The peak at the
implanted range stays fixed (~189 nm) with reduction in its peak intensity
and marginal change in width. A new peak appears at shallower depth close
to the surface. Annealing at the same temperature for 30 minute more has
resulted in the redistribution as seen before for lower dose sample.
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(c) From the Oxygen profile it is clear that in-diffusion of oxygen starts only at
that temperature where the Nitrogen signals are in traces.
As the Nitrogen profile shows marginal or no change by annealing at 873 K, the
formation of Nitrogen – vacancy complexes as indicated by the positron beam results, is
formed during the migration of open volume defects towards surface. From the
anomalous diffusion profile at 1073 K for higher dose sample, it is clear that the
Nitrogen becomes mobile at deeper regions than at the surface. It was also shown in
earlier studies that the end of range Type 1 defects act as pinning centres for the Nitrogen
interstitials [20]. Hence, near surface Nitrogen-Vacancy complexes and end of range
dislocation loops act as barriers for Nitrogen diffusion giving rise to the observed
behaviour with nitrogen being released near the peak of the implanted profile. It was also
shown from the positron beam studies that open volume defects are not present after
1073 K annealing and hence, this also signals the presence of barrier for release of
Nitrogen from its pinning centres before this temperature. Further annealing at same
temperature has caused the Nitrogen to be diffused towards the surface or has got
redistributed homogeneously. For lower dose sample, the lower concentration of pinning
centres has resulted in the complete removal of Gaussian profile by annealing at 1073 K
for 30 minutes only. It is of interest to note that the removal of Nitrogen has a role in the
in-diffusion of oxygen as indicated by the results in Fig.13, which requires further
investigation.

2.4 Summary
The thermal evolution of open volume defects and nitrogen impurity in nitrogen
ion implanted Cz-Si is investigated using slow positron beam spectroscopy and SIMS.
The major findings are as follows
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The sample irradiated to a dose of 1 x 1015 ions/cm2 showed the existence of
deeper defects which are removed by annealing to 473 K. Such an annealing step
is not seen in the case of sample irradiated to 1 x 1014 ions/cm2. The deeper
defects are attributed to E centres formed as a result of migration of
monovacancies during the dynamic process of irradiation.
Indirect evidence is obtained using S-W correlation plot as well as using
modified W parameter definition for the formation of nitrogen vacancy
complexes in lower dose sample. However for higher dose sample, the formation
of such a complex is not significantly brought out. It is argued that the result
would have been due to the coexistence of other trapping centres like vacancy
clusters along with nitrogen vacancy complex or due to the association of
Nitrogen with larger clusters. Hence, the presence of larger vacancy density
masks the formation of N-V complexes [48].
The Nitrogen diffusion is found to be anomalous and is assigned due to the
presence of pinning centres near surface (nitrogen vacancy complexes) and at
end of range (Type 1 defects) [20].
Oxygen in diffusion starts after the removal of Nitrogen from the system.

2.5 Conclusion & Future Outlook
A detailed investigation has been carried out on the thermal evolution of Nitrogen
implantation induced defects in Silicon using slow positron beam spectroscopy and
SIMS. It was possible to identify the presence of trans-projected range defects in higher
dose sample and nitrogen-vacancy complexes after annealing to 873 K. The anomalous
Nitrogen diffusion was attributed to pinning centres near surface and at end of range.
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The study has to be continued for higher doses where there are high concentration
of dislocation loops and amorphisation to investigate the action of pinning centres and
Nitrogen diffusion through an amorphous structure. Isothermal studies can be carried out
at temperatures near ~ 873 K to find out the activation dynamics of the Nitrogen-vacancy
complex formation and at temperatures less than 1073 K to carefully look at their
thermal stability. The role of Nitrogen on the in diffusion of Oxygen has to be
investigated in detail with regard to the role of open volume defects. Even though slow
positron beam spectroscopy could throw more light into thermal evolution of open
volume defects, it was extremely hard to pin point the nature of defects especially in the
case of higher dose sample annealed to 873 K. A positron beam based lifetime
spectroscopy would have given a quantitative identification of the type of defects
responsible for the observed behaviour near surface.
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Perfection has one grave defect: it is apt to be dull – W. Somerset Maughm

Chapter 3
Thermal evolution of defects in self ion irradiated
Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite
The investigation of the defect kinetics in 200 keV C+ ion implanted highly
oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) is presented in this chapter. The thermal evolution of
implantation induced defects is probed using three techniques sensitive at different depth
levels. The dependence of the defect annealing on the implantation dose is brought out
by implanting HOPG at two doses – 1014 & 10

15

ions/cm2, the higher one close to

creating amorphisation near the projected range. The topography of the sample as seen
by Atom force microscope (AFM) becomes highly ridged for higher dose implantation.
The ridged surface is considered to be due to basal plane fragmentation followed by
bending and curling of the surface sheets along the preferred/random directions
depending on the damage produced. Defect recovery at near surface region has a small
effect on surface topography with curvilinear ridges showing highly intricate network
after annealing. The defect annealing mechanism at the near-surface region probed by
Raman spectroscopy shows a fast and a slow process for both the doses; however
difference among two doses lies in the recovery of the FWHM of the G-band. The slow
positron beam spectroscopy shows vacancy recovery from 373 K and a clear movement
of open volume defect towards surface by 623 K for lower dose sample. A particular
defect type becomes visible in higher dose sample after annealing up to 523 K near the
end of implantation range. This remains stable till 673 K showing a surface bound
movement only at 723 K. Complete defect recovery also leads to a modified structure
consisting of cross linking inter layer interstitial clusters at the projected range. This is
brought to light by a lower than bulk S-parameter for the recovered region.
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3.1 Introduction
Defect study in carbon allotropic materials is an area which has seen large
amount of investigations owing to their importance to the industry and to the basic
understanding of solids. Among the various carbon allotropes, graphite and diamond are
often used as model materials and the inferences obtained from them are extended to
their more exotic forms. For example graphite is a prototype for sp2 hybridized group
and for structures which show a layered nature. Graphite has been used extensively in the
nuclear industry and is among the proposed materials for plasma facing wall of fusion
reactors. This is because of its excellent high temperature properties (like high melting
point and thermal shock resistance), low activity after neutron exposure and low Z [1].
This in turn has fuelled extensive research on defects in graphite to understand and
control the after effects of radiation damage. Property changes like basal plane
contraction, the c-axis expansion, the Wigner energy release, and the changes in
electrical and thermal conductivity limit their long term use [2, 3]. Ion or electron beam
induced structural transformations and phase transformations in graphitic materials are
another area which drives the defect research industry. There has been demonstration of
irradiation induced transformation of graphitic forms to diamond [4, 5], welding of
Carbon nano-tubes with electron irradiation and formation of carbon onion structures [6].
The recent discovery of defect induced magnetism [7] and suggestions of doping/defect
induced room temperature (RT) superconductivity in graphite [8, 9] has attracted the
interest of basic physics fraternity as well. Ion beam based patterning of graphite surface
is a major research area which seeks to understand and utilize the arrangement of defects
on graphite surface as it is a common substrate for the growth of nanostructures and for
various microscopic techniques [10, 11]. By extending the knowledge obtained about the
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nature of defects on graphite surface, the electronic interaction of defects in 2D-graphene
plane with electrons are now understood and are predicted to be magnetic [12].
In spite of all the effort over past five decades, the nature, formation, migration
and interaction of even simple point defects like vacancies and interstitials in graphite
remain sketchy. This is largely due to the highly anisotropic nature where different
behaviour dominates parallel to the c-axis and that along the basal plane. Theoretical
studies have predicted number of possible defect structures to explain the experimentally
observed property changes and measured migration energies. To highlight one such
discrepancy; the measured migration energy is ~ 3.1 eV for mono vacancies whereas the
theoretically predicted value is ~1.7 eV [3]. The experimental investigations of defects in
graphite has depended on Raman spectroscopy, Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), Scanning Tunnelling microscopy (STM), Atomic Force microscopy (AFM),
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, Ion Beam Analysis techniques like Rutherford back
Scattering (RBS) and Channelling, Secondary Ion mass spectrometry and rarely on
Hyperfine Interaction techniques. Many of these techniques are constrained by the fact
that they are not directly defect related and depend on some property change with
damage creation. Techniques like STM has been extremely successful in imaging mono
vacancy structures on graphite surfaces, however difficulties arise in analysis due to
probe-defect interactions or scan rate dependence etc. TEM studies on the other hand
bring in sample preparation uncertainties as well as defect structure modification by the
impinging electron beam. Hence there remains substantial uncertainty leaving space for
further investigations using defect specific and non-interacting techniques.
Positron annihilation spectroscopy which is sensitive to vacancies or open
volume regions in a material can be utilized to understand the atomic vacancy evolution
in graphite effectively. This is achieved by self-probing of open volume defects by
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positrons within its thermal diffusion length. In defect free graphite, the positron density
distribution has a quasi two dimensional nature with the positron density being confined
mostly to the inter-layer region .With the creation of vacancy type defects, this two
dimensional confinement changes to specific trapping at the defect site. This results in
variations in defect sensitive parameters like momentum distribution and positron
lifetime [13, 14]. Hence, in the present investigation slow positron beam spectroscopy is
utilized to understand the thermal evolution of vacancy like defects in graphite and thus
try to bring out the dependence of thermally activated vacancy reactions on the type and
density of defects produced. In the subsequent section we look at studies on different
defect species in irradiated graphite and the understanding developed on the defect
energetic in past six decades.

3.1.1 Literature Review
Ion implantation results in the deposition of the kinetic energy of the impinging
ions on to the lattice and a cascade follows which results in the formation of lattice
disorder and defect species like the Frenkel pair along the track of the implanted ion. At
sufficiently high doses these disordered regions overlap and finally a non-crystalline or
amorphous layer is formed [15]. This disorder can be recovered or relaxed by thermal
annealing process. A large scatter in literature is observed in the proposed annealing
processes, involved defect structures, their activation energies and temperatures of
occurrence. Hence, some of the important studies are highlighted as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Various annealing processes, defect structures involved, temperatures of
occurrence and important remarks from literature. V,v- vacancy, I/I- interstitial, a – basal
plane lattice vector, c –lattice perpendicular to basal plane, m-migration, 2D/3D
dimension. Red and Black denote experimentally determined values. Green and Blue
are from ab-initio/theoretical calculations. α, β are un-equivalent sites in the unit cell.
Process/Defect structures
assigned by authors
V migration

Activation energy/ Temperature of
occurrence/ Important Findings.
= 3.1 eV
>5.5 eV

I-V recombination

Ebarrier = 0.24 eV. Occurring till 1523 K

I release from traps, weakly
bound I-groups

Ebinding = 1.2 – 1.7 eV.

I2 (dimer) = 2I

Eactivation > 1.2 – 1.7 eV. Hence cannot be a
player in Wigner Energy release

Wigner Energy Release

473 K, Eactivation = 1.2 – 1.7 eV

I-group migration and
coalescence – nucleation of Iloop

Eactivation = 1.17 eV.

V2 (di-vacancy)

Authors
[16,17]

Collapses to edge dislocation dipole or
vacancy line.
[18]

I migration
I binding to trap

= 0.45 eV
Ebinding = 1.38 eV, 473 K release from trap
followed by I-V recombination.

V migration

= 3.1eV

I migration

< 0.1 eV,

I-loop/V-loop disappearance
I migration (followed by I-V
recombination)
I2 migration (assisted I2 – V
recombination)
V,I clustering/ Cluster
migration
I migration

> 5.5eV Eformation = 7eV

[19-20]

> 5 eV Eformation = 7eV

Eactivation > 8 eV
0.89 -1.0 eV, fast annealing second order
process from 388 K

[21-31]

1.8 eV, slow annealing process

>>1.8 eV. Slowest annealing process

= 0.15 eV, > 573 K. Responsible for 2Dregrowth
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[15,3236]

2D – re growth

1773-2573 K, 0.67 eV

3D – epitaxial re growth

> 2573 K, 0.78 eV/1.2 eV

c-axis random re growth

1773-2573 K, 0.47 eV

I migration

= 0.39 eV, >220 K

V migration

= 3.1 eV, >1273 K

I-V recombination

Ebarrier = 0.5 eV

I migration (followed by
weak I-V pair and I-I pair
formation in two annealing
steps).
I (migration-long range –
dispersion of weak pairs).
I (migration-long range,
trapped by stronger I-V and
I-I pair)

Eactivation = 0.027 eV, 5-15 K
&
0.05 eV, 15-45 K

I-V pair  I + V
I+I  I2 / I-I pair

0.27 eV, 85-125 K, at 100 K strong stored
energy release peak &
0.40 eV, 120-180 K

n*I2  (I2)n
I+I  I2
I2 - 2V , I – V recombination

0.55 eV, 165-230 K &
230-400 K

(I2)2 2I2 (rate limiting)
I2 - 2V recombination
I2+ (I2)2  (I2)3
I2+ (I2)3  (I2)4

1.34 eV, 448-513 K

(I2)3 3I2 (rate limiting)
I2 - 2V recombination
I2+ (I2)3  (I2)4

1.50 eV, 473-543 K

(I2)4 4I2
I2 - 2V recombination

1.78 eV, 533-593 K

I migration (Molecular
Dynamics)

0.01 eV

V migration to cluster/ loop
formation
Vacancy loop disappearance

> 1473-1573 K

small I clusters large I

373-773 K

0.09-0.11 eV, 45-65 K
65-85 K

>1773 K

73

[37-40]

[41-53]

clusters
I clusters break down I,
followed by I-V
recombination
I-loop disappearance

873-1173 K

1473 K
[54-66]

Twin formation and
Amorphisation
I migration (I-V
recombination)
I2 migration

0.03-0.3 eV

Disorder region growth (rate
limiting factor is I migration)

0.014 eV

[66-70]

V migration
V6

>1573 K
Stable up to 1773 K

[13]

V migration

< 873 K

[71]

V migration

< 673 K

[72]

V migration

>348 K, 0.9-1.0eV

[73]

I migration

0.44 eV

[74]

V migration

1.6 eV

[75]

V migration
I migration

= 1 eV
= 4.7 eV
< 0.03 eV
= 3.9 eV/2.3 eV
(interstialcy mechanism)

[76]

I migration

> 1.4 eV

[77]

Adatom migration

0.47 eV

[78]

Adatom migration
V migration

0.4 eV
1.3 eV

[79,80]

V migration
VV2 (5-8-5)
V2V2 (555-777)
Adatom migration

0.94 eV
1.6 eV
5.74 eV
0.4 eV

0.33 eV
2 eV

[81]
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I (A-ground state, B-barrier
state, C-metastable state)
I (A-B-A) migration
I(A-B-C) transition
I (B-C-B) migration
I (c-axis migration along BC-B, aa-stacking)
Adatom migration
I migration

V migration
V2 (inter planar) migration
I-V pair recombination

[82]
1.2-1.7 eV (a-axis)
0.9 eV, 800K
0.5 eV (c-axis possible for irradiated HOPG)
0.7 eV (possible for irradiated HOPG)

0.84 eV
1.27 eV (a-axis)
0.53 eV(sub-surface – a-axis)
0.42 eV(sub-surface – c-axis)
1.44 eV (a-axis), 0.99 eV (a-axis, on
graphene)
3.2-3.5 eV
1 eV (perfect graphite)/ 0.5 eV (sheared)
1.23 eV(sub-surface)

[83, 84]

V migration
VV2 (5-8-5)
I migration(bridge)
I migration(spiro)
I(spiro)I(bridge)

1.26eV(a-axis), 1.37 eV (a-axis, on graphene)
2.17 eV
0.36eV(a-axis), 0.53 eV (a-axis, on graphene)
2.12 eV
1.88 eV

[85]

I-V1  I-V2
I-V1 recombination
I (C-dumb bell structure)I
(bridge)/I migration through
this inter conversion

0.9 eV
>350K
0.9 eV (c-axis migration)

[86]

V migration
V2 migration (in-plane)
inter-planar V2 migration

1.7 eV
7 eV
3.2-3.6 eV (inter conversion of various types
or de trapping of V)
1.4 eV

[87-96]

I-V pair recombination
barrier
I (spiro) migration
I2I
V23(trans) third neighbour
planar divacancy in –trans
form migration
V23(trans) V2 (planar)

~1eV
3 eV
2.8 eV

3.5 eV

Thus the vacancy migration barrier has values from 0.90 – 3.1 eV and activation from
temperatures as low as 348 K to as high as 1473 K. Similarly the interstitial migration
has values from 0.027 eV – 2.1 eV. The defect annealing mechanism is also complicated
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by large number of stable and meta stable structures possible for vacancies and
interstitials. This is due to the property of C-atom to bind in different forms (sp to sp3).
There is also a difference in defect energetics near to surface and away from it
influencing the experiments which are surface sensitive or bulk sensitive. The scatter is
also due to different type of implantation conditions used like species and temperature.
Yet certain generally accepted features can be brought out from the literature surveyed.


It is now accepted that there is a recombination barrier between interstitial (I) and
vacancy (V) and this stems from the existence of I-V meta stable state which has
been experimentally shown [97]. It is also accepted that since Wigner energy
peak at 473 K is due to I-V recombination, the meta stable state has a role in it.



There is large evidence theoretically and some experimental proof that the
migration barrier for vacancy along basal plane is not 3.1eV but much lower.



Though there is no consensus on migration energy of interstitials, there is a
wealth of evidence pointing to recovery taking place from temperatures as low as
10K. Hence if a higher migration barrier for I is correct, the observed low
temperature recovery needs explanation.



Once they are mobile, interstitials do cluster to form I2 as they are more stable.



V2 (first nearest neighbour planar) is immobile with very high migration energy.
There seems to be evidence in favour of barrier for divacancy formation from
aggregation of monovacancies. Hashimoto et.al [98] has seen through HRTEM
three single vacancies in the nearest neighbour position, yet stable enough not to
form higher clusters (di- or tri-).



There is a mixed phase hybridization (sp2-sp3) developed due to bridging,
bending and cross linking of the adjacent layers.



Annealing mechanism has a dependence on the amount of damage produced .
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In spite of a certain level of understanding as mentioned above, the basic
methodology of defect recovery remains vague from the activation numbers mentioned
above. A positron based study could clarify some of the discrepancies as they are
vacancy specific and non-destructive.
There has been previous studies which have utilized positron lifetime technique
to identify the nature of bulk defects formed by electron or neutron irradiation in graphite
[13, 51-53]. But to our knowledge the only experiment which looked at the vacancy
profile and its annealing in a depth resolved manner using positron beam was by Yang
et.al. [99]. They used beam based positron lifetime and Doppler broadening spectroscopy
to identify the defect structures produced by RT irradiation of HOPG samples with
70keV 12C+ ions to a fluence of 1015 ions/cm2 and to understand their thermal recovery.
From depth resolved lifetime values (obtained by simple lifetime decomposition with no
larger lifetimes) they had concluded that the major defect produced is of V6 type with
some V9 clusters very near to the surface and V4, V2 & V1 near the implantation range
where Vn represent n-vacancies clustered together. They found that when annealed to
373 K, all defects except V1 had moved out and that by 473 K through I-V
recombination even the single vacancies have been removed. They assumed that the
larger clusters were formed due to the agglomeration of mono vacancies during the
dynamics of irradiation. These results were correlated with the disappearance of
ferromagnetic behaviour up to ~75% by 373 K and complete disappearance by 473 K.
V1, V4 (some stable structures) and V6 were found to have a net magnetic moment
through spin averaged VASP calculations. They argued that for a particular vacancy
concentration, the deformation field surrounding the vacancy was larger than the
separation between the vacancies and that helps in local magnetic coupling with
electrons transferred between two in-equivalent atom positions in 2D graphite. They
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ruled out Hydrogen-Vacancy complexing in their samples through the observed positron
lifetime. There was a discrepancy though in their Doppler broadening data which showed
larger S-parameter (defect sensitive) even at 473 K and complete defect recovery only by
773 K where S-parameter values were lower than that in the un-implanted reference
samples. This discrepancy was said to be due to complex defect structures with higher
lifetimes, not visible in slow positron beam lifetime measurements though reflecting in
S-parameter measurements. However it has to be pointed out here that the highest
lifetime measured in graphitic samples was ~ 477 ps in glassy carbon [51].
There are other studies which used similar irradiation conditions as used in the
present chapter. One such study utilised RBS in channelling mode on HOPG samples
irradiated with 230 keV

12

C+ ions to a dose of 1015/cm2. The recovery of the damaged

region as a function of isochronal heat treatment was followed [36] and is given here in
Fig.1 (a) and (b). Fig.1 (a) contains data from samples annealed up to 1373K for 20
minutes and Fig. 1(b) contains samples annealed up to 2573K. It can be seen that even
for annealing temperatures at 573K there is a recovery from the surface region as well as
a small epitaxial re-growth from the back interface. Major change at the projected range
is observed only for annealing above 1373K as shown in Fig.1 (b).
This results shows that the sample is highly disordered at the projected range but
only to a lesser extent near the surface. The annealing taking place for temperatures up to
2573K was assumed to be due to migrating interstitials resident between the graphite
planes. By making an Arrhenius plot of the re-grown interface in this temperature
regime, the activation energy was deduced to be around 0.15eV and hence the
assumption that the interstitials play a major role was justified. It was also found that in
this regime, the growth is diffusion limited and as soon as the growth reaches the highly
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Fig.1: Back scatter yield from channelling study on samples irradiated with 10 15 12C+ ions/cm2
and annealed between (a) 573-1373K and (b) annealed between 1373-2573K. Reproduced from
[36].

disordered region, the kinetics becomes complicated and is not dominated only by
diffusion or by epitaxial re-growth. For the epitaxial 3D growth occurring in
temperatures above 2573K, the activation energy was found to be ~ 1.2 eV. Such a small
value was explained by an epitaxial recovery mechanism with crystalline substrate (the
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crystalline region below the damaged surface) providing the nucleation sites and/or due
to the presence of oriented crystallites even in highly damaged top layer.
Annis et.al. [74] utilized 165 keV C+ ion irradiation at various doses from 6x1013
ions/cm2 to 3x1015 ions/cm2 to understand the surface damage creation mechanism and
identified two type of defect feature at higher doses – rectilinear ridges running across
the HOPG surface and highly networked and curvilinear ridges. Since the energy and
dose are similar to the present investigation, images from the study are reproduced here
which shows both type of ridge structures mentioned above in Fig. 2 (a-c).

[a]

[b]

[c]

Fig.2: AFM images from two regions of sample irradiated to (a & b) 3x1015 ions/cm2 and (c) to
6x1014 ions/cm2 with 165 keV C+ ions. (Reproduced from [74]).

Their study showed that for all the doses used, patches of ordered basal plane
remained on the sample surface and that it maintained the crystallinity to give the
corresponding Raman features. They argued a possibility of buried amorphous layer for
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the highest dose implantation after comparison with a sample irradiated to same dose, at
the same rate but with 35 keV ions. For lower dose sample (< 6x1014 ions/cm2) they
observed patches of disordered as well as normal structures. Linear defects in
direction which were associated to a line of eight vacancies were seen in the lower dose
samples. Apart from this surface protrusion which is a few nano-meter high was also
observed and was assigned to interstitial clusters below the surface layer and to
fragmentation and rotation of basal plane. The latter was assumed to provide easy
migration path for the interstitials across the c-axis. For higher doses, dendrite like cracks
were seen and some of them were deeper than the implantation depth. This was
explained to be due to heavy contraction near surface layer by fragmentation or by
vacancy collapse resulting in large amount of stress. The stress is released by cracking
along the crystal direction and/or along the weak spots like grain boundaries. For the
highest dose they observed ridges or wrinkles on the surface where one set was
rectilinear possibly along

direction and the other curved. No twin boundaries

were associated with these ridges though such identification had been done earlier
[54,55]. Calculating the number of carbon atoms in the ridges and its surface coverage,
they argued that migration energy of 0.44 eV would be required to carry interstitials (part
of Frenkel pair) from the bulk to the surface. This as argued earlier was aided by the
fragmentation of the basal plane leading to easy migration path. The carbon atoms thus
reaching the surface could accumulate at the fragment intersections (stress centres) and
the ridges grow. In the initial stage of irradiation fragmentations occurs along
crystallographic directions and thus explain the linear ridges. As dose increase
fragmentation becomes random and this could explain the curvilinear random ridges
seen. Another possible mechanism that they proposed was basal plane slip like tectonic
plate movement giving rise to observed ridges preferentially along the step edges.
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High resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies on certain forms of graphite (graphene,
CNT etc.) have helped in identifying & understanding the dynamics of some of the
exotic defect species possible in graphite. Hashimoto et.al. [98] had showed the existence
of pentagon-hepatagon Stone Wales defect on a SWNT after electron irradiation. They
had also identified up to three single vacancies lying next to one another showing that
damaged region is more prone to further damage than the undamaged region and that
there is a possible barrier for clustering to higher vacancies. While searching for adatoms
on single walled CNT (SWNT) surface, they found three adatoms attached very close to
a divacancy again giving evidence for I-V recombination barrier. The structure they
assumed implied that the adatom migration energy is ~0.47 eV. Similar study by the
same group [97] on double walled (DWNT) showed the existence of intimate I-V pair
(one I with V or I with V2 – it was not possible to distinguish between these two) after
electron irradiation which was the first experimental identification of an inter-layer
defect with partial sp3 character. At low temperatures (~93K) clustering of vacancies and
interstitials were observed due to knock outs near an earlier defect which did not get
enough time to recover. Very important observation is that even for higher temperature
they did not find much movement by interstitials or vacancies showing that the interlayer
migration has higher barrier than surface atoms. By counting the number of I-V pairs at
different irradiation temperatures, the energy dynamics of this particular defect was
given which is reproduced below in Fig 3. There is a steep decrease in the number of I-V
pairs formed with increasing irradiation temperature; however, a plateau is seen to occur
beyond 473 K which is indicated by a broken line. The start of this threshold has
closeness to the Wigner energy peak at 473 K.
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Fig.3: Number of intimate I-V pair counted for different irradiation temperature. (Reproduced
from [97]).

By techniques which are sensitive at different depth levels a comprehensive know
how on defect evolution can be built as given by the results above. Here channelling
gives depth resolved information on the thermal evolution of interstitial (I) like defects,
STM & AFM shows how surface structure develops through defects and TEM provides
proof for specific nature of atomistic defects. In this scenario, the present study tries to
throw more light into the annealing mechanism of vacancies using positron beam based
Doppler broadening spectroscopic measurements on samples which are irradiated with
12

C+ ions of 200 keV energy along with Raman spectroscopy and AFM. Since Doppler

broadening study is used, the defect structures at specific depths cannot be identified but
the qualitative change with temperature will bring out the activation channels in the
damage recovery and possible defect structures involved can be pointed out based on
already existing activation energy data.
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3.2 Experiments
Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite Samples of SP-1 grades (equivalent to ZYA
grade) were obtained from SPI supplies. This grade has very high crystalline order and
exhibits properties close to single crystal graphite. The mosaic spread is as low as
0.4±0.10 and the lateral grain size is usually higher than 1µm and can be typically up to
3mm. All the samples were freshly cleaved before implantation and the surface would
consist of steps of several atomic layers with height of single step ~ 0.34 nm. The density
is 2.27 g/cc and the samples were of dimension 10x10x1 mm. The impurity levels in the
sample are at 10 ppm ash or better [100].

3.2.1 Carbon Ion Implantation
Carbon ions (12C+) were implanted into the samples using a 1.7MV Tandetron
accelerator at IGCAR, Kalpakkam, whose details are given elsewhere [101]. In the
present study, HOPG samples were irradiated at room temperature with 200 keV C + ions
parallel to the c-axis to a fluence of 1014 and 1015 C+ ions/cm2. A beam diameter of 10
mm was used to get uniform damage across the sample. The beam current was kept
around 55 nA to avoid beam heating of the sample. The beam energy was selected so as
to be equivalent to a damage creation by a 1MeV neutron as well as have the damaged
region inside the optical skin depth of 514.5 nm laser light. If a non–relativistic head on
collision of hard spheres is considered, the maximum energy that can be transferred to a
primary knock on atom (PKA) (Tmax) is given as
(1)
where M =12Mp mass of carbon nucleus and Mp is the mass of neutron with energy Tp.
This amounts to about 300keV energy for PKA created by 1MeV neutron.
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The

particular ion was also chosen to avoid any impurity based effect during defect
evolution. Keeping in mind the optical skin depth (~ 50-70 nm), a lower but closer value
to 300 keV i.e. 200 keV was chosen. This is the minimum energy possible for singly
charged carbon ions in this accelerator. The higher dose was selected to achieve a highly
disordered region close to amorphisation near to the projected range and a lower dose
was selected to look at the variation in defect evolution with damage density and defect
type.

3.2.2 Vacuum Annealing
The implanted samples were annealed in a vacuum better than 10 -6 mbar using a
vacuum system described in section 2.2.2. The samples were cumulatively annealed for
60 minutes to different temperatures from 373 K to 773 K in steps of 50K. They were
also annealed at 973K and at 1273K for the same time. The furnace is pre-heated to the
required temperature and is inserted over the quartz tube containing the sample once the
required vacuum is achieved. After the prescribed time, furnace is removed and the tube
is quenched into liquid nitrogen bath to speed up the temperature drop. For all
temperatures, the rise time and the fall time between 373 K and ~0.95*final temperature
is less than 300 s. Relaxation below 373 K was shown to be very slow and for
temperatures like 473 K, the fastest relaxation process had a characteristic time constant
of ~450 s [30, 31]. Hence the processes occurring during the rise and fall time could be
ignored compared to that at the set temperature. The set temperature was attained within
an accuracy of +50C for all temperatures.
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3.2.3 Slow Positron Beam Spectroscopy (SPBS)
Implanted and annealed samples were investigated with magnetically guided
variable energy slow positron beam [102] in order to track the recovery of the damaged
region of graphite surface with isochronal annealing and the role played by open volume
defects in the process. The details of the slow positron beam as well as the defect
characterisation methods are discussed in section 1.3.1 of chapter 1 and in section 2.2.3
of chapter 2. However for the sake of completion the parameters used for the present
experiment are discussed here. The positron annihilation γ-spectrum from the sample
was recorded using an high purity germanium detector having an energy resolution of
1.42 keV at 662 keV γ line of Cs137 with a shaping time of 6 µs in the spectroscopic
amplifier. Around 3 x 105 counts were collected in the main peak (511±10 keV) at a
count rate of 27 cps using this detector for annealing temperatures up to 473K. For
higher temperatures, ~ 8.5 x 105 counts were collected in the main peak at a count rate of
450 cps. This rise in count rate was due to the installation of a new 50 mCi source into
the beam line.
The Doppler broadening of the 511 keV annihilation γ ray is quantified, as
described in 1.3.1, using a line shape parameter S and a wing parameter W (wing region
of the peak is defined in this case as 513.5 to 518.5 keV and 503.5 to 508.5 keV). With
the total counts in the main peak, central region and wing region, an error of < ±0.002 is
expected for S parameter and an error of < ±0.0004 is expected on W parameter.
VEPFIT [103] code is used to fit the experimental S vs Energy of positrons (E) data and
give the fraction of positrons annihilating in various trapping centres as a function of
depth as well as the S parameter corresponding to each trapping centre. It has to be
specifically mentioned here that the positron beam direction was parallel to c-axis and
the implantation depth of positrons given with each data is with respect to the c-axis.
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Directionality is not important for the obtained S-parameter versus Energy spectrum for
isotropic materials because of the three dimensional random diffusion of positrons post
thermalisation. However in a layered structure like perfect graphite where there is a quasi
2D confinement and a pointed confinement at nearby defect sites, the obtained
information is sensitive to lattice direction but with a resolution equivalent to positron
diffusion length along the c-axis. When vacancies are created on the basal plane, the
diffusion length reduces drastically to values equivalent to the inter-planar distance and
hence the technique does become highly direction sensitive.

3.2.4 Positron lifetime spectroscopy
Unlike slow positron Doppler broadening spectroscopy, conventional positron
lifetime spectroscopy gives quantitative information on the defect nature of the bulk of
the sample. The lifetime of positrons inside the sample is proportional to the local
electron density at the site of annihilation and hence variation induced in this by the
formation of atomistic open volume defects can be quantified with characteristic
lifetimes and their intensities. A brief theory of positron annihilation spectroscopy is
covered in 1.3.1, though for sake of completion experimentally relevant points are
discussed here. The experiment is carried out by placing a 22Na source encapsulated 1µm
thick Nickel foil in between two identical samples in the sandwich geometry and by
using a fast-fast positron lifetime setup. The obtained positron decay spectrum is fit to
multiple exponential decay schemes using LT9 [104] program which takes care of
Gaussian resolution functions and subtracts the self-annihilation events from the source.
In the present study, two HOPG samples of the same grade (SP-1) were used for
sandwich mounting. Around 106 counts were collected in the region of interest. The
Gaussian resolution function and the contribution from source annihilations were found
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using similar measurement on Silicon (100) single crystal. The data is fit to two
components using LT9 and a variance close to 1 signals a very good fit.

3.2.5 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful non-destructive technique to understand the
symmetries and bonding nature of the solids. Through symmetry forbidden Raman lines
and their intensities, it is also possible to understand degree of disorder of the system.
Raman spectrum of various carbon forms provide specific signatures which makes it a
most commonly used tool in the characterization of various allotropic and disordered
forms of carbon like HOPG, diamond, glassy carbon, carbon fibres, carbon nanotubes,
graphene, graphitic foams etc. [2, 105]. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful nondestructive tool in the case of ion implanted studies through the presence of crystallinity
and defect specific modes such as the zone centre (k=0) E2g2 allowed mode of frequency
shift 1582 cm-1 (G) and through the disorder induced double resonant modes at around
1360 cm-1(D) and 1620 cm-1(D’). Three dimensional correlations of the two dimensional
graphene planes can also be tracked using the overtone mode at 2720 cm-1 (G’). The
dispersive behaviour of the D and G’ modes and the difference of the Stokes and antiStokes spectra are also used to understand the complexity of the double-resonant process.
As known, in Raman spectroscopy an intense beam of laser of frequency ω0 is
irradiated on to the sample. The scattered light consisting of the Rayleigh scattering part
(ω0) and the Raman scattered part (ω0+ω’-Stokes & ω0-ω’-anti_Stokes) is measured
using a system consisting of light source, transmission optics and light counting system.
As the intensity of stokes lines are greater than the anti-stokes ones, the characterization
is usually carried out using the measurement of Stokes lines. Any measurement system
consists of four major components (1) Excitation source (2) Sample illumination and
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collection (3) wavelength selector and (4) Detection, acquisition and control system
[106]. For the present measurements a Renishaw µ-Raman spectrometer was used,
whose description is given elsewhere [107].
In the present measurement, a 50X objective lens at the microscope was used to
illuminate the sample and the scattered light was accumulated normal to the sample in
the backscattering geometry. The data was acquired for 120 s with a power of ~100 mW
to have good signal to noise ratio. The spectral range was chosen from 100 cm-1 to
4000 cm-1. The spot size was ~ 2µm. The Raman shift in wave number was calibrated
using 520.5 cm-1 Raman line from Silicon single crystal. It should also be emphasized
here that for a wavelength of 514.5 nm the optical skin depth is of the order of ~50 nm
and hence, present Raman characterization would be looking at the tail of the
implantation induced damage profile. The obtained spectrums was background corrected
using linear fit at selected frequency ranges and the resultant spectrum was fit to multiple
Lorentzians using PeakFit.

3.2.6 Atom Force Microscopy
The topography of the freshly cleaved pristine samples as well as that of
implanted samples was mapped using NT-MDT Solver PRO atom force microscope. The
measurement was done in the semi-contact mode using the standard silicon cantilever
which is maintained at a constant force. The details of the instrument are given elsewhere
[108]
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3.3 Results
3.3.1. TRIM
The profile of vacancies produced by the implantation of 200 keV C + ions
parallel to the c-axis is shown in Fig.4. This was generated using the monte carlo
simulation package TRIM [109]. The displacement energy (Ed) required to produce
isolated Frenkel pair (I-V) is taken to be 34 keV [3]. This will decide the number of
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Fig.4: Profile of damage produced and implanted C + ions (200 keV) generated using TRIM
[109]. The displacement energy was taken to be 34keV for implantation along c-axis.

The peak damage is predicted to be around ~350 nm deep and it is shown to
extend till ~425 nm. The peak of the projected range (Rp) of the implanted C+ ions is
around 375 nm. Elman et. al.[15] has shown that the theory which is generally used for
non-crystalline solids is applicable to a certain extent to a crystalline and layered material
like graphite. Though some caution is required when taking the values generated as
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absolute quantities because an amorphous structure proportional to the material density is
assumed in this code and hence, certain features like channelling is not taken into
account. It also doesn’t allow for vacancy-interstitial recombination or structural
relaxation to a new phase, since zero Kelvin calculations are performed. Hence, the
damage predicted by TRIM is always overestimated [2].
The vacancies produced per ion (Vpi) is predicted to be 210 for the taken
displacement energy. Since a 1 cm2 beam was used, and as the damage extends till
~ 400 nm (as predicted by TRIM), the damage volume (Vd) can be taken as 4 x 10-7 cm3.
The atomic density (N) of HOPG is ~ 1.25 x 1023 atoms/cm3. Therefore using relation
(2)
where D is the total damage and φ is the fluence; the damage produced in dpa can be
calculated. Hence for the fluence used here, 1015 and 1014 C+ ions/cm2 the damage
produced is 0.04 and 0.004 dpa respectively.

3.3.2. Pristine HOPG
Atom Force Microscopy
Topography of the freshly cleaved pristine HOPG sample measured using AFM
in semi-contact mode is given in Fig. 5. The topography looks mostly featureless with
sharp multiple step edges due to cleaving. Large patches of graphitic basal planes with
sizes > 3µm can be seen which coincides with the in plane crystallite size of >1µm as
suggested by the supplier [100].
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Fig.5: AFM image of pristine freshly cleaved surface of HOPG taken at semi-contact mode. The
topography is mostly featureless with sharp step edges due to cleaving.

Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy
Positron lifetime measurements on as received freshly cleaved samples (2 nos) of
HOPG SP-1 grade resulted in a lifetime spectrum as shown in Fig.6. The fit data and the
deduced lifetime components are also shown in the figure. The obtained values are
tabulated in Table 2. The spectrum could be fit to two components after fixing the
resolution function and source correction. The values are very close to that obtained by
Iwata et.al. [51] for Pyrolytic graphite annealed at 3273K for 4 hours.
The obtained lifetimes could be interpreted in terms of two – state trapping
model. If τf is the defect free lifetime, λf the corresponding annihilation rate, κ1 the
specific trapping rate of a defect species, τ2 the defect lifetime of that species, λ d the
corresponding annihilation rate then the bulk annihilation lifetime obtained by
experiments would be
(3)
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The specific trapping rate κ1 is related to the obtained intensities

where
as

(4)
and
(5)
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Fig.6: Positron Lifetime spectrums for pristine HOPG samples. Also shown are the fit line (solid
red line), the lifetime components (blue dash dot dot and dash dot green line) and the source
component (pink dashed). The residue of the fit is shown in the same time scale above.

combining these we can write

as
(6)
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Table 2: Positron Lifetime results for pristine HOPG samples. Probability for annihilation in trap
is a measure of the crystalline quality [51].

Sample

HOPG
SP-1

τ1

I1

τ2

I2

τmean

τ1

Probability

Varian

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

(calcul

for

ce

ated)

annihilation

(ps)

in trap

160±2

54±

344±3

46±1

1

245±

158

0.24

1.12

5

The probability for annihilation in the trap (Pd) is given by,
(7)
By assuming the bulk lifetime in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite as 210 ps [13], the
calculated values of τ1 is very close to the experimentally observed value showing that
the two state trapping model works well for the as received samples. Therefore the
pristine sample contain defect free crystallites with random a- axis orientation. The intercrystallite surfaces act as effective trapping sites giving rise to the second component
which is close to the surface state lifetime (350 ps) of HOPG [110]. The probability of
annihilation is a measure of such trap sites i.e. of the area of the internal surfaces. Hence
~25% of the implanted positrons annihilate at these internal surfaces.

Slow Positron Beam Spectroscopy
S-parameter for the pristine samples shows a gradual decrease with increase in
positron energy from a high S-value very near to the surface reaching the bulk Sparameter by 8keV as shown in Fig.7 (a). The high value at the surface is due to the
phonon assisted positronium (Ps) formation and the relative Ps yield for 200 eV
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positrons at 300K was shown to be as high as 16% [111]. They had also speculated that
in HOPG, either the surface trap state is not present or the electrons sampled by the
surface-bound positrons are very similar to those seen by interlayer positrons. They had
calculated the energy at which the Ps yield falls off by half as 2.4 KeV. By fitting the S
vs E data to a simple monolayer model using VEPFIT (description is given in 1.3.1), the
diffusion length of positrons in graphite is found to be 209±11 nm, which is close to the
value for Silicon (245 nm). The bulk positron lifetimes for both materials are also close
(210 ps for HOPG and 220 ps for Silicon) and through the relation between diffusion
length and bulk positron lifetime, the fit value looks good provided they have similar
positron diffusion co-efficient at 300 K. This value is fixed for subsequent fits in
irradiated samples for the defect free bulk layer. As there are no depth specific traps, the
linearity of the S-W correlation plot as given in Fig.7 (b) is conserved. Hence, this can be
used to look at defects at specific depths in irradiated samples. The error bar on S and W
parameter are also provided in the S-W correlation plot, to identify the specific inflexion
points when going from surface to bulk in irradiated samples beyond experimental
errors. It has to be emphasized here that the position (S=1, W=1) correspond to bulk
annihilations which encompasses both annihilations in defect-free bulk as well as in
internal surfaces as shown by positron lifetime measurements. In the range of the present
annealing temperatures, though no change is expected to the grain size as 2D grain
growth starts for temperatures >1773 K and 3D ordering takes place only above 2573 K
[32]. As the major contributor to the second lifetime does not show any change during
the present annealing regime, changes appearing in the S-parameter can be interpreted
independent of them.
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Fig.7: (a) S and W parameter variation with implanted positron energy for pristine HOPG
sample. The mean implantation depth of positrons is also given in the top axis. The solid line
through the S vs. E curve is the fit to the data considering a simple monolayer model using
VEPFIT. (b) The linearity of S vs W correlation plot as positron goes deeper in to the sample
shows the absence of a third annihilation site other than bulk and surface of the sample. The
arrow shows increasing positron energy. The scales of the axes are chosen to be constant
throughout this chapter for better comparison with irradiated samples.
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Raman Spectroscopy
The first and second order Raman spectrum of the pristine HOPG sample is
shown in Fig.8 (a) and (b) respectively. Also shown are that obtained for irradiated
samples which are up shifted in scale for clarity. The first order spectrum is fit to four
Lorentzians for pristine HOPG sample. The major peak is the G-band at 1583 cm-1 which
is the Raman active mode for sp2 carbon network. This mode is degenerate at the
brillouin zone (BZ) centre (the in plane transverse optical (iTO) mode and the
Longitudinal optical (LO) mode) with E 2g2 symmetry. The degeneracy disappears for
general points inside the BZ. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the fit
Lorentzian to this peak is 13.93 cm-1. There is a very weak disorder peak at ~1361 cm-1
(D) whose origin has been recently ascribed to double resonance through an elastic
scattering process via defect [105]. Though it has a doublet structure it is not visible in
this case due to very low intensity. The integrated intensity ratio ID/IG is as small as
0.00862 where as the peak intensity ratio of these two modes is only about 0.0019. Using
the empirical relation put forward by by Tuinstra and Koening [112] connecting the in
plane crystallite size La to the intensity ratio as
(8)
we get the in plane crystallite size to be around 510 nm and using the relation by Pimenta
et.al [105] which utilizes the integrated intensity ratio and the energy of the excitation
laser light (E) as
(9)
the in plane crystallite size is around 1925 nm. As the two values differ, one of them
could be used to get a qualitative (as both are empirical) picture during thermal
evolution.
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Fig.8: (a) The first order Raman spectrum of pristine HOPG shows the double degenerate G band
at ~ 1583 cm-1 (E2g2 symmetry) from the zone centre which is active for sp2 carbon networks.
Also shown are the Raman modes obtained for low dose and high dose samples for comparison
which are up shifted for clarity. The defect induced double resonance Raman process generated
D band at ~ 1360 cm-1 and D’ band at ~ 1620 cm-1 and they can be seen emerging with the
increase in dose. (b) The second order Raman spectrum for pristine HOPG and implanted
samples are shown. The symmetry allowed G’ band along with the deconvoluted G’3DA and
G’3DB Lorentzian peak positions are shown in them. For higher dose sample, there is also weak
G’2D peak at ~2707 cm-1 corresponding to 2D graphite. The feature around 2450 cm-1
corresponds to overtone of LO mode where as the feature at ~ 2950 cm-1 is defect induced D+G
mode. The symbols are explained in detail in the text.
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La can also be looked upon as the phonon correlation length as defects/grain boundaries
tend to change the lattice atom interaction. Thus considering La as the average distance
between in plane defects, Nakamura et. al [21] has shown that the defect density (Nd) is
related to the intensity ratio as
(10)
for lower irradiation doses. The other two weak Lorentzians observed for pristine HOPG
are around 1496 cm-1 and 1754 cm-1. The latter is named M+ mode and is assigned to be
the overtone of the out of plane Transverse optical mode (oTO) where as the earlier one
is close to 1450 cm-1 LO mode [113].
The second order Raman spectrum of pristine HOPG shows the presence of
symmetry allowed overtone of the defect induced D mode (i.e. ~2*D), though here
conventional naming system is followed and is named as G’ band. It has a doublet
structure and can be fit using two Lorentzians – G’3DA at 2686 cm-1 and G’3DB at 2728
cm-1. The relative intensity ratio of G’3DB to G’3DA is constant and for measured spectrum
it was obtained to be about 2.4. The changes in the number of peaks in this band are a
measure of the stacking order of the graphitic planes. For turbostratic graphite samples
where there is no stacking order along c-axis this band is composed only of one
Lorentzian around 2707 cm-1 (G’2D) and as the stacking order improves (on annealing )
the band goes from one peak to two peak via three peak regime which shows combined
existence of 2D as well as 3D structure in the system. The introduction of intercalants or
interstitials by ion implantation in the interlayer region causes an expansion of the layer
spacing from 3.35 Å up to 3.45 Å when the interaction between the layers is destroyed
and a 2D graphitic structure form. Thus variation in the relative intensity ratio of G’3DB
and G’2D with thermal treatment could be followed to understand interlayer species
arrangement and the recovery of the stacking order in ion implanted samples. Another
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weak feature in the pristine HOPG spectrum is around 2450 cm-1, whose origin has been
assigned to the overtone of the LO mode [114].
The presence of the D-peak and the D’ peak (~1620 cm-1), with intensity
comparable to G-peak, differentiates the spectrum obtained for irradiated samples from
that for pristine HOPG. Both the peaks have their origin in the double resonance process
but are understood as inter-valley (for D mode) and intra-valley (for D’ mode) process
involving electronic states at K and K’ points (for D mode) or those involving electronic
states around the same K (or K’) point (for D’ mode) in the brillouin zone of graphite
[113]. The D-peak shows a doublet structure with two peaks around 1347 cm-1 and 1367
cm-1 for the irradiated samples. The doublet nature becomes difficult to resolve for
higher dose and is some time ascribed to the loss of 3D ordering i.e. increase in
turbostraticity [115]. The FWHM of all the peaks show an increase with the dose. The
peak position of G-band shows only a marginal change of < 2.5 cm-1 with irradiation.
The irradiated samples also have a weak and broad peak around 1500 cm-1 characteristic
of amorphous carbon with double bonding, though it has appreciable intensity only for
higher dose sample. In the frequency shift range from 100cm-1 to 1200cm-1, a low
intensity peak at ~1085cm-1 (which is not seen in un-irradiated graphite) appears (not
shown here). This is assigned to hydrogenated carbon with chains of alternate single and
double bonds [116].
The second order spectrum of irradiated sample shows the defect induced peak
D+G mode at ~ 2950cm-1 (absent for the pristine HOPG) which increases in intensity
and broadness with dose. This feature is considered to be a combination of D and G
modes. The 2*LO mode around 2450 cm-1 is not resolvable for higher dose sample. The
G’ band shows broadening for lower dose sample and goes to a three peak regime
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(G’3DB, G’3DA and G’2D) for higher dose. Parameters deduced from Raman spectrum
would be discussed for each dose in respective sections.

3.3.3. Low Dose implantation (1014 C+/cm2)
Atom Force Microscopy
The changes in the topography of the sample with low dose carbon ion
implantation and after the complete annealing cycle are given Fig.9 (a-d). The images are
taken at two different positions on the sample. The AFM image shows that there are
locations with flat patches of ordinary graphitic surface with sharp edges due to cleaving
with no indication of any implantation induced disordering except for the smaller size of
basal fragments compared to the pristine surface (Fig. 9(a)). Whereas at a different
location of the same sample disordered protrusions are visible among patches of
graphitic basal planes. The protrusions are ~ 20 nm high and ~ a few 100 nm wide. The
protrusions are too large to be due to sub-surface interstitial clusters as seen in other low
dose irradiation [117], but are more likely to be the nucleation phase of the ridge
structures as documented by Annis et.al. [74] (shown in Fig.2). Muto et.al. [118], using
TEM studies of the ridge structure, argued that the ridges are curled graphitic planes due
to sp3 defects on a sp2 matrix similar to the ones observed by Hiura et.al. [119], though
the nucleation phase of this phenomenon is not very clear. The electronic transformation
from sp2 to sp3 was invoked as the ridges formed within few seconds of irradiation. As
seen here, the protrusions have a rather irregular structure and do seem to be along the
edges of basal plane fragments. After the annealing cycle up to 1273 K, the topography
looks similar to the pristine sample however with wavy nature at some locations. The
regions where there are ridges or folding, remains after the annealing.
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(a)

(b)

c

(d)

Fig.9: AFM image of HOPG implanted with 200 keV 12C+ with a dose of 1014 ions/cm2 taken at
two different regions. (a) The surface shows flat basal plane with sharp step-edges produced by
cleaving similar to what was observed in un-implanted specimen (b) Another region on the same
sample which shows small protrusions along the sharp step edges. The protrusions are ~ 20 nm
high and ~ a few 100 nm wide. (c) and (d) Topography after going through the complete
annealing cycle which again shows defect free regions as well as curls running through the
surface.

Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectrum of the sample irradiated to low dose was fit in three different
regimes – 100 to 1200 cm-1, 1200 to 1900 cm-1 and 2350 to 3100 cm-1. The
measurements were taken at two different locations within the implanted zone and the
maximum variation among different measurements is given as the error or deviation
possible on the data points. The presence of a weak mode at ~ 1085 cm-1 differentiates
the first region from that in pristine graphite. The intensity of the peak was weak but yet
was compared with another intense mode in the same region which was present in un102

irradiated graphite at 805 cm-1. It shows an increase in relative intensity (with respect to
805 cm-1) from ~0.30 (for 300 and 373 K) to 0.6 at 423 K. There after the peak does not
show any change in relative intensity till 773K. The relative intensity shows a marginal
reduction to 0.42 at 973 K and remains at a similar value for 1273K annealing. Since it
has very less intensity and does not show appreciable change with annealing from 423K
it will not be discussed here. The region from 1200-1900 cm-1 is fit to 6 peaks, among
which, four have appreciable intensity which are the D peak doublet, D’ and the G peak.
The important parameters deduced from Lorentzian fit are shown in Fig. 10(a-b). It has
been observed that FWHM of the G band is more responsive to amorphization and
shows a sudden jump with very small rise in the intensity ratios [59]. Here FWHM of
irradiated sample is higher than but close to the pristine value, which shows that the
density of defects in the probe volume is small and that the sub-surface still maintains a
high degree of crystalline nature. It can also be seen that the FWHM of the G band
shows a tendency to recover with annealing. However, even after annealing up to 1273
K, FWHM remains higher than that for pristine sample. The intensity ratio of the D-peak
with the G – peak on the other hand shows a rapid decline and reaches a minimum by
523 K, thereafter there is a small increase at 623 K which again undergoes a decrease.
Here too, the D-peak remains in the spectrum and does not reach the condition of pristine
sample even on annealing to 1273 K. The correlation length increases from ~10 nm to
~30 nm by the end of annealing cycle as shown in the Fig.10 (b). D’ intensity ratio also
shows exactly the same trend as in D-peak (not shown here) but the increase at 623 K is
much more pronounced. By taking the Raman spectrum along the graphite edge it was
shown that the D-peak intensity shows a variation even with nature of the edge (zig-zag
or armchair) whereas D’ intensity remained constant [105]. Hence the, difference in
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amount of variation in D and D’ could be understood in terms of the influence of factors
other than defects on the D-peak, like the region of the probed surface. The main point
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Fig.10: (a) FWHM of the G band in the as-irradiated sample and its variation with annealing. The
FWHM of the pristine sample is also shown as open star.(b) Annealing behaviour of the relative
intensity ratio of D peak with the G peak (ID/IG) shown as black squares and phonon correlation
length (L) shown as red circles calculated using the empirical relation in equation (8).

however is that both D and D’ peak shows a rapid decrease from 373 to 523 K which is
similar to the fast process seen in other implantation studies [30,59.] The drop at the
second instance from 623 K to 1273 K is slow compared to the first drop and it reflects a
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complex process reported by [31]. The two processes are separated by an increase in the
range of 523-623 K, which indicates an increase in the defect concentration in the subsurface region. It has to be emphasized here that the defect can be any structural
modification which can provide an elastic scattering centre in the double resonance
process and need not necessarily be the ones created by irradiation. However its origin
will be discussed later in the chapter. An additional broad and weak peak at 1500 cm-1
has to be invoked to get a get good chi-square for the fit. The intensity of the peak is very
low and does not show any particular trend. This peak is usually attributed to be present
in amorphous carbon and its weak presence shows that the damage in the probed depth is
not close to amorphisation. The second order spectrum near the G’ band could only be fit
with two peaks corresponding to 3DA and 3DB with frequency shift 2687 and 2727 cm-1
respectively. These peaks showed marginal increase in their FWHM and remained as
such during the entire annealing period. The intensity ratio between them I 3DB/I3DA
fluctuates around 1.8 – 2.4 which is the expected value for these peaks. This shows that
in the volume which is investigated by the laser light disordering along the c-axis is very
small.

Slow Positron beam spectroscopy
The variation of S-parameter with implanted positron energy (E) for the low dose
sample in the as irradiated state is shown in Fig 11(a). The variations in S vs. E after
annealing for 60 min to different temperatures are also given. The data points are 5-point
smoothened with fixed boundary condition and normalised with respect to the bulk
value. A fit to the experimental points are obtained using VEPFIT [103] assuming a two
layer model – a defected surface layer and an un-defected bulk. In the as implanted
sample, the S-parameter shows a slow decrease from the surface maximum, to reach a
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Fig.11: (a) S parameter versus Positron beam energy (E) for the as implanted and isochronally
(60 minutes) annealed samples. Only representative curves are shown for clarity. The top axis
shows the mean implantation depth. The error bars are shown on the data for 523 K at equally
spaced points. The data points are 5-point smoothened with fixed boundary. The line through the
data points are fit using a two-layer model in VEPFIT [103]. With annealing, the S-parameter at
the peak damaged area shows a decrease and interface between the damaged layer and the undefected bulk shows a re-growth towards the surface. (b) The variation of the average of Sparameter till 2keV as a function of the annealing temperature is shown.
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“flat” region extending from ~ 3 keV - 7 keV (i.e. ~ 100 - 400 nm ) followed by a
shoulder. Beyond this, the S-parameter shows a gradual decrease towards the bulk. The
peak damaged region (identified as the “flat & shoulder” region) agrees well with the
vacancy profile predicted by TRIM [109]. The damage is highest near the projected
range with decreasing disorder towards the surface, which is evident from the closeness
of the trend of the curve to that of the pristine sample near surface. The higher Sparameter at the surface is due to Ps formation as well as due to surface restructuring
after irradiation with protrusions. In the sub-surface region (< 2 keV, 50 nm), the defects
created by irradiation are not trapping positrons as efficiently as in the projected range
and hence, they are able to escape to the surface giving a greater contribution from
surface S-parameter. By thermal treatment of the sample at 373 K for 60 minutes, the
“shoulder” or the interface between the defected layer and the pristine layer move
towards the surface accompanied by a decrease in the S-parameter of the damaged
region. At 423 K the curve looks same as that of 373 K, except for a pronounced lower
S-parameter at the peak damage region with same boundary. For 473 K, the interface
moves towards the surface with little change in S-parameter. The trend of decreasing Sparameter and increasing recovered region continues for isochronal treatments at higher
temperatures and by 773 K there is a near complete (a small hump is seen very near to
surface) removal of the defected (open volume) region. On annealing the sample further
at 973 K and at 1273 K, the gradual decreasing trend in S-parameter observed for
pristine sample is repeated. It is also noted that there is a decrease in the surface Sparameter (< 2keV/50nm) with annealing, the maximum change at 373 K, which
gradually slows down at 523 K. There is a second large decrease beyond 523 K, after
which the surface S-parameter remains more or less constant. To make this point clear,
this variation is shown in Fig.11 (b), where average of S-parameter from 0 to 2 keV is
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plotted as a function of annealing temperature. Another factor is the existence of definite
flat region where S-parameter is more or less constant in the as irradiated sample and up
to 423 K annealing. The flat region suggests that in spite of positron implantation profile
broadening and positron diffusion after thermalisation, positrons are seeing similar open
volume region in this depth range and the S-parameter is solely that of the damaged
region from 100-300 nm and is free from diffusion related contribution from surface or
bulk. It is also clear that there is a definite motion of open volume region towards the
surface at 623 K.
The experimental S versus E data is fit using VEPFIT and the results are shown
as a box profile in Fig. 12 (a). The S-parameter derived for the defected layer is now
corrected for positron-diffusion after thermalisation. The width of the box represents the
width of the defected region as seen by positrons. Fig.12 (b) shows the variation of
derived S-parameter and width with thermal treatment. An ideal model for VEPFIT,
could have been one with three layers instead of two as shown above, the additional
layer representing the sub-surface defects. A three layer model, however produced unrealistic results with poor chi-square values. This is due to the difficulty in delineating
the surface from the near or sub-surface region due to the large diffusion length of
positrons in graphite. Hence even though a single value is given for the defected layer
from surface, the value is more representative of the defected region 100 – 300 nm. The
values are very close to that obtained in flat region of the S versus E curve (Fig.11(a),
giving proof for the earlier argument that the S-parameter at flat region is a true
representation of the defected layer. The data for 423 K could not be fit to good chisquare with fixed values of bulk diffusion length and physically significant width of
damaged layer and hence not shown here. Though taking clue from the other fits it is
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Fig.12: (a) S parameter versus depth as derived from VEPFIT using a two layer model for as
implanted and annealed samples. (b) The values of derived S-parameter and upper boundary of
the defected layer with error bars.

clear that the S-parameter would be exactly same as that in the flat region i.e. same as
that for 473 K and upper boundary of damaged layer would be close to that for 373 K,
though the surface restructuring is pronounced in this case making the total width of the
damaged region smaller. It was also difficult to fit the data for 773 K to two layers as the
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small hump like feature is very close to the surface occurring at around ~ 50 nm (2 keV),
and hence was only fit to bulk layer.
R-parameter which is defined as

is free of the effect of concentration

of defects [120] provided there is only one type of defect. For bulk measurements R
parameter can be calculated correctly if there is homogeneous distribution of defects in
the probe volume. In case of beam measurements, S-W correlation plot gives a similar
qualitative picture as R-parameter calculated for specific positron energies will not be a
correct indicator with a dependence on positron diffusion and possibility of trapping at
other sites away from region of interest. R-parameter can then be considered as a slope in
the S-W plot and a change in slope will point to a change in defect character and not
concentration. The S-W correlation plot of the as-implanted sample is given in Fig. 13.
The plot also contains the inflexion points of annealing at 373,423 and 473 K. This is
done to keep the clarity of the figure. Each temperature is identified by a different colour
and different symbol. The pink arrow (with head and tail) passing through the yellow
squares gives the direction of increasing energy, with arrow head at (S,W) of pristine
sample close to (1,1). Yellow squares lying outside this arrow represent the damaged
region in the as implanted state. Similar deviations for other temperatures are given. It is
clear that the (S,W) co-ordinates corresponding to inflexion or deviation for annealing
temperatures from 373 – 473 K lie on a line joining them to the bulk (S,W) value, where
as the as irradiated sample lie outside this line. Thus, at 373 K there is a definite change
in defect type, and for annealing up to 473 K, a change in concentration of this defect
type is expected. For higher annealing temperatures the deviation from the straight line
denoted by the pink arrow is too small or too close to the surface making such analysis
difficult.
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Fig.13: S vs W parameter for as – irradiated (RT) and annealed sample (up to 473 K). The
complete S-W correlation plot is given for as-irradiated sample with positron beam energy as
running parameter. The pink arrow represents the increasing positron energy. For other
temperatures, only the inflexion or deviation points are shown for clarity. Different temperatures
are identified in the figure by different symbols and colours. The black line is an aid to the eye to
identify that inflexion points of 373, 423 and 473 K lie on straight line joining them to the undefected bulk (S,W) co-ordinate.

Thus to summarize, the sub-surface S-parameter (≤ 50nm) shows a major drop at
373 K, with a maximum decrease at 623 K. Beyond this there is not much change in subsurface S-parameter. The defected region S-parameter shows a decrease starting from
373 K with maximum drop at 423 K and at 523 K with a little change (factoring the
statistical error) at 473 K. At 623 and 673 K, the defected region is close to surface
signalling a migration of open volume region towards surface. The maximum recovery
of the damaged region (in terms of width) happens at 523 K. Complete recovery takes
place for annealing at temperatures more than 773 K. The S-W correlation plot gives a
hint that there is a change in defect character at 373 K and from 423-473 K, change in Sparameter is due to change in concentration of the defects rather than a change in its
type.
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3.3.4. High Dose implantation (1015 C+/cm2)
Atom Force Microscopy
AFM images of the sample irradiated to 1015 C+/cm2 are given Fig.14 (a-c). The
images taken after the annealing cycle is given from Fig. 14(d-e). The images are taken
at different positions on the sample. The AFM image shows structures similar to the ones
given in Fig.2, with ridges on the sample. The first image shows the existence of linear
ridges running across the sample. The second image shows curvilinear ridges apart from
the linear ones. The third image gives evidence of linear ridges going in opposite
directions giving a square grid structure with oriented flat basal plane inside each grid.
The ridges are of the order µm in length. These were considered to be associated with
twin bands due to its development along crystallographic directions [54]. It was later
assigned to the fragmentation of basal plane followed by adatom aggregation along the
stress centres at the fragment interface [74]. These were also assigned to curls on
graphite sheet due to sp3 hybridisation and speculated its development along twin
directions [118]. From XPS studies, there is evidence of mixed sp2-sp3 nature at least in
the sub-surface (~3 nm) region giving credence [121] to the idea.
For the aggregation mechanism, an activation barrier of 0.47 eV [78] has to be
crossed for surface migration. Such large scale ridge formation becomes hard unless the
migration parallel and perpendicular to the basal plane becomes faster in the dynamics of
irradiation and the migrating atoms avoid other possible traps. For low dose implantation
also, µm level irregular protrusion were seen in Fig. 9 along the step edges and such
structure becomes difficult to be explained by adatom aggregation mechanism alone as
the entire irradiation lasts only for a short time. It is known that with increasing dose
there is an enhanced fragmentation of basal plane leading to bending and cross linking of
the planes with added stress along the fragment interface. This would lead to an
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increased sp3 character of the graphite sheet and hence there will be an added curling of
the surface sheets to relieve stress accumulated in the surface and sub-surface layers.
Depending on the amount of irradiation dose the fragmentation can be along the weak

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig.14: AFM image of HOPG implanted with 200 keV 12C+ with a dose of 10 15 ions/cm2 taken at
three different regions. (a) The surface shows oriented basal plane strips separated by linear
ridges running across the sample in a roughly periodic manner (b) Another region on the same
sample which shows curvilinear ridges. (c) Square grids with linear ridges running across in
perpendicular directions. (d) Topography after the full annealing cycle. 3D plot shows an
intricate network structure. Small change is observed by annealing with increase in cross
networking and ridges could be seen running inside each grid as well. (e) Regions where only
linear ridges are present remain even after annealing.

centres like the grain boundaries, step edges etc. or along certain preferred orientation or
at random sites. Thus low dose implantation leads to fragmentation along the already
existing random step edges in the pristine sample with bending and curling leading to
irregular µm level protrusions. Small amount of wrinkling, recovery and waviness is
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seen after annealing up to 1273 K, thus showing that point defect recovery at the surface
does play a role during their subsequent evolution by annealing. At medium doses
fragmentation and curling progress along certain preferred orientation [77] leading to
linear ridges and at higher dose random directions start to fragment and curl leading to
curvilinear ridges and wrinkling. Annealing treatment does not show appreciable change,
however the curvilinear ridges exhibits a little more intricate structure showing an
enhanced stress release by curling during vacancy recovery near surface. Such surface
features are also an indication of large scale damage extending from the projected range
up to the surface as is evident from slow positron results below showing the importance
of sub surface disorder and their recovery on surface topography.

Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectrum obtained at two different regions of the sample implanted to
high dose is given in Fig.15 (a-c). Unlike in the case of low dose sample the
measurement at two points did not always give the same parameters and this is
represented as two sets of points in the graphs – solid squares and open circles. It shows
that the sample sub-surface has highly disordered regions close to amorphisation which
is represented by FWHM of G-band > 45 cm-1. There are also other less disordered
regions with FWHM < 40 cm-1. These regions show different annealing behaviour for
FWHM where the highly disordered region not showing any significant recovery till 973
K where as for regions with lower FWHM the recovery starts by 423 K. For latter, there
is a fast drop beyond 423 K, a threshold region is seen between 573 K – 723 K and a
slow decrease thereafter. In the case of the intensity ratio of D-peak with the G-band
(Fig. 15(b)), both sets show a similar trend even though the values are different. There is
fast decrease in the intensity ratio from 373 K itself with a slowing down near 573 K –
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723 K beyond which there is a slow drop. The phonon correlation length calculated
increases from ~ 2.5 nm to 25 nm by the end of annealing cycle as given in Fig. 15(c).
As in the case of low dose sample, the FWHM and the intensity ratio does not reach the
pristine values even after annealing to 1273 K. Apart from the these four peaks, the
broad peak at 1500 cm-1 has to be introduced to get a good fit. Here the integrated
intensity ratio of 1500 cm-1 peak with G-band remains constant throughout the annealing
cycle at around 0.25±0.11, which is appreciable compared to other peaks in the region.
Its presence shows high level of disordering close to amorphisation in the subsurface/surface region, which is also corroborated by high FWHM of the G-band at some
regions of the sample.
The second order spectrum from 2350 – 3100 cm-1 was fit to 6 peaks. Three of
them constituted the G’ band, one of them was the D+G band and the other two belonged
to the band at 2450 cm-1. The G’ band was now found to consist of a broad peak a round
2704 cm-1 with a standard deviation of 5 cm-1. This is very close to the G’ peak assigned
to turbostratic or 2D graphite. Hence the implantation dose is such that in the sub-surface
region there is a loss of c-axis ordering. The intensity of this peak with respect to the
more intense 3DB peak at ~ 2727 cm-1 fluctuates around 0.2-0.6 and does not show any
decreasing trend by annealing up to 1273 K. However the FWHM of both 3DA and 3DB
peaks show an overall decreasing trend from values as high as 150 cm-1 to 50 cm-1. The
intensity ratio between 3DB to 3DA is smaller than that obtained for low dose and
pristine sample but shows a higher value of 1.8 - 2.2 for the final annealing temperature
of 1273 K.
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Fig.15: (a) FWHM of the G band in the as-irradiated sample and its variation with annealing. (b)
Annealing behaviour of the relative intensity ratio of D peak with the G peak (c) phonon
correlation length calculated using the empirical relation in equation (8). Solid squares and open
circles represent measurements at different positions on the implanted zone.

Slow Positron beam spectroscopy
The dependence of the defect annealing mechanism on the irradiation dose is
brought out by the S vs. E curves for the sample irradiated to higher dose and its thermal
evolution in comparison to that for low dose sample. The curves are given in Fig 16 (a).
It should be mentioned that only representative temperatures are shown for clarity. The
curves obtained for as irradiated sample and after annealing at 373 K was exactly the
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same. The S parameter curves showed no difference between annealing temperatures 423
and 473 K. Similar trend was also seen at 573 K and 623 K. The observed defect
annealing mechanism can be better conveyed through Fig. 16 (b-c) which plots the Sparameter at specific energies (5 keV & 2 keV) as a function of temperature where
interesting features were seen, one representing a peak in S vs E curve and another a
local minimum in the same curve. The as irradiated sample shows an increase in Sparameter from the surface to a high value between ~ 3 keV - 5 keV beyond which there
is a drop to the bulk S – value in S vs E curve as given in Fig. 16 (a). The sub-surface (12 keV) shows a small recovery on annealing to 423 K. At 523 K two interesting features
arise, one a local minimum around 2keV and another a peak at around 5 keV. The peak
at 5 keV has lesser S-parameter compared to the as irradiated state and it decreases on
further annealing to 573 K as also shown in Fig. 16 (b). The S-parameter at 5keV
remains at around the same value on further annealing till 673 K, after which the peak in
S vs E curve disappears (at 723 K) and the curve resembles that of the low dose sample
at 523 K with a shoulder. There is a definite movement of the peak towards the surface,
with a shoulder now appearing at lower energy as compared to the peak position. The Svalue corresponding to the shoulder shows a decrease on annealing to 773 K and shows a
complete disappearance by 973 K. Annealing at 1273 K takes the S-parameter near the
projected range to values lower than bulk S-parameter. The small recovery seen near
surface at 423 K becomes the local minimum at 523 K, and it shows further decrease
only at 673 K as also shown in Fig. 16(c). With the appearance of the shoulder near
surface, the local minimum disappears and the S-parameter of the region now represents
this higher S-parameter which decreases on annealing to 973 K. There is not much
change in sub-surface S-parameter on further annealing to 1273 K, however the surface
S-parameter at 0 keV (i.e. 235 eV beam transport energy) shows a decrease at 1273 K
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from the earlier values. Unlike the low dose sample, here the back interface between the
damaged and the pristine region shows a sluggish recovery for temperatures greater than
but near 523 K, making a major shift only at 723 K.
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Fig.16: (a) S parameter versus Positron beam energy (E) for the as implanted and isochronally
(60 minutes) annealed samples. Only representative curves are shown for clarity. The top axis
shows the mean implantation depth. The error bars are shown on the data for 523 K at equally
spaced points. The data points are 5-point smoothened with fixed boundary. The line through the
data points are fit using a two-layer model in VEPFIT [103]. (b) Variation of S-parameter at 5
keV (implantation depth ~ 232 nm) with temperature where a peak appears in Fig. 16 (a) after
annealing up to 523 K. (c) S-parameter at 2 keV (implantation depth of 50 nm) with temperature
where a local minimum appears in Fig. 16 (a) after annealing up to 423 K.
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The data for as – irradiated sample is fit to a two layer model and for annealing
treatments from 423-673 K a three layer model is used in VEPFIT to account for the
local minimum. For annealing temperatures from 723 K, again a two layer approach
gives the best fit. The results are shown as a box profile in Fig. 17. The recovery near
surface which starts at around 423 K, grows towards the damaged region till 673 K and
S-parameter of the region is even lower than the bulk value from 523 K onwards. The Sparameter of the damaged region represented here is free from diffusion related
contributions and thus is higher than the experimental S-parameter at 5keV plotted in
Fig. 16(b), but the trend remains same. This is true for S-parameter of the sub-surface
region. The width of the damaged region decreases with annealing mostly due to the
recovery at the surface before moving towards the surface.
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Fig.17: S parameter versus depth as derived from VEPFIT using a two layer model for as
implanted and for thermal treatments at 723 K, 773K, 973 K & 1273 K. A three layer model is
used for other temperatures.
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The S-W correlation plot for as-irradiated sample is shown in Fig. 18(a), with
linear fits to three regions, showing three slopes near the inflexion point. Fig. 18(b)
shows the same curve along with S,W co-ordinates corresponding to the inflexion points
alone for annealing temperatures from 523 – 623 K. The details of the curve are given in
the figure caption. The key information from Fig. 18(a) is the presence of two separate
positron trapping regions, one near surface and the other at around 5keV represented by
intersecting straight lines. The near surface trap region could not be brought out by
VEPFIT but appeared as a separate minimum from 423 K. The S-parameter of damaged
layer got from VEPFIT represents the deeper trap which is evident from the closeness of
this to the value at intersection i.e. ~ 1.035. Annealing brings out its presence by a peak
around the region. The peak region appearing at 523,573 and 623 K lie along a straight
line through bulk S,W value. This shows over thermal treatment, the concentration of
this defect decreases till 623 K. From as irradiated state to 523 K, however the change of
slope is small and hence it is not possible to say conclusively whether there is an actual
change of defect type. In the as irradiated state, there will be different type of defects
because of high dose of implantation. It is possible that the particular defect type is
distinguishable when others are removed through thermal treatment as seen by the drop
of S-parameter near surface. Hence evidence is presented for the first time for spatially
separated defect types in as – irradiated state of HOPG which has different thermal
stabilities. The one which is dominant near surface starts to anneal out from 423 K itself.
The prominent defect near the projected range is stable up to 673 K, which most
probably disintegrates and moves towards the surface at later annealing temperatures.
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Fig.18: (a) S vs W correlation plot for as – irradiated (RT) sample with positron beam energy as
running parameter. The increasing positron energy is represented through different symbols as
given here. Red squares for 0-1 keV, orange circles for 1.5-5 keV, green triangles from 5.5 -8
keV, blue kites for 8-11 keV, and others for higher energies. Three straight lines are linear fits to
three slopes near inflexion point, surface to ~ 2keV (green), 2.5-4.5keV (black) and 5 keV- 20
keV (red). The S,W coordinates corresponding to the intersection of straight lines are given near
each crossing. (b) S-W correlation plot as in (a) but with inflexion points (alone) of other
annealing temperatures identified by different symbols. The peak region in S-E curve is
identified here. The violet arrow is an aid to eye showing a near straight line passing through
S,W coordinates of the peak region of temperatures from 523-623 K to bulk S,W values. The
olive green arrows connects one of the intersection points derived for as-irradiated state to the
peak region of 523 K, showing small change of slope with respect to the violet arrow.
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Hence to summarize, the as – irradiated sample shows two trapping sites for
positrons, one dominant near surface and the other near projected range. The near surface
defect starts annealing by 423 K; however the major change happens at 523 K ( just
beyond 473 K) creating a local minimum in S vs E curve. There is further decrease in
near surface S-parameter with annealing up to 673 K, the layer S-parameter going below
bulk value as derived from VEPFIT. The recovery up to 673 K mostly happens near
surface decreasing the width of the damaged region as the back interface motion is slow
till 673 K, showing a boundary motion to surface only at 723 K. The defect near
projected range shows a decrease in concentration till 673 K, beyond which it most
probably disintegrates or/and moves to surface. The defect thus accumulated near surface
undergoes complete recovery by 973 K. However the S-parameter of the recovered
region lies below the bulk S-value.

3.4 Discussion
Broadening of FWHM of the G-band has been related to vibration excitation
lifetime near a defect [26, 64] or to C-C bond length/nature variation by irradiation. For
the low dose sample, inside the Raman probe volume there is not much disorder along
the c-axis as evidenced by the absence of any major parameter shift in the second order
spectrum. However there are point defects as well as fragmentation of basal plane and
nucleation of the ridge structures which would cause an increase in FWHM of the Gband due to the limited lifetime of phonons starting at the fragment interfaces or at point
defects inside of the basal fragments. The amount of broadening is low in this case as
seen from the values obtained. It is known that the 2D re-growth with a-axis alignment
for pyrolytic graphite starts above 1873 K [36], hence no variation is expected in FWHM
by annealing up to 1273 K, even when point-defects contributing to the broadening have
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been removed. The relative intensity ratio on the other hand is related more to the in
plane defect density prior to clustering and hence shows a sharp drop during annealing
from even 373 K signalling a fast defect recovery process in the sub-surface region
inside each fragment. The subsequent slow drop beyond 623 K shows that a slow
complex defect recovery process dominates. The non attainment of the pristine value for
1273 K also signals that the intensity ratio has its share from the fragment interfaces as
edge of graphite sheets are also defect states that give rise to the D-peak. Hence, the
intensity ratio would reach zero only beyond 1873 K when actual grain growth starts
along a-axis and later along c-axis.
In the case of higher dose sample too the intensity ratio behaves in the exactly
same way with decrease from the first annealing temperature. However, the intensity
ratio is much higher now and the decrease is not as sharp as in the case of low dose
sample. There are different intensity ratios obtained from different regions of the same
sample, however both show similar two-slope decrease with a relatively faster drop
followed by threshold around 573-623K, and a slow decrease. The difference in
behaviour from low dose sample is evident from FWHM of G band, which is much
higher than that of low dose sample. There are also different values obtained from
different regions of the same sample showing inhomogeneous distribution of disorder
and different annealing behaviour. It has been shown that there is a slow recovery when
there is near amorphization by implantation [25]. Hence, in this case the little change in
FWHM of G band till 973 K would point to highly disordered region, probably
belonging to broken, bent and curled and cross linked sheets, which are responsible for
ridged and cracked formations on the graphite surface. The 3D disorder along the c-axis
which is shown by the presence of weak 2704 cm-1 band, also require temperatures as
high as 2573 K to be removed by recrytallisation along that direction. The presence of
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ridged surface may also be responsible for peaks at 1500 and 1085 cm-1 going by their
stability till 1273 K. Inter and intra planar defects or clusters which can affect the
planarity of graphene sheets also contribute to FWHM rise by changing the bond nature
and length. But these can recover at much lower temperature as and when the defects
responsible are removed; hence FWHM of G-band from such regions show a decrease
with annealing from about 423 K and shows a trend similar to the intensity ratio. Hence
for both lower and higher dose sample there is a fast recovery process at low
temperatures and then a slowing down across the similar temperature range from 473723 K, followed by a slow decrease. The difference among them points to the
complexity of the defect structure involved in the surface and the sub surface region.
The difference arising from the type and density of defects is also reflected in the
annealing process as imaged by the open volume defect sensitive S-parameter. For the
low dose there is recovery of the damaged region from the projected range and from the
front surface from 373 K itself with a marked reduction in S-parameter. However the
drop is significant beyond 473 K signalling the importance of some process which
enhances the open volume defect or vacancy removal after this thermal barrier. There is
also a movement towards surface from 623 K - 773 K, which is an extremely low
temperature for all sorts of defect migration along the c-axis with the reported migration
energies for c-axis diffusion. For higher dose sample however there is no recovery at the
projected range till 673 K. Near surface recovery starts only at 423 K and the barrier at
473 K is significantly visible with large drop in S-parameter at the first temperature (523
K) beyond this point. The surface bound movement is from 723-773 K. For both low
dose and high dose sample complete recovery is achieved by 973 K, but the structure to
which recovery happens is different with higher dose sample giving a lower than bulk S-
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parameter which was also reported by Yang et.al.[99], however no explanations were
provided.
The 473 K annealing temperature which seems important here is linked to the
Wigner energy release process and is attached to I-V recombination [50]. However the
process which leads to recombination has many possible candidates. Many of the earlier
studies has considered the possibility of I getting released from a trap whose binding
energy is of the order of 1.3 eV, though the exact nature of trap was not identified [1618]. Some others utilized the lower migration of I to account for I-V recombination at
temperatures lower than 473 K and disassociation of I 2 clusters for recombination
beyond 473 K [50]. Accumulation of I2 and vacancy loop at temperatures lower than
573 K, disassociation and migration of I2 above 573 K and migration of vacancies to
form vacancy loop at 773 K are another set of processes speculated to explain the
recovery process at temperatures which is much lower than the recrystallisation in 2D or
3D [61]. An intimate I-V pair which was first theoretically predicted and later
experimentally seen [91, 97] is also held responsible for the sudden jump near 473 K. It
was also shown theoretically that I-V pairs did not form in all cases and depended on the
approach of I near a α-site (atom on top and bottom) or a β-site (hexagon centre top and
bottom). I-V pair was shown to form only near β-site and no barrier was seen for
recombination at α-site. I-V pair recombination barrier was also depended on its nearby
structure – perfect, sheared or near-surface [84]. The vacancy is assumed to be immobile
in many of these speculated processes and hence required a mobile I. Telling et.al. [89]
also assumed structures like inter-planar divacancy to explain the observed immobility of
otherwise mobile (~ 1.7 eV) vacancy and attached its existence to vacancy density. The
slow recovery was always associated with I released from large clusters or dislocation
loops of I type, and vacancy clustering to or collapsing to dislocation loop of V type.
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The channelling result by Venkatesan et.al. [36] reflects (Fig.1) I movement and
it can be seen that I is released near surface even at 573 K. It could be also assumed from
the known migration energies that I migrates before a vacancy and hence the initial
recovery at 423 K for higher dose sample could be due to I migrating to α-sites leading
to I-V recombination without any barrier or to β-sites leading to I-V intimate pairs. When
the 473 K barrier is over come I migration followed by enhanced I-V recombination
could explain the observed large reduction of S-parameter near surface. Theoreticians
have predicted at least three type of interstitial positions-bridge, y lid and spiro- their
stability depending on the existence of sheared graphitic order [93]. The defects, I and V
which recovered from 423-523 K near surface also caused large increase in FWHM and
defect peak intensity ratio in Raman spectrum. Hence those structures which could cause
an interlayer bonding with basal plane buckling could be responsible here rather than
simple bridge structures. Hence the migration of single I which cause interlayer bonding
is thought to start from 423 K. The recovered vacancy defect may also be of larger type
like the V6 or V9 as predicted by pulsed positron lifetime [13].
The lack of recovery at the end of range is due to alternate I and V structures
which are more stable against migration or recombination. The S-W correlation plot
(Fig. 18) gives evidence that the vacancy structure in the as irradiated state and that in
523 K annealed condition are different. It could be thermally produced by vacancy
clustering. This is possible if the vacancy migration barrier is in the range as predicted by
most of the theoretical studies i.e. 1-1.7 eV. The new structure formed should also be
energetically more favourable than its isolated components. If any barrier for structure
transformation is involved then that should be achievable in this thermal treatment. For
example the first neighbour in-plane divacancy formation from migrating monovacancy
has to undergo a barrier of at least 1.6 eV to collapse to 5-8-5 structure [81]. Since there
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is an indication of c-axis migration at 723 K, a-axis migration which would involve
lesser structural barriers could happen at earlier temperatures. Larger vacancy clusters
could also be produced athermally by knock out near a vacancy which does not get
enough time to relax. Such defect formation was experimentally demonstrated by in-situ
HRTEM measurements where vacancy loops were imaged during the dynamic condition
of electron irradiation [122]. These loops were thought to originate from the in plane
divacancy that collapses to a vacancy line and which later leads to dislocation dipoles as
predicted by Niwase et.al [66]. Another possible vacancy structure which is stable
against migration and recombination and which can be formed thermally or otherwise is
the inter-planar cross linking di-vacancy. When other vacancy structures in the end of
range are removed in the relaxation process prior to 523 K, these stable entities come to
the fore as prominent trapping sites. Vacancy loops of appreciable size are shown to exist
till very large temperatures like 1773 K. Also the migration energy for in-plane
divacancy has been consistently modelled to be large of the order of 7 eV and hence
once it forms in the temperature range of present annealing there is only possibility for
its growth and no chance of any movement. However beyond 723 K there is marked
movement of the structure towards surface. Thus the most possible structure giving a
separate peak from 523 – 673 K is inter-planar divacancy. This is the first time any
evidence is given for such structure and a temperature range where it could exist is
shown. It has greater probability to form at the end of implantation range when the
primary knock on has only enough energy to create at most one more secondary. Along
the c-axis, it is only when the primary knock on is displaced at acute angles forcing it
travel through the inter layers that the vacancies in corresponding layers be widely
separated. Otherwise the vacancies can be at least in second nearest neighbour position
in adjacent layers causing it to interact and form interlayer bonds via the John-Teller
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distorted atom near a vacancy. Its presence is also related to vacancy density i.e
probability of having two nearby vacancies at adjacent layers reduce with reduced
density thereby not making them homogeneously distributed to efficiently trap positrons.
The interlayer divacancy structure becomes unstable beyond 723 K and this result
in release of vacancies at adjacent planes. The released vacancies are seen to move
towards the surface. This is surprising given the high barrier for c-axis migration for
vacancies. It could be noted in the channelling data there is no movement or drop of
disorder at the implanted range even at 1373 K annealing and hence the drop here in the
peak S-parameter near to Rp at 723 K has to be due to divacancy disassociation. The
observed migration towards surface warrants a theoretical relook at vacancy diffusion
along c-axis. The observed threshold in the “intensity ratio” and “FWHM” recovery near
523-723 K could be attributed to this transition from the first to the second recovery
phase. In the first phase maximum possible near surface defect recovery has been
achieved till 523 K and in the second phase at 723 K there is vacancy migration towards
surface thereby maintaining the D-peak intensity at around the same value. The surface
bound vacancy recovery process is slow due to the complexity of c-axis migration. After
complete removal of vacancies by annealing up to 1273 K, the S-parameter in the
damaged region is lower than the bulk S-value. It was assumed that single I migrate
beyond 423 K above. This may also lead to the formation of highly stable di-interstitials
or their clusters which form very strong interlayer bonds. The densification due to such
sp3 natured clusters could explain the occurrence of lower than bulk S-value in the
damaged region as well as in near surface region. It has to be remembered that when
basal plane vacancies are removed positrons annihilate mainly from interlayer regions.
Similar argument was given before for the observed positron lifetime drop in neutron
irradiated samples [69].
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In the case of low dose sample however the vacancy annealing mechanism is
much simpler because of the presence of mostly isolated Frenkel defects. Through
Raman spectroscopy and AFM it is clear that there is not much disorder along the c-axis
and hence interlayer cross linking defects (I and V) will be less dense. Thus I would be
mostly bridge type and vacancies would have John Teller distortion however little cross
linking. This is evidenced by sharp drop seen in Raman intensity ratio as well as Sparameter recovery both from the front and back surface that could be attributed to the IV recombination from 373 K. Compared to 373 K, there is larger S-parameter recovery
at 423 K and no change at 473K. Taking clue from the recovery in high dose sample
from 423 K, it can be argued that recovery from 373-423 K is due to migrating isolated
bridge interstitials where as from 423 K – 473 K the cross linking interstitials also
become mobile and contribute to recombination. However, the little S-parameter change
at 473 K shows that for further large scale annealing the recombination barrier has to be
overcome. This is found true by the pronounced drop at 523 K. The S-W correlation plot
had shown a change of defect pattern at 373 K from as irradiated state which is followed
up only by decrease in its intensity with annealing signalling the existence of different
vacancy states in as-irradiated state. From 623-773 K there is a movement of defects
towards surface (again showing a c-axis migration) and this coincides with the increase
seen in the Raman intensity ratio. Thus the threshold region seen for intensity ratio
recovery at 523-723 K is again associated with fast recovery followed by the complex
process of c-axis migration of defects towards surface and hence is slow.
Here no mention has been given when the basal plane migration of vacancies
start. No such indications of basal plane migration were obtained from the positron beam
measurements; however an intelligent guess can be made based on the following
arguments. Since basal plane migration is energetically and structurally more simple than
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c-axis migration, the basal plane migration has to be before 623 K i.e. before c-axis
migration. If vacancy migration starts before the recombination barrier is achieved then
pronounced vacancy and interstitial clustering would be there which would not result in
the observed S-parameter drop seen at 523 K for higher dose sample. Hence the
migration should be after 473 K. This agrees well with the theoretical value of around
1.7 eV [89].

3.5 Summary
The defect annealing mechanism has been investigated at different depth scales in
HOPG samples irradiated to two different doses. AFM, Raman and Slow positron
spectroscopy has thrown light on the microstructural changes due to irradiation and their
thermal recovery. The major findings of this study are
For higher dose implantation a highly ridged structure is obtained which is due to
the breaking, bending and curling of the graphitic sheets. Recovery of sub-surface
defects at surface sink has some effect on topography with enhanced stress relief
via wrinkling. Low dose shows near flat surface after sub-surface defect recovery
although small amount of curling remains.
The integrated intensity ratio obtained from Raman spectrum shows a fast
recovery process followed by a threshold region and a slow recovery up to
1273 K for both high and low dose sample. Recovery via I-V recombination is
responsible for the fast near surface recovery. Threshold region is due to the
transition from fast I-V recombination process to a slow defect migration process
where there is migration of vacancies to surface.
For low dose sample open volume defect recovery as seen by positron Doppler
broadening spectroscopy, starts from 373 K itself and is due to I-V recombination
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as pointed out before. Isolated point defects which do not contribute to inter layer
bonding like the bridge interstitials and monovacancies play a major role here.
After the recombination barrier is overcome an enhanced S-parameter recovery is
seen. c-axis migration starts from 623-773 K, which is much less than the
migration barrier reported.
For high dose sample surface recovery starts at 423 K which gets enhanced
beyond the I-V recombination barrier at 473 K. Cross linking single interstitials
and vacancy clusters which could absorb interstitials play a major role here. Such
structures was assumed to account for observed large FWHM of G-band and its
fast recovery in Toto with near surface S-parameter drop. Interlayer divacancy is
shown to trap vacancies near the projected range from 523-673 K, beyond which
they break and show a migration towards surface from 723 K, the existence of
which is shown for the first time. The migration also correlates well with
threshold region seen in both FWHM and intensity ratio recovery seen in Raman
spectrum. Complete recovery is obtained after 973 K.
An indication of when the basal plane migration starts was obtained indirectly to
be between 473 and 623 K.
When compared to channelling data by Venkatesan et.al. [36], it becomes clear
that interstitials are locked up in stable structure near the implanted range and are
responsible for the low S - value obtained at 1273 K. As interstitials are mobile
from 423 K, cross linking di-interstitials could be responsible for S-parameter
values lower than that in the bulk.
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3.6 Conclusion & Future outlook
A comprehensive vacancy annealing mechanism in irradiated HOPG was brought
out by using slow positron beam, Raman and AFM measurements. It was shown that the
defect annealing mechanism is dependent on the dose of implantation and the density as
well as type of defects produced at different implantation. New theoretical studies have
to be invoked on c-axis migration of vacancies as surface migrations at lower
temperatures were reported here. Experimental evidence for vacancy trapping defect
types was also provided for the first time along with their thermal stability.
It is possible to identify pin-pointedly the various defect process reported here by
the identification of defect structures involved by carrying out beam based positron
lifetime experiments. Isothermal annealing studies can be carried out to find the
activation energies of various processes reported here. It is also important to track
surface restructuring using STM which provides much higher resolution than AFM with
each annealing step. The studies could be complemented by ab-initio calculation to find
positron parameters – lifetime as well as momentum distribution – for various exotic
defect structures like the interplanar divacancy, intimate I-V pair and cross linking
interstitial clusters which can be compared with the obtained experimental values.
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Interlude

The previous two chapters discussed about defect creation via ion implantation and
their thermal evolution using slow positron beam Doppler broadening spectroscopy. Even
though this technique could give a qualitative idea on the vacancy annealing mechanism
including possible impurity complex formation, the exact nature of defects remained sketchy.
This is because of the inability of defining a proper defect related functional form for the
Doppler broadening of the 511 keV γ curve. These are two example cases were positron
lifetime as a function of temperature would have given a more rigorous proof for some of the
defect structures proposed. There are many other possible applications like in thin film
technology where it is important to identify open volume defects in a depth resolved manner.
In these applications a positron beam based lifetime system would be a good tool to
supplement the findings of a beam based Doppler broadening results.
In the following chapters, an attempt at the design and development of a pulsed
positron beam is described starting from the development of a slow positron beam for
Doppler measurements. A methodology based on radio frequency pulsing, which has been
successfully used for getting a beam based lifetime system worldwide has been utilized here.
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If we don't see failure as a challenge to modify our approach, but rather as a problem with
ourselves, as a personality defect, we will immediately feel overwhelmed. – Anthony Robbins

Chapter 4
Design of a Pulsed Positron Beam System
The design of a pulsed positron beam system which uses a

22

Na source and a

magnetic transport has been described in this chapter. The pulsing system has three
main components, a chopper and two bunchers. The design is based on positron
trajectory calculations under the influence of time varying electric fields and static
magnetic field using SIMION. Important design parameters like the frequency
combination of pre-buncher and main buncher and the required magnetic field were
tested in the simulation and validated. Some other parameters like the amplitude of the
time varying voltage and the drift correction voltages were derived from the simulation.
Based on these parameters a UHV system to house the pulsed positron beam has been
designed, fabricated and tested. The solenoid and the Helmholtz coils for the guiding
magnetic fields, the mechanical assembly of the pulsing electrodes, sample mounting and
high voltage connections, as well as the arrangement to mount the source and the
positron moderator were fabricated as a part of the design. The required RF components
were identified and procured. The design of the impedance matching box as well as the
timing circuit were also made.
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4.1 Introduction
The ability of positron lifetime spectroscopy to identify the nature of defects and
to quantify their concentration when combined with a slow positron beam can be an
effective tool for problems such as those discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 [1]. Such a
combination is possible, if a signal can be generated which indicates the entry of a
positron in to the solid, the signal for its annihilation being the 511 keV γ. Number of
methods has been employed for time tagging each positron entry into the solid [2-32]. In
one technique, positrons were time tagged by the scintillation photons produced by the
passage of positrons through a thin plastic scintillator [2], while some others used
LINAC for positron generation and the inbuilt timing signal from LINAC as the time tag
[3,4]. Yet another method detected the secondary electron ejection from the sample
surface during the implantation of positrons to know the time at which positrons enter
the solid [5-8]. Through this method Gidley et. al. [8] was able to get a time resolution of
~500 ps for their lifetime experiment which is very good for measurements involving oPs like lifetimes. The method suggested by Mills et.al. [9] where a harmonic potential is
applied periodically to the incoming slow positron to modulate its voltage has been
attempted in number of labs [10-30]. This is due to the conventional like time resolutions
achievable with the method. Trapping of positrons in a magnetic bottle or Penning trap
also gives reasonable time resolutions [31, 32]. The trigger signal to release the positron
from the trap acts as the time tag here.
Among various techniques listed above, radio frequency potential assisted
modulation of positron energy has been employed to probe problems in metals and
semiconductors due to its superior resolution and repeatability. The differences among
various attempts start with the source of positrons like

22

Na, LINAC or from reactor

based neutrons [17, 23, 24, and 27]. The last two give high intensity positron beam
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which can be re-moderated to get sub-mm or µm beam spot with positron beam intensity
of the order of 108 s-1 and a lifetime event rate of ~103 s-1. The radioactive source based
lifetime beam is however suitable for small laboratories with a table top arrangement.
The next difference among them comes from the number and relative arrangement of the
key elements i.e. chopper and buncher. Chopper and buncher have been adapted into the
positron beam from its use to produce nanosecond pulses in high energy ion beams [33].
Some pulsed positron systems have used just a two element model of one chopper and
one buncher to attain lifetime spectrum [19, 24] while some others have achieved better
resolutions with one chopper and two bunchers [25]. There are also differences in their
relative positions. For example, a chopper can be put in front of two bunchers [11]
whereas in some systems a pre-buncher is put first followed by a chopper and main
buncher [16]. The design of chopper and buncher adopted are also different. Chopper can
be reflection type grid based chopper or the deflection type. Similarly the buncher can be
the λ/4 resonator cavity or a drift based double gap buncher. Since the implementation of
buncher in a double gap form is simple and is as effective as the cavity, this was chosen
for the beam designed in the thesis. The important parameters to be tuned once the base
frequency and the higher harmonic are chosen are the length of the buncher tubes and the
peak to peak value of applied radio frequency (RF) voltage depending on the time focal
point. The phase difference between the signals which makes sure that each positron sees
a particular region of the modulating signal can also be optimized; however this has to be
tuned during the actual installation due to number of delays incorporated during RF
coupling. Thus in this chapter a pulsed positron beam system based on RF pulsing is
designed; the starting point however has to be with a slow positron beam.
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4.2 Slow Positron Beam Physics
The primary components in any slow positron beam are a source, a moderator, a
velocity selector and an accelerator. A beam focussing system with electrostatic lenses
are also included, however this is not mandatory [34]. The first step is the moderation of
positrons falling on to the moderator from the source. The moderator can be arranged in
number of geometries [35] like the transmission geometry where positrons enter through
one face while moderated positron emission is through the opposite face. In
backscattering geometry the source is in front of the moderator surface from which
remission takes place. There are still others which are quasi-transmission. Examples for
such geometries are the moderators in the form of Venetian blinds or W polycrystalline
mesh. This geometry requires a small potential on the source which is higher than that on
the moderator to reflect the positrons emitted towards the source into the beam direction.
With the availability of thin tungsten single crystals, the transmission geometry has
become efficient and popular [36]. The thickness of the W (100) single crystals are
chosen such that the maximum density of positrons in the β+ spectrum reach the opposite
surface when used in transmission geometry. Once on the surface, there are possibilities
of getting trapped in the surface state or defect states near surface. There is also
possibility of reemission as Ps. These processes happen in equal probability with the free
positron emission. Hence the moderator has to be thermally treated to remove surface
trap states like the native oxide layer or the near surface defects. It has also been
observed that the free-positron emission increases when the moderator is thermally
treated in oxygen atmosphere which was attributed to the inhibition of Ps formation by
adsorbed oxygen [37]. The free positron is emitted from the moderator surface with an
energy spread and an angular spread which is consistent with the thermal broadening
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[38] at 300 K. The angular spread Δθ (FWHM) is about 10 0 with thermal spread in the
range of 100’s of meV for a mean positron work function of 2.8eV for W(100) [38].
The emitted positron can be extracted into the transport region by applying a
small positive potential to the moderator with respect to the ground electrode which
causes the positron to acquire a net momentum towards the ground electrode. The
positron thus acquires an energy equal to work function energy plus e (charge) times the
moderator potential. The confinement of positron to the beam axis can be achieved by
magnetic field and hence the trajectory can be defined using the Lorentz force equation
in the non relativistic regime as
(1)
Where m is the mass of positrons, e is its charge E and B are the applied fields and v its
initial velocity. A combination of electrostatic lenses can be used along with the simple
extraction method for beam focussing [34]. As conservative forces are applied,
Liouville’s theorem is applicable to the phase space trajectory of the group of positrons.
In a cylindrically symmetric electrostatic particle beam, the phase space of the beam in
an area perpendicular to the beam axis is given by the r-θ diagram as shown in Fig.1
[39]. Extending the Liouville’s theorem to this diagram the expression for phase space
conservation becomes
(2)
where x and θ represents the spatial and angular co-ordinates and E is the energy of the
beam. Thus a reduction in x would result in greater divergence, unless it is overcome by
re-moderation.
An axial magnetic field with a bend is usually used to transport the emitted slow
positrons from the source to the target. The bend, filters the slow positrons from the fast
positrons and prevents the direct line of sight of the 1280 keV γ to the detector [39].
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Fig. 1: Definition of r and θ for a beam and an example for an r-θ phase space area which is
conserved by Liouville’s Theorem [39].

Important factors that need to be considered here are field uniformity and its variation
over one Larmor radius of positron. The importance of field uniformity and strength is
evident from the relations
(3)
where θ is the pitch,

is the velocity component parallel to field and

is the velocity

component perpendicular to the field B. If field is too strong it can result in reflection of
positrons having large pitch. Hence the field should be such that it confines the beam to
centre without much effect from external fields like earth’s magnetic field and it should
not be too strong to squeeze the beam into reflection. Usually a field of 100 Gauss is
employed which satisfies this condition [35]. If the beam is adiabatically varying over
the bend then the positron will follow the field. However there are possibilities for offaxis drift given as
(4)
where

is the drift velocity in cm/s,

is the energy parallel to the field in eV, R is the

radius of curvature of the bend and B is the field in gauss. Therefore, if R and B are
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large,

will be small. If

is large, then correction has to be applied in form of

external drift correction coils to kick the beam back to the axis [39]. Sharp bends can be
used for similar velocity filtering but is based on a principle of making the Larmor radius
equivalent to the radius of curvature of the bend by applying a transverse field at the
bend instead of an axial one. The working of such a sharp 900 bend is given in Fig.2
simulated using SIMION [40]. However, this has been found to be difficult to achieve
practically when compared to the axial field. In purely electrostatic beams, the beam
diameter is controlled by focussing and the velocity selection is through deflection

Axial Field 100 Gauss

Transverse Field Poles

Beam Direction

Axial Field 100 Gauss

Fig. 2: Bending of positrons of selected energy through the 900 baffle by applying transverse
magnetic fields. The field values are such that the Larmor radius is equal to the curvature radius.
By careful positioning of the transverse field at the bend region, more than 95% transmission can
be achieved.

mirrors. Special care has to be taken to avoid even small magnetic fields near the beam
line and compensation coils has to be provided to negate any magnetic field along the
beam direction [35]. Velocity selection is also achieved in magnetic beams using
“E x B” filter where the electric field is applied perpendicular to the axial magnetic field.
In the present thesis a magnetic bend based slow positron beam has been devised for its
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ease and to avoid any electric field in the beam direction causing any unsolicited energy
spread.

4.3 Pulsed Positron Beam Physics
The principle of RF potential assisted time focussing can be understood in terms
of the classical problem of three particles travelling at different speeds one after the
other, the faster particle going first and the slowest particle going last. If the middle
particle is taken as reference, it is possible to calculate the amount of deceleration to be
given to the first particle and the amount of acceleration to be given to the last particle
such that after a certain travelling distance all three will be crossing at a point i.e. all of
them take same amount of time from the start of acceleration/deceleration to travel a
fixed distance. Thus if the start of acceleration/deceleration and the crossing time is
known then the time of flight can be calculated. If any addition delay to the time of flight
is added due to a different process, then it is also possible to calculate this delay as the
fixed time of flight is known. This additional delay happens to be the annihilation rate in
case of positrons. Pulsing is nothing but time focussing by moderation of particle energy
and in terms of Lagrangian dynamics, energy and time are the conjugate variables in this
problem. Thus the phase space area defined by them would be conserved under the
action of a conservative force as was the case with spatial focussing. To start with we
have a mono-energetic beam with large time spread as given in Fig. 3 (a) which is acted
upon by conservative force because of which the time spread shortens. As the area is
conserved this becomes a spread in energy as shown in Fig. 3(b) which at the focal point
becomes a minimum possible time spread with a maximum possible energy spread (Fig.
3(c)).
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Fig. 3: Phase space defined by the conjugate variables Energy and Time during the time
focussing of the charged particle. (a) phase space of a mono energetic beam (b) phase space after
the action of an energy modulation to beam (c) phase space at the time focal point.

The time focussing or beam bunching described above can be achieved by the
application of a time varying potential to particles arriving at a gap between two
electrodes at random times. This is the working principle of bunchers.

The exact

potential to be applied can be got as follows [16]. If τ0 is the time taken by reference or
un-moderated particle to reach from the centre of the bunching gap to the target (L), then
for any other particle at an instant t at the bunching gap, the time
(5)
where

is the time of flight of the modulated particle to the target. Now the time

taken to travel from bunching gap to target (L) is
(6)
where

is the modulated velocity by the modulating voltage V(t). The energy of the

modulated particle would be E0 + eV(t), where E0 is the incoming energy of the beam.
Thus by using non relativistic expression for kinetic energy
m is mass of positron. Therefore substituting the expression for

is

where
in (6) and then in

(5) it is possible to derive an expression for V(t) as
(7)
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which is a parabolic potential and is difficult to achieve in practical scenarios at MHz
frequency. This when approximated to the first term becomes a saw tooth wave given as
(8)
which once again is approximated using a sine wave near the zero crossing as V(t) =
V0Sin(ωt) ≈V0 ωt near zero. Then

(9).
This expression can be used to find the peak voltage

once the frequency ω and the

focal point L from the buncher is fixed for a beam of positrons with energy E0. A double
gap buncher is kept to improve the bunching efficiency such that one more velocity
modulation is applied at the second gap. However the length of the tube should be such
that the reference positron of energy E0 reaches the second gap at the second zerocrossing of the sine wave as indicated in the schematic below in Fig. 4. Thus, the length
of the buncher electrode can be calculated in the non relativistic regime as
(10)
where T is the period of the applied sinusoidal voltage and

is the unmoderated

positron velocity. Hence, for an initial energy of 263 eV, a 50MHz sine wave would
require a bunching electrode of length 95 mm and for 200 MHz sine wave the bunching
electrode length would be 23 mm. As the ideal bunching potential is saw tooth, adding
multiple harmonics of sine wave to a bunching electrode has been shown to improve the
bunching efficiency. However it was later shown by Pandit et.al. [41] that using two
separated electrodes with harmonically related frequencies is more efficient than having
up to six harmonics at the same electrode. The base frequency selected should be such
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Fig. 4: The schematic shows the working of a double gap buncher. The necessity for the length
of the bunching electrode to be equivalent to the distance travelled by the particle in half time
period is clear as the reference positron has to come at zero crossing in both gaps.

that the time gap between positron pulses should be high enough for the acquisition of
long lifetimes and the second frequency should be high enough to produce efficient
compression at the time focal point. It was based on these considerations that a
combination of 50 MHz – 200 Mhz has been chosen for the present beam.
However it is not possible to have infinite bunching efficiency with all positrons
bunched into a particular pulse. The unbunched positrons between pulses will show up as
long components in the positron lifetime spectrum. To avoid this, it is necessary to cut
out the positrons between the pulses. This is done by the chopper, which chops the beam
into pulses of base frequency. The chopping voltage should be equal to the incoming
beam energy. For example for a moderator biased at +10V, positrons will have a mean
kinetic energy of ~ 13eV. Thus the chopping voltage should have an amplitude of at least
13 V. The ideal function for the chopper potential is a square pulse which however will
be difficult to couple to a load. The chopper can come before the buncher or after it. If it
comes before the buncher the distance between them should be such that pulses reach the
buncher without a large time broadening with drift. If it is after the buncher, then the
time focus of the first buncher should be at the chopper such that the bunched pulses
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reach the chopper at its “allow” phase and the unwanted positrons in between the pulses
arrive at the “stop” phase. Thus the chopping frequency decides the time gap between the
pulses and hence, some beams [23] employ variable frequency at the chopper to have
variable time gaps to include both large and short positron lifetimes. The chopper can be
achieved as a deflection type chopper, where the periodic potential deflects the positrons
to an orifice or a reflection type three grid chopper where the middle grid reflects the
positrons during the “stop” phase. Both have been introduced in the pulsing systems
around the world. With the present design, the three grid chopper is selected.

4.4 Optimization of pulsing parameters – SIMION simulations
Based on the principles described above a positron pulsing system has been
designed and optimized in SIMION [40]. SIMION is a finite difference based approach
which calculates the 2D/3D electrostatic and scalar magnetic fields solving the Laplace
equations and then the trajectories of charged particles through it by constant step
integration using a highly modified 4th order Runge-Kutta method. SIMION also follows
a work-bench protocol where the physical entities making up the system could be placed
on a gridded work bench. The electric potential as well as the magnetic field to the
various electrodes could then be given and trajectory of the particle can be simulated.
The user programming capabilities of SIMION using LUA [42] to set static (dc) as well
as quasi static (RF) potentials for the electrodes was utilized. The magnetic field was set
at 100 Gauss throughout the beam line. The beam was designed in a 2D geometry and
hence the magnetic bends were not introduced and it was simulated as a straight section.
The design used is shown in Fig. 5 (a-d). Fig. 5 (a) shows the moderator and the
extraction grid, 5 (b) shows the chopper in three grid geometry where the third grid is
given to the pre-accelration electrode. The pre-acceleration bias is -250 V. It also shows
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[a]

Moderator - Extraction

[b]
Pre-buncher

Pre-acceleration
Chopper

Main Buncher

Second Drift

[d]

[c]

Faraday Cage
Drift Tube

Graded Accelerator

Fig. 5: The design used in simulating the pulsing electronics in SIMION [40] is shown. (a) shows
the moderator and the extraction grid. (b) shows the chopper in three grid geometry where the
third grid is given to the pre-accelration electrode. After pre-acceleration, the positron energy is
263 eV. It also shows the first buncher tube followed by the first drift tube. (c) shows the main
buncher and the second drift tube. (d) shows the drift tube where variable voltage is applied and
the graded accelerator including the Faraday cage.
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the first buncher tube followed by the first drift tube. Fig. 5 (c) has the main buncher and
the second drift tube. Fig. 5 (d) shows the drift tube where variable voltage is applied and
the graded accelerator including the Faraday cage. The graded accelerator gradually
increases the energy and helps to control the beam diameter where as the Faraday cage
suppresses the contribution of back scattered positron induced gamma to the lifetime
spectrum.
The moderator is given a bias +10V and hence the positrons would have an initial
energy of 13 eV beyond the extraction grid. The initial energy due to the work function
of moderator is given a Gaussian distribution centered at 3 eV with a standard deviation
of 0.6 eV. The moderator is 6 mm in diameter and the positrons came out with an
angular deviation of ±150 which was close to the reported value [38]. The time of birth is
taken to be random inside 20 ns. These input parameters are shown in the Fig. 6 (a-d).
These values were recorded at a plane near the moderator. At the chopper grid, a positive
voltage of 15V prevents the positrons from entering into the pulsing column. However
the negative going square pulse added to this bias makes the potential go to zero at a
frequency of 50 MHz. The chopping action by this arrangement is shown in Fig. 6(e)
which was recorded at the entrance gap of the pre-acceleration stage. The chopped pulses
are pre-accelerated by 250 eV, taking the energy to 263 eV. These then go through the
pre-buncher which is given a sinusoidal voltage of 50MHz with peak to peak amplitude
of 14V in addition to the dc bias of -250 V. The sinusoidal variation in the amplitude of
the potential to the pre-buncher electrode is with respect to the two tubes on either side
of the buncher electrode which are also given a dc bias of -250 V. The phase of the
applied potential is adjusted such that the reference positron arrives at the zero of the
negative going sine pulse. The phase here is given with respect to the moderator position.
The reference positron is taken as the one which is born at zero time, which is emitted
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Fig. 6: The input parameters of the SIMION simulation (a) The energy spread of the positrons
emitted from the moderator (b) r-θ phase space plot showing the diameter of the beam and the
starting divergence given (c) Time of birth of the positrons from the target is given a random
distribution with uniform sampling. With large counts, it resembles a continuous distribution
from 0-20ns. (d) E-T phase diagram (e) Chopping action seen at the entrance of pre-accelerator
(f) Reduction in time spread seen at the first gap of main buncher as a result of pre-buncher
modulation.
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along the central axis of the magnetic field and which has energy equal to 3eV. In
practice the phase has to be optimized with respect to the chopper, however there is no
loss of physics in giving like this. In practical beam optimization the the phase of the prebuncher will be adjusted with respect to the chopper till maximum counts within the time
pulse are obtained at the target as any out of phase situation will cause some of the
positrons to be modulated in the non-liner region of the sine wave. The output of the prebunching action was recorded at the first gap of main buncher and is given in Fig. 6(f).
The bunching potentials and phases were optimized for a drift tube bias at -250 V and
target high voltage at 10kV. A small RF voltage (7V amplitude) was enough for the prebuncher because of the large distance at which focussing happens from the first buncher.
The target is at ~126 cm from the middle of the pre-buncher electrode; however this is
also not the focal point of pre-buncher. At the target, the positron pulse will be underfocussed by the action of pre-buncher alone. This focus is brought to the target by the
action of main-buncher as shown in schematic given in Fig. 7. Thus the RF power
required becomes low and thus, the complications associated with high RF power can be
avoided. This aspect is highlighted in the Fig. 8 (a-c) where the action of pre-buncher
alone, pre-buncher and main-buncher and all three components activated is shown. For
the main-buncher, a sinusoidal modulation voltage of only 3V (amplitude) is required for
getting the optimum bunching. This also is given in addition to the dc bias of -250 V
with respect to the -250 V dc biased tubes on either side of the main buncher. It can be
seen in Fig. 8 (c) that the chopper removes the positrons in between the bunched pulses.
After the main buncher the positrons go through two drift tubes both of which were
biased to -250 V. A five stage graded accelerator setup gradually increases the energy of
the positrons from 263 eV to 10 kV by the time it reaches the target. The potential
gradation is given between the last drift tube and the Faraday cage.
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Fig. 7: Time focussing by pre-buncher and main buncher – analogy with optics. The focal point
of pre-buncher is at distance >126 cm. Hence the velocity modulation to be provided is less as
more distance is there for the catch up or crossing. The action of main buncher is to forward the
focal point to target. The higher frequency ensures larger compression rate giving pulses with
fwhm in the range of few 100 ps’s.
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The variation in energy, r-θ and E-T phase diagrams as a result of this bunching
and chopping process is given in Fig. 9 (a-c). The marked reduction in divergence is a
result of the graded accelerator set up which does not induce spatial focussing effect
during the final acceleration. It could be seen that with energy spread of 60eV a time
bunching of 100 ps can been achieved. When compared to the energies that would be
used in the beam based measurement (1keV-20keV), this energy spread is negligible
compared to the depth resolution possible with the Makhovian implantation profile of the
positrons. The phase space evolution shows that a few positrons are lying outside the
time focussing and are responsible for the tailing seen especially on the higher time side.
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Fig. 9: The output parameters of the SIMION simulation (a) The energy spread of the positrons
reaching the target (b) r-θ phase space plot showing the diameter of the beam and the final
divergence (c) E-T phase diagram which shows time focusing at ~ 0.6037µs. The positrons lying
outside the focusing causes the tailing seen at the ends.
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To make sure that the bunching action was reproducible for other high voltages,
simulations were carried out at energies such as 1,5,15 and 20 kV. Initially the same RF
power and the same drift bias were given to the buncher electrode and the final drift tube
attached to the graded accelerator respectively. However except for 5 kV, other energies
did not show focussing. While some showed under focussing, others like 1 kV where
over focussed. This was expected as drift time from the last drift stage to the target
changed depending on the high voltage applied and hence for higher voltages, positrons
were reaching the target before they could focus or for lower voltages the drift time was
longer than the actual focal time. This was corrected by applying a variable drift voltage
to the final drift tube such that the drift time becomes same for all the accelerating
voltages. The required drift voltages were found using the Nelder-Mead downhill type
simplex optimization routine available with the SIMION [40]. The optimization is done
by equating the time of flight of the reference positron in each case with that during
10 kV acceleration. In spite of this adjustment it was also required to fine tune the
modulation voltages applied in each case to get similar positron pulse widths. The
optimization for the drift tube voltage was done with the modified bunching voltages.
Fig. 10 (a) shows the effect of having a constant drift voltage. It can be seen that for each
accelerating voltage, positron pulse arrives at different times leading to over focussing
and under focussing. Fig. 10 (b) shows uniform bunching action for all accelerating
voltages after the application of variable drift correction. The variation in beam diameter
with accelerating voltage is shown in Fig.11. It can be seen that the maximum diameter
would be around 10 mm and the introduction of the variable drift has not induced any
additional focussing or defocusing effects than before.
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Fig. 10: (a) Time of arrival at the target for various accelerating voltages with constant drift tube
voltage. The inset shows a table which gives the applied bunching voltages. (b) Uniform time of
arrival for all accelerating voltages by applying varying drift voltages. The voltage values are
given in the inset.
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Fig. 11: Variation of beam diameter with applied accelerating voltage with constant drift voltage
and different drift voltages. The maximum beam diameter is about 10 mm .
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Thus a complete design of the positron pulsing system has been simulated and
important fabrication parameters were deduced.

Based on these simulations the

development of the UHV housing system and other electrodes are taken up in the
subsequent sections.

4.5 Design and fabrication of an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV)
system and related components
A high vacuum environment of better than 10-6 mbar is necessary for the
efficient transport of positrons from the source up to the target position. The vacuum
should be such that the mean free path of the molecules in the system should be larger
than the dimensions of the UHV system reducing its chance to meet positrons and
increasing its interaction with walls of the system. It can be shown that to make the mean
free path of molecules equal to the dimensions (here ~350 cm) travelled by positrons
through the UHV tube, then the vacuum has to be of the order 2x10 -6 mbar [24]. Hence,
the transport length of the positrons with a few keV energy increases with better vacuum
conditions because of the reduced collision with atmospheric atoms and thus, reduced
probability for annihilation with their electrons. Better vacuum condition is also
necessary for the prolonged usability of the moderator whose surface properties decide
the fast to slow positron conversion efficiency. Hence, a UHV system has been designed
to have a source and moderator mounting arrangement, a slow positron filter and a long
tube to hold the pulsing electronic components viz. chopper, pre-buncher, main-buncher,
drift tube and a target assembly with graded acceleration. The design also takes into
account the requirement for placing the detector as close as possible to the target
assembly. The entire UHV system has been fabricated using SS-316L to avoid any stray
magnetic field along the path of the positron beam. This material is also important from a
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UHV system point of view with low out gassing even for unbaked systems. The non
magnetic precaution was also taken for the welding joints and all fasteners used. The
entire system was designed to be on a flat non-magnetic beam table with 12 mm thick
aluminium table top with height adjustable bolt arrangement. The design of the table also
included space for important electronic components and two ion pumps.
Two designs were conceptualized for the transport until the magnetic bend which
acts as the velocity filter. A design where both source and moderator are mounted
together, followed by a gradual bend of ~ 600 for slow positron extraction was one of
them. The second one consists of a source – moderator mounting arrangement where
moderator could be removed without removing source and thus results in lesser radiation
exposure. Here the slow positron filter is a sharper 90 0 bend similar to the one used by
Reurings et.al [43]. The linear section beyond the magnetic bend houses ports to vacuum
pumps, pulsing system and target chamber. A schematic of the beam with the parts
marked for the design with 900 bend is shown in Fig. 12. The detailed design of each part
is discussed in subsequent sections.

4.5.1 Source – Moderator mounting
The source moderator mounting arrangement is designed after taking into
account number of factors. They were ease of source-mounting, less handling time, easy
insertion into beam line, proximity between source and moderator, future removal of
moderator for annealing, possibility of incorporation of an in-situ moderator annealing
set-up, effective extraction of monoenergetic positrons emitted by moderator into the
transport field and radiation shielding around the source.
In one design the source is mounted on a 6’ linear transporter. The transporter
end is attached with mating arrangement for the 22Na source capsule [44]. The linear
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Velocity Filter

Horizontal region to mount
pulsing electronics

Target Chamber

Detector Well

Source-Moderator

Ion + TSP pumps
Turbo Pump

Fig. 12: A 3D schematic representation of the UHV system with 900 bend.

transporter is attached to a ConFlat Flange (CF)-63 cross tube. On one of the
perpendicular ports of the cross tube, the moderator mounting arrangement is attached
with proper biasing such that it extends up to the centre of the tube as shown in Fig. 13
(a). There are provisions for minor adjustment of the moderator position in forward and
backward direction. This design can be easily modified for a possible in-situ moderator
annealing set-up with the moderator system mounted on a motion manipulator. The
source could be moved up by pre-designated distance and could be brought to a touching
position with the moderator. The arrangement described is shown in Fig. 13 (a-e). Fig.
13 (b) shows a dummy source made to similar dimensions of the available source
capsule [44] mounted on to a MACOR cylindrical block with proper mating i.e. M4
female tapping to go with M4 screws of the source which then is attached to liner
transporter. Fig. 13 (c) shows the moderator mounting and Fig. 13 (d) shows the
arrangement inside the cross tube seen through one of the view ports. The biasing is
given through a CF 35 voltage feed through attached to the CF 63 – 35 zero length
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adapter on which the moderator mounting is held. Since the source touches the
moderator, both of them would be in the same potential. The top plate of the moderator
arrangement is grounded to complete the positron extraction optics as given in schematic
Fig. 13 (e).

(b)

(a)

Moderator Mounting
(c)

Source

(d)

Top Plate
(e)

+V

MACOR
Moderator

Fig. 13: (a) Cross tube arrangement on which the source and moderator are attached in
perpendicular directions with moderator reaching exactly at the middle of the cross tube (b)
Dummy source mounted on MACOR insulator. The whole assembly is mounted on a 6’ linear
transporter. (c) Moderator mounting on a CF 63 – 35 zero length adaptor flange. (d) Source –
Moderator assembly inside the CF 63 cross tube seen from a view port. (e) Schematic of
extraction optics of the monoenergetic positrons.

The second design uses the CF 63 – 35 zero length adaptor flange as above but
now the entire source-moderator assembly sits on it. The zero length adaptor and the
mounting disc as shown in Fig. 14 (a) holds the source mounted on Teflon holder (Fig.
14 (b)).

The Teflon tube carrying both the moderator holder (Fig. 14(c)) and the
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extraction electrode (Fig. 14 (d)) is put over the source so that the source touches the
moderator. Hence the source and moderator are in same potential and the extraction
electrode is grounded with respect to the moderator as shown in schematic in Fig 14 (e).
The biasing is again through CF 35 voltage feed through and the entire assembly goes
into a CF 63 I-tube. The I-tube connects to the velocity filter section (i.e. the 600 bend).
An aperture of 16 mm is attached at the joint between the I-tube and velocity filter which
cuts off diverging high velocity positrons and helps to limit the beam diameter entering
the high magnetic field region.

(b)
(a)
(c)

(d)

Mounting Disc

(e)

(f)

Fig. 14: (a) The zero length adaptor and the mounting disc (b) the dummy source mounted on
Teflon holder (c) Moderator assembly inside the Teflon cylinder seen from top. (d) Teflon Tube
holding the extraction electrode (e) Schematic of the arrangement (f) Assembled unit – side view
with biasing.
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4.5.2 Magnetic Bend – Velocity Filter
The separation of monoenergetic positrons from the unmoderated fast positrons is
achieved through a magnetic bend. The bend can be shallow [45] or it can also be a
complete 1800 turn [34]. Here two designs were made, one with 900 bend and another
with 600. Fig. 15 (a) and 15 (b) shows 900 and 600 bends respectively both of which are
having dimensions of a CF 63 tube. The 900 was highly compact though extraction was
difficult, while 600 bend is longer though velocity separation was attained easily.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15: (a) The 900 magnetic bend and (b) the 600 bend.

4.5.3 Linear Region and Target Chamber
Beyond the magnetic bend there is a horizontal region which houses the ports for
vacuum pumps as well as a 120 cm long tube with multiple inlet ports for holding the
pulsing electrodes and the drift tube. The diameter of the UHV chamber changes from
CF 63 to CF 100 in this region. The long I tube ends at a spherical chamber of 12’
diameter manufactured by M/s Kurt J. Lesker with multiple ports of various dimensions.
One of the CF 150 port of the spherical chamber is attached with a detector well such
that the detector sits right behind and as close as possible to the target. The high voltage
is applied to the target via a CF 35 high voltage feed through attached to the top port.
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The detector well arrangement attached to the spherical chamber and the long tube is
shown in Fig. 16 (a) and (b) respectively.

(a)

HV Feedthrough

Inlet Ports – CF 35

(b)
Detector well

Fig. 16: (a) The 12’ spherical chamber with detector well attached. The depth of the detector well
is such that the detector sits at a distance of 1.75 cm from the target. (b) The 120 cm long CF 100
I tube

4.5.4 Assembly, pumping system and testing
The entire system was assembled on an aluminium beam table top as shown by
various stages of assembly in Fig. 17 (a-d). The vacuum pumping system which is used
to pump the entire UHV system from atmosphere down to ~10 -8 mbar is a combination
of Turbo molecular pump and Ion-Titanium sublimation pump (TSP). Turbo molecular
pump with a backing scroll pump would be used to get a base vacuum of 10 -6 mbar in the
entire chamber after which two Ion-TSP’s take over. Once this happen, the Turbo part is
cut off using a gate valve. There is provision for the region; which includes the sourcemoderator, magnetic bend and one of the Ion – TSP pump, to be isolated using a gate
valve when the sample is changed at the target side. This helps to increase the lifetime of
the moderator by avoiding air exposure and maintaining the moderator at ~ 10 -8 mbar.
During the sample mounting the target side Ion – TSP would also be cut-off with the
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 17: (a) The Helmholtz coils arranged on the beam table. The height adjustment of the beam
table helps to centralize the magnetic axis and the beam axis within a few mm. (b) The Ion – TSP
pumps attached (c) The Turbo molecular pump for the initial pump down (d) The full assembly.

gate valve provided. The pressure is measured at the source side and the target side
separately using a combination Pirani – Bayard Alpert (BA) gauge. BA type gauge is
preferred for its non-magnetic working and accuracy.
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The volume pump down time depends only on the total volume of the system and
smallest conductance in the system as is evident from the equation of the effective
pumping speed.
(11)
where

is the effective pumping speed,

is the pumping speed for the pump at

its mouth and

is the conductance of the port attached. Hence whatever be the pumping

speed of the pump used, the smallest conductance becomes the maximum pumping speed
possible. For the 600 magnetic bend, a CF 63 tube of length 140 cm determines the
effective pumping speed with a conductance of 21 l/s calculated from the formula
(12)
where D is the diameter of the tube of length L expressed in centimetre. This formula is
valid only in the molecular flow regime. The pump down time from 10-3 to 10-6 mbar
would be minimal as the total volume to be pumped is only ~ 54 litres. The pump down
time is found using the equation
(13)
where t is the pump down time in second, V is the volume in litres, S is the effective
pumping speed in litres/second and P0 and Pi are the initial and final pressures after
pumping. This is again valid only in the molecular flow regime and does not take into
account the surface load. To make use of the maximum available conductance, a pump
with a pumping speed which is more than one order higher than the calculated
conductance is used. Thus for the initial pump down, a Turbo molecular pump assembly
(V-550) of pumping speed 550 l s-1 (for Nitrogen) from M/s Varian is used. The required
pumping speed of the ion pumps depends on the gas load of the system, which can be
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calculated from the out gassing rate of SS 316L when the surface behaves as the primary
load after the initial volume pump down. Here the primary vacuum equation of
(14)
becomes handy where Q is the out gassing rate of the material exposed to vacuum, A is
the surface area exposed to vacuum, S is the effective pumping speed and P the pressure
to be achieved when in equilibrium. Considering only the region beyond the bend and
excluding the port connected to the Turbo molecular pump, the total surface area is
~ 8600 cm2. The electrodes and the electrical connections for the timing optics are
inserted in this region. The electrodes are manufactured with SS 316L, but it would be
difficult to get a correct value of the internal surface area. Hence we take a conservative
estimate of three times the calculated surface area which is around ~ 2.5x10 4 cm2. By
using equation (14), it could be seen that with an out gassing rate of 10-11 mbar l s-1cm-2
(for SS 316L baked at 1500C for ~ 4 days) an effective pumping speed of 25 l s-1 is
required to maintain a vacuum of 10 -8 mbar in equilibrium. For a 178 cm long tube with
diameter of 10 cm, the conductance is of the order of 53 l s -1 using equation (12) and in
order to get this conductance as the maximum pumping speed a Ion-TSP pump with one
order higher pumping speed of 300 l s-1 (Vac Ion Plus 300 - Starcell) from M/s Varian is
used. The frequency of firing the TSP pump is determined based on the pressure and
time involved. Using similar considerations an Ion – TSP pump with a pumping speed of
150 l s-1 (Vac Ion Plus 150 - Starcell) is used near the source side.
During the initial vacuum testing of the assembly, the system was pumped down
to a vacuum of ~10-5 mbar using the Turbo molecular pump. The pump was baked at
~ 1500C for ~ 48 hours as shown in Fig. 18. After proper bake out of the system and the
Ion pump (using the in-situ heater available), the system was loaded on to the two IonTSP pumps. At 10-6 mbar the TSP pump was fired every 1 hour which was reduced to
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once every 36 hours after the vacuum improved to better than 10 -8 mbar on both the
source and the target side. An ultimate vacuum of 10 -9 mbar was achieved on the source
side and a vacuum of 5.5 x 10 -10 mbar was achieved near the target side. However this
was without any pulsing electrodes, source-moderator mounting or target mounting
inside the system and such low values were attained because of proper baking and
extended pumping. However, considering the higher pumping speeds of the Ion pumps
and the TSP, the incorporation of these components will not affect the achievable
ultimate pressure.

Helmholtz Coils

120 cm long tube

Target Chamber

Fig. 18: The UHV assembly during baking. The gauge meters and temperature sensors are
visible.

4.6 Magnetic Field for transport
The transport of the positrons from the moderator to the target side is achieved
using magnetic field of the order of 100 Gauss as modelled in SIMION [40]. The field is
generated using a combination of solenoid and Helmholtz coils arrangement. The
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solenoid coils were put near the source side whereas Helmholtz coils were utilized near
the linear region where ports for RF electronics connection and the target chamber cause
hindrance for solenoid winding.

4.6.1 Helmholtz coil design and testing
Nine Helmholtz coils were designed and fabricated to provide the required
magnetic field of ~ 100 Gauss in the linear region. The mechanical structure for winding
the coils was made from SS 304L sheets as aluminium sheets buckled under winding.
The diameter of the coils was set at 50 cm in order to avoid any influence from the edge
and from curving of the field. Approximately thirteen (12.7 to be exact) layers of
SWG-17 super enamelled Cu wire were wound over a width of 5.4 cm. The measured
room temperature resistance was ~ 7.5Ω for each coil. Each layer was separated by
Nomex Kapton sheets which provided the necessary interlayer electrical insulation with
high thermal stability. A thermal cut off was provided as the insulation on the Cu wire
had a temperature stability of ~ 1300C. The thermal cut off had a bimetallic strip with the
set point temperature of 900C. This was fixed near the bottom most layers. A reverse
current protection during sudden current failure was provided to the voltage source
through a reverse biased diode. These coils were also provided with an L-bend stand
with fixers to position them tightly on the Aluminium table. These Helmholtz coils are
shown in the previous section in Fig. 18.
Normally for a pair of Helmholtz coils, the distance between their centres is set as
equal to the radius and thus a constant field is obtained between them. Hence the
distance between the coils has to be set at 25 cm here. However depending on the
distance available between the target chamber and the magnetic bend as well as the
position of various vacuum ports; in this case the distances between the individual coils
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were tweaked, to get a constant wriggle free field, which is near to ~ 20cm. The first
Helmholtz coil near the magnetic bend is powered separately whereas other eight coils
are paired. Required number of 150 V, 10 A constant current sources were used for
powering these coils. Before testing, the magnetic centre and the mechanical centre of
the horizontal UHV tube in the top-down direction were matched by adjusting the height
of the Aluminium table top. The lateral centring was done by matching distances from
the coil inner edge and the UHV tube. The orientation of the magnetic axis with respect
to the mechanical axis was adjusted by ensuring the flatness of the table top using spirit
level and by visually aligning the coil edges parallel to the UHV tube edge. During
testing, the field generated at the magnetic centre was measured using a three probe
(hence Bx, By and Bz can be measured simultaneously) gauss meter operating in the 300
Gauss range from magnetic bend up to the target level. The testing was done without the
ninth coil near the target and hence the last coil is not paired during testing. Thus, a
monotonous drop is expected near the sample. The measured values were compared as
shown in Fig. 19 with the analytically calculated field for such an arrangement using the
equation for a field due to a finite straight thin shell air core solenoid [46] given as

(15)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space, N is the total number of turns, I is the current
through the coils, l is the width of the air core solenoid and r is the radius of the solenoid.
and

are the axial distance of the point at which field is calculated from the near

edge and far edge of the solenoid. It can be seen that the measured values closely follow
the required trend as given by the analytical equation. The long term stability of the
Helmholtz coils were also tested and showed that proper cooling was required for the
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coils. Hence, to dissipate the heat, temperature near the UHV beam line has been reduced
and extra fans were provided for cooling the coils by air circulation.
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Fig. 19: The magnetic field intensity along the central axis of the Helmholtz coils measured in
the direction of the beam propagation. The solid red line is the calculated values using equation
(15). Also given in the legends are the current applied to each coil where coils are identified as
H1-H8. It can be seen that except for first and last, all other coils were paired. The origin of this
plot is the 100 CF flange immediately after the magnetic bend and the target is located at 175 cm.

4.6.2 Solenoid and Flange Coils
Solenoids play a major role in the filtering and subsequent transport of extracted
slow positrons beyond the magnetic bend, feeding them into the field due to the
Helmholtz coils. Solenoid coils were wound directly on to the UHV tubes after proper
insulation. Insulation to the stainless steel tube was provided by electrically insulating
adhesive tapes with thermal stability up to 1500C. These were also used for the interlayer
insulation. Five layer of coil were wound over the available width of each UHV
attachment. Care was taken to provide enough width for the easy removal and
attachment of nuts and bolts. For design with 90 0 bend, solenoids were wound on the
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four-way CF 63 cross tube, CF 63 I tube of length 21 cm and the 90 0 bend. For 115 cm
long 600 bend SWG 16 super enamelled Cu wire was used. Here only two layers were
wound. Each of them were tested separately and compared with the analytically found
field given by equation (15). The field measured for 600 bend at a few locations for
multiple currents and that for the I tube is shown in Fig. 20 (a-b) as specimen. The CF 63
I-tube on which solenoid is wound is also shown in Fig. 20 (c). All of them were tested
for long term stability. To account for the drop of field at each flange joint, a solenoid
coil setup was designed and fabricated which could be mount on the flange joints as
shown in Fig. 20 (c). The design is such that the coil could be removed from the flange
joints without much difficulty and the central hold makes sure that the coil remains
centred with respect to the mechanical axis. The magnetic field measured and tested for
these coils is shown in Fig. 20 (d). As the analytically calculated fields represent the
magnetic field of each component to high degree of accuracy, the field due to the entire
assembly was calculated by superimposing the calculated field due to each one of them.
The field used for the extraction and transport of the slow positron beam was thus
calculated and is presented in Chapter 5.
Apart from the transport field, there are drift correction and steering fields to
maintain the positron beam along the mechanical tube central axis, guide it through the
pulsing electrodes of 1.5 cm diameter kept concentric with the CF 100 tube and to make
it fall centrally on the sample mounted on the Faraday cup. The field required is small of
the order of few Gauss for such steering. The drift at the magnetic bend as given by
equation (4) can be corrected by providing small transverse field additions to the guiding
field. Small solenoid coil pair with 10 layer winding and which covers the curvature of
the magnetic bend are fixed perpendicular to the central axis of the CF 63 tube exactly at
the magnetic bend. The drift coils are provided in two perpendicular directions -
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Fig. 20: (a) The magnetic field intensity along the central axis of the solenoid wound on CF 63 I
tube measured in the direction of the beam propagation. The solid red line is the calculated
values using equation (4). Also given in the legends are the current applied to each coil. (b) Field
measured at different positions of the 600 bend for different applied current. The distance is
measured from the longer side. (c) The flange coils attached to avoid the drop in magnetic field
intensity fixed at two flange joints of the CF 63 I tube. (d) The measured field along the central
axis of the flange coil for various currents.
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top-down and left-right with respect to central axis; however only one of them will be
more effective. A field intensity of 1.5 Gauss is obtained for 1A at the centre of a pair of
coils when separated by a distance equal to the outer diameter of the CF 63 magnetic
bend. In a similar way, steering coils wound on square frames were mounted at the exit
of the magnetic bend, one near the entrance to pulsing electrodes and one at the entrance
of the target chamber. Pair of coils was put in top-down position and another pair in leftright position with respect to the central axis at each of the above mentioned positions.
All of them gave 1.4 - 1.82 Gauss for 1A current.

4.7 Mechanical Design of RF pulsing electrodes, graded
accelerator and target mounting assembly
The main design parameters for the pulsing electrodes were the chopper – ground
grid arrangement, length for the pre-buncher electrode tube which works at 50MHz and
that of the main-buncher electrode which works at 200MHz. The calculated lengths for
the buncher electrodes are 9.5 cm and 2.3 cm respectively as seen from the calculations
and the simulations above. Other important design parameters were diameter of the tube
as well as the separation between each electrode. Apart from the pulsing electrodes, a
drift tube arrangement, a graded accelerator and a Faraday cage with target assembly
arrangement had to be fabricated. The design has to be such that these electrodes remain
concentric with the containing CF 100 UHV tube. The design should also take care of
the insulation between the electrode tubes at specific separation and the insulation of the
pulsing electrodes from the outer tube. The arrangement should not reduce the vacuum
conductivity drastically and should be mechanically sturdy and stable during and after
installation. Taking all these factors into account the design of the chopper, preacceleration, bunchers, drift tube and final accelerators were designed and fabricated. An
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isometric design view of the assembled system is given in Fig. 21 where as the fabricated
parts are shown from Fig. 22 (a-g).
Chopper
Pre-Buncher

First Drift – 250V

Main Buncher
Third Drift
Variable
Second Drift
250V

Faraday Cage and Traget
Graded
accelerator

Fig. 21: The isometric design view of the entire pulsing system with the support and insulation.
Various parts are marked for identification.

The primary supports for the entire assembly are the triangular stainless steelMACOR holders which make sure that the assembly is properly centred as well as
insulated from the outer tube. Two such arrangements have a locking mechanism which
fixes the entire assembly inside the CF 100 I tube. One such arrangement is shown in
Fig. 22 (b) on which the 9.5 cm pre-buncher tube is put. The chopper and the ground
grids are spot welded on stainless steel rings which are held together by a MACOR cup
arrangement as shown in Fig. 22(a), and this could be mounted in a snug fit manner to
the pre-acceleration tube. The chopper, pre-acceleration tube and the central pre-buncher
electrode are put together as shown in 22 (c). The MACOR cup as well as other MACOR
holders has a groove arrangement which maintains the distance between the tubes and
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Faraday Cage + Target
Mounting
(g)

Chopper-Ground

Main - Buncher

Faraday Cup and Target
mounting

Beam Direction

Third Drift Tube –
variable drift voltages

Second
Drift Tube
-250 V

Pre - Buncher

Pre - Acceleration

Five ring graded accelerator
First Drift Tube -250 V

Fig. 22: (a) The chopper and ground grid mounting stainless steel discs held together on the
MACOR cup arrangement. (b) Pre-buncher tube mount on the triangular stainless steel-MACOR
holders with fixers to the outer tube visible. (c) Chopper, pre-acceleration and the pre-buncher
tube arranged together. (d) The main buncher tube snug fit in the MACOR holders. (e) The drift
tube inside the MACOR holders on one side and fit into the MACOR cup of graded accelerator
on the other. The MACOR cup holds the five ring graded accelerator set up and is attached to the
Faraday cup through a screw and bolt arrangement. (f) The L shaped target mounting assembly
with Faraday cup and after connecting to the Faraday cup. (g) The entire assembly arranged in
order from right to left with important parts marked and the beam direction given
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hence provides the necessary electrical insulation between the two. The main-buncher
and the drift tube are mount in a similar way as shown in Fig. 22 (d) and (e). The end of
the drift tube goes into another MACOR cup which holds together the five stainless steel
and MACOR rings for graded potential drop and is attached to the Faraday cup using a
screw and bolt arrangement completing the six stage graded acceleration from the drift
tube potential to the Faraday cup potential as shown in Fig. 22 (e). The L-shaped target
mounting strip is attached to the Faraday cup as shown in Fig. 22 (f). The full assembly
arranged in order is shown in Fig. 22 (g). All the electrodes are provided with M5
tapping holes for electrical connections.

4.8 Voltage Divider for Graded Acceleration
As described in section 4.4, the drift tube voltage has to be modified in order to
get uniform time bunching for all the accelerating voltages. A graded accelerator is
provided to avoid large and sudden spatial focussing/de-focussing of the positron beam
due to abrupt change in the potential usually associated with single step acceleration as
well as to have enough travel length for the drift tube correction. The graded acceleration
is applied from the drift tube electrode to the Faraday cup in six steps as shown
schematically in Fig. 23. Vacuum compatible 100 MΩ (non-magnetic/high precision)
resistors are used for the graded voltage division.

4.9 Waveform generator, amplifiers and testing
The 50 MHz square wave for the chopper, 50 MHz sine wave for pre-buncher
and the 200 MHz sine wave for main-buncher are derived from the 2.1 GS/s dual
channel Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) WX2182 (M/s Tabor Electronics Ltd).
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Fig. 23: The six-stage graded accelerator set up with 100 MΩ resistors. The drift tube voltage is
varied from ~ -500 to ~ -220 V for target high voltage of -1 to -20 kV respectively.

The DC coupled output from each channel was provided at an output impedance of
50 Ω. Using Kapton insulated 50 Ω coaxial cable with SMA connectors, the power is
transferred to the amplifiers, to other RF peripherals like the DC blocks and then to the
impedance matching network. Grounded UHV electrical feedthrough with SMA type
single pins or dual pins which can take up to 700V mounted on CF 35 flanges are used
for the atmosphere to vacuum connection. Vacuum compatible coaxial cables are used to
couple RF power to the pulsing electrodes inside the UHV chamber.
Single ended output from the AWG can give a maximum of 2Vp-p at each
channel. Using common sample clock for both channels, the delay between the channels
can be adjusted up to 3 ns. As the same sample clock is used for both channels, standard
sine waves available with the function generator cannot be used to produce different
frequencies. Instead, using a wave composer sine waves are generated as arbitrary waves
and are fed into the generator. For 50 MHz sine wave at a sampling rate of 2 GS/s, 40
points can be generated per cycle whereas for 200 MHz sine wave only 10 points per
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cycle represent one cycle of the wave. Less number of points affects the signal
reproduction and can be checked with a high sampling digital oscilloscope. The RF
modulation voltage varies from ~ 13-16 Vp-p depending on the final acceleration of
positrons. Hence to get the required modulation voltage for the bunchers, the output from
the AWG are amplified using coaxial amplifiers with a maximum of 2W output obtained
from M/s Mini circuits. It can give a minimum gain of +29dB in the operating frequency
range with a flatness of ±1db. The amplifier has a maximum power input of +10dBm
which correspond to a sine wave of 1V amplitude at 50 Ω. Marker (square wave) output
available corresponding to each channel from the AWG is utilized as the square wave
source. The delay between the channel output to the corresponding marker output can be
adjusted to a maximum of 3ns. Maximum amplitude of 1 Vp-p is available at the marker.
The marker output is taken with respect to the channel from which 50 MHz sine wave is
drawn. This output is also generated as square pulses in the wave composer and is fed
into the memory of the generator. A high bandwidth amplifier (11.5GHz) with minimum
rise/fall time (31-36 ps) is used as the square wave amplifier and is obtained from M/s
Picoseconds Lab with a maximum input of 1.5 V and a maximum output of 11.5V.
Fig. 24 (a) shows the testing of AWG and the amplifiers using a 2.5 GS/s, 1GHz digital
oscilloscope. Fig. 24 (b) shows the screen captured image of the wave composer output
of 50 MHz sine wave and 200 MHz sine wave. It also shows the bit editor to create a
square wave.
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Output at 50 Ω

AWG

(a)

Square wave amplifier -1

Sine wave
amplifier -1

Sine wave
amplifier -1

(b)

50 MHz Sine

200 MHz Sine

Square Wave Bit editor

Fig. 24: (a) Testing of AWG along with the amplifiers for two sine waves and a maker output
square wave. (b) Screen captured images of the wave composer output to get 50 MHz and 200
MHz sine waves. It also shows the bit editor for getting the 50 MHz square as the marker.

The testing results of two sine wave amplifiers are shown in Fig. 25 (a) and (b),
where signals before and after an amplification of +32dB are shown respectively. Also
shown are the possibilities for adjusting the time delay between the signals and its
effectiveness after amplification. The smoothness of the sine wave is not available with
digitally produced sine wave because of the finite sample points; however the
amplification does not introduce additional noise. The square wave is given as a
reference; though the 50MHz sine wave was the trigger for the oscilloscope.
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Fig. 25: (a) 50 mVp-p sine wave of frequency 50 MHz and 200 MHz as well as a 50 MHz square
wave with 0.5 V amplitude captured in a digital oscilloscope using the 50 MHz sine wave as the
trigger. Also shown are the 200 MHz sine wave and square wave after introducing a time delay
with respect to the 50 MHz Sine wave reference. (b) Shows the output after amplification. The
un-amplified square wave is shown for comparison with earlier result. Here again the a time
delay is given to the amplified 200MHz sine wave with respect to the lower frequency sine wave.
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The amplification of the square wave is difficult without distortion of wave shape
owing to finite bandwidth of any linear amplifier and because of the rise time increase
after amplification. To get a negative going square wave pulse of required amplitude, a
DC offset bias is given to the amplifier. A maximum of -17 V could be given in the
present model and Fig. 25 (c) shows the output after amplification up to +17 dB as well
as after the maximum possible amplification (11.5V) using the selected amplifier. To
capture the maximally amplified square signals in the digital oscilloscope at 50 Ω
coupling, a DC offset of -5V was applied and hence only a part of the signal from -3V to
-6 V is visible. A negative going pulse of -15 volt is envisaged for use as chopper pulse
and presently work is going on to achieve this. One way to get over the difficulty in
getting fast rising, high amplitude square waves is to apply sine wave of similar
frequency of required amplitude instead. However this results in a much reduced open
chopper window leading to reduced counts. Other problems which are seen in the
amplified signals are the increase in rise time and the significant pulse shape variation
which would result in positrons entering the bunching column at off state and unwanted
velocity modulation at chopper leading to satellite peaks in the lifetime spectrum and
positron pulse broadening. The pulse shape distortion is due to the non linear
amplification of the harmonics of the square wave. The time delay which can be
achieved between 50 MHz sine wave and square wave is demonstrated in this case as
well.
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Fig. 25: (c) Along with the amplified sine waves, amplified DC offset negative going square
waves are shown after +17dB amplification and also after the maximum possible amplification
(Vamp= 11.5V). To obtain the output after maximum amplification, a DC offset has been
introduced in the digital oscilloscope and hence values from -3 to -5.5 V alone are visible. Output
after introducing a time delay between 50 MHz Sine wave and the amplified square wave is also
shown.

4.10 RF power coupling
The required RF power to the load (here the bunching electrodes) has to be
transferred through an impedance matching network to have minimum loss by reflection.
The impedance matching unit can be a basic L-network with inductor in series and
capacitance as shunt such that along with electrodes (which contribute a capacitive
and/or inductive reactance) the net impedance of the load becomes 50 Ω. During testing,
the matching can be checked by measuring the reflected power and the voltage standing
wave ratio (VSWR). A very low VSWR implies good matching. The chopper grid is
biased to +15V DC and is used as a reflector in the absence of the nullifying 50MHz 15V pulse. Similarly all the electrodes in the pre-buncher as well as in main-buncher will
be floating at -250V DC bias to maintain the pre-acceleration of the positrons applied
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immediately after the chopper up to the drift tube. The matching network hence also
includes the arrangement for this DC bias and is similar to the working of a bias-tee. The
AWG is protected from accidental DC flow using inner-outer DC blocks provided along
all three output path of the AWG. The DC blocks for both sine wave and square waves
were obtained from M/s Aeroflex Inmet taking into account the maximum DC bias to be
protected against and the working frequency range. Fig. 26 shows the flow diagram of
the pulsing electronics set-up starting from the AWG. Fig. 27 (a) and (b) shows the
impedance matching network for the sine waves and coupling network for the square
wave.
The matching network concept adopted in the NCSU pulsed beam buncher has
been taken up here [24]. The buncher electrodes are all biased at -250V and hence a DC
block is required at both inside and outside paths. This is achieved using C 2 in the bias
tee and C3 in the DC block as shown in Fig. 27 (a). The required bias tee for high voltage
bias with the required bandwidth has been acquired from M/s Aeroflex and M/s
Picoseconds Lab for square wave and sine wave respectively. The buncher could be
considered as a capacitance C which is in series with C2 and C3. This net capacitance is
in parallel with the variable capacitor C1. Thus, the network boils down to a series LC
circuit with a sine signal of a particular frequency f. The resonance condition (
) is applied to obtain the value of L to be used here. The inductance coil is
then wound using the parameters derived using the approximate coil winding formula for
a single layer air-core coil as given here [24]
(16)
where N is total number of turns, r is the radius in inches and l is the length of the coil in
inches and L is the self inductance in micro henries. The expression is accurate to 1% of
the value. The variable capacitor can be tuned to get minimum reflected power ensuring
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maximum power transfer to the load. The matching and biasing box will be sitting right
on top of the RF electrical feedthrough on the CF 35 flange and hence the net capacitive
reactance of the buncher electrodes will be measured at 50 and 200 MHz at the SMA
connector on the electrical feedthrough meant for RF coupling. The measurement is
carried out at the operating vacuum as that too works as the dielectric for the buncher
capacitor apart from the MACOR insulator. The measurement helps in the determination
of all the capacitive and inductive values in the biasing box.
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Fig. 26: Block diagram of the application of RF power on the chopper and the bunching
electrodes using a single AWG. The beam proceeds from the chopper to the main buncher.
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Fig. 27: (a) Impedance matching and biasing network for bunchers (pre as well as main). L and
C1 form the balancing L-network, whereas C2 and C3 are DC protection for RF components
achieved using Bias Tee and DC block. (b) Coupling Network where C2 forms DC protection
achieved using Bias Tee.
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4.11 Positron Lifetime measurement – Flow diagram
The timing signal which would be the stop pulse to the Time to amplitude
converter (TAC) is derived after giving the amplified square wave signal to the constant
fraction differential discriminator (CFDD). Since a two way connection is required from
the square wave amplifier, a high band width power splitter from M/s Broad wave
technologies and a resistive voltage divider arrangement [47] for attenuated input to
CFDD will be used. The start signal is derived from CFDD to which the 511keV γ signal
from the BaF2 – XP2020Q Photomultiplier tube is given. This detector gives a time
resolution of the order of 250 ps in the conventional bulk lifetime system. The two time
pulses are additionally tagged by a fast coincidence setup, to ensure that both start and
stop are corresponding to the same event. The fast coincidence timing condition is kept
around 20ns which corresponds to the time difference between pulses of time
compressed positrons. The time difference between the two is converted to voltage by
TAC which then is sent to the multi channel analyzer (MCA) to generate the lifetime
spectrum. The time delay between the signals has to be tuned so that the TAC works in
its linear range. Additional delays are also provided in start and stop signal paths so that
the start signal comes well inside the fast coincidence pulse at the TAC and the stop
comes after the start but before the next fast coincidence pulse. The flow chart - block
diagram of the timing circuit is given in Fig.28 where the final lifetime plot and its
centroid are also shown.
As described above, since the 511keV γ signal is taken as start and chopping
pulse is taken as stop, an inverted spectrum is obtained which needs to be corrected for
further analysis. The lifetime spectrum generated can be understood as follows. A perfect
chopping and bunching is assumed for the explanation. Hence no positrons exist in the
drift column unless the chopper reflecting potential is lifted. All positrons could be time
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bunched such that its time of flight from chopper to target is exactly equal to that of the
reference positron whose description is given in the optimization section. The reference
positron is assumed to be at the middle of the “on” phase of the chopper. The time
difference between the centres of the open window of 10ns to the leading edge of the
next open window is 15 ns as the time period of the square pulse is 20 ns. For perfect
bunching, all positrons reach the target after a time τdrift which is the time of travel of the
reference positron from the chopper to the target. This produces the 511 keV Start pulse.
Let the positron annihilate at the instant it reaches the target. Then the subsequent stop
pulse comes at 15-τdrift ns after the start pulse. Hence the zero of the inverted lifetime
spectrum will be at 15-τdrift ns. If the positron takes a slightly longer time to annihilate
say τ, then the time difference between start and stop becomes 15-(τdrift+τ) ns. τ follows
the lifetime spectrum and hence, an exponential spectrum decaying from the zero is
achieved after collecting the spectrum for sufficient counts. In case of perfect bunching
the time resolution of the experiment is only determined by that introduced by the
lifetime detection system. A finite width (Δτ) of the positron pulse at the target reflects
as 15-(τdrift+τ ± Δτ) and hence the positron pulse width gets integrally summed to the
detector resolution. Positrons entering the bunching column in the off-period results in
reduction of time difference between the start pulse and the stop pulse which shows up as
peaks (called as satellite peaks) on the decay spectrum in the lower time side or as long
lifetime tails. Therefore the chopping potential and the bunching electrode phases have to
be well tuned to get good time resolution from the pulsed positron system.
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Fig. 28: Timing circuit to generate the inverted lifetime spectrum with 511 keV as start signal
and square pulse from AWG as stop. The inverted pulse is centred on 15 -τdrift ns if no extra delay
is provided.

4.12 Summary
A design for a pulsed positron beam using β+ emitting

22

Na source was finalised

with one chopper and two bunchers. The length of the bunching electrodes were
finalised based on the bunching frequency at the pre-buncher and at the mainbuncher.
All the parameters critical for getting uniform time focussing at all accelerating
voltages were optimized using positron trajectory calculations using SIMION
[48,49].
A UHV system to attain a vacuum of the order of 10 -8 mbar and to contain the
pulsing system has been designed, fabricated and tested. Magnetic field for the
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transport of positrons are obtained through a combination of solenoid and
Helmholtz coils which were wound and tested for field uniformity and stability.
The mechanical assembly of pulsing system was designed and fabricated.
The AWG and amplifiers for the required sine waves and square waves were
procured and tested. The conceptual design for RF power coupling, impedance
matching and positron lifetime generation were presented.
The conceptual designs of the drift tube biasing and graded acceleration were
finalised.
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The defect of equality is that we only desire it with our superiors – Henry Becque

Chapter 5
Beam extraction, diagnostics and testing

This chapter discusses the activation of the positron beam by placing

22

Na

source and W (100) moderator into the assembly. The velocity selection of slow
positrons is implemented using a combination of aperture and magnetic bend. The slow
positrons have been successfully extracted and transported to the target chamber without
the pulsing electrodes. The transported positrons are used to carry out demonstrative Sparameter measurements on Cu and Silicon (100) and thus the depth selectivity is
demonstrated. The internal wiring of the pulsing electrodes is completed and they have
been inserted into the beam line for vacuum testing, beam steering and finally for
pulsing.
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5.1 Introduction
The primary components for the assembly of the pulsed positron beam have been
designed, procured or fabricated. The integration of these parts and their testing in two
steps will be discussed in this chapter. The first step involves the extraction of the slow
positrons through the magnetic bend up to the target without the pulsing electrodes inside
and the demonstration of its use as a conventional slow positron beam. The second step
involves the insertion of the pulsing electrodes and steering the slow positrons through
the pulsing electrodes. After these objectives have been achieved the pulsing electrodes
would be fired up according to the design described in the previous chapter and the final
testing of the pulsed positron beam will be done. At the time of this thesis, the first stage
has been completed and the required cable connections to the pulsing electrodes inside
the UHV are done. The vacuum testing and beam steering through the electrodes is going
through presently. Hence these will be presented here and the future work involved will
be highlighted.

5.2 Moderator Annealing
Tungsten (W) single crystal in (100) orientation is used as the moderator in the
transmission geometry. The thickness of the crystal is ~1µm. For handling and mounting
the moderator easily, the foil is sandwiched between two Tantalum (Ta) sheets (99.999
% polycrystalline sheets) of 100 µm thickness. These Ta sheets have a central hole of 8
mm, which helps in exposing the W to the source side and towards the extraction optics.
After placing the W (100) crystals between Ta sheets, they are spot welded at four
corners.
The moderation efficiency of the W(100) depends on the defect content and the
surface condition. The W (100) mount in Ta sheets may have some positron-trapping
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open volume defects created during handling and processing. The surface may also have
a thin layer of native oxide as well as adsorbed contaminants like carbon which increases
the surface trapping of positrons and thus decreases the moderation efficiency. These can
be removed by controlled high temperature annealing of the moderator set-up in a
vacuum of the order of 10-6 mbar. A high vacuum, diffusion pump operated physical
vapour deposition (PVD) unit has been earmarked for the moderator annealing. A
99.999% pure W polycrystalline sheet cut in the required dimension acts as the boat of
the PVD set up. The W (100) crystal inside Ta sheets is annealed after placing them on
the customized boat. Before the start of the annealing process the chamber as well as the
copper electrodes is cleaned to remove all possible contaminants using organic solvents.
First the W-boat is fixed between the copper electrodes, and a vacuum of 2 x 10-6 mbar is
obtained. Then the secondary current through the boat is gradually increased at the rate
0.5A/s. Temperature is measured using the disappearing filament optical pyrometer.
Temperatures were measured at 1373 K, 1873 K and 2273 K, to calibrate the secondary
current and the temperature. Proper cooling to the glass chamber and to the nearby
neoprene o-rings are provided using fans. The annealing is not carried out in a single
step, but given in pulses to avoid excessive bending of the W boat, increase in chamber
and o-ring temperatures and to avoid large increase in pressure inside the chamber. A
two minute pulse at 2273 K is followed by 2-5 minute pulse at 1373 K. The vacuum
degrades to 5x10-6 mbar during the higher temperature pulse. The time kept for low
temperature pulse is adjusted to get back the starting vacuum of 2-3 x10-6 mbar and to
avoid excessive heating near the o-ring. Ten such high pulses are applied after which the
secondary-current is brought down at 0.5A/s. After proper cooling of the W-boat the
vacuum is released and the W (100) crystal inside the Ta sheets is placed on the boat.
The procedure is repeated as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) where we could see the low
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pulse and the high pulse regime. After annealing and proper cooling, the vacuum is
released at the time of mounting the moderator on to the beam line. The process need not
be hurried through, as good moderation efficiency was obtained even after a one hour
exposure in air. The efficacy of the above process was tested by mounting a similarly
annealed moderator on the slow positron beam facility in the lab where a tenfold increase
in counts was observed after annealing.

(b)
(a)

Controls for
the PVD
unit

W-boat

Ta-back sheet
Pumping

W(100)

System

Cu -electrodes

Fig. 1: (a) Moderator annealing during the low temperature pulse (~1373K). Cu electrodes, W
boat, Ta back foil and W (100) are marked. (b) Flash during the high temperature pulse
(~2273K).

5.3 Source Mounting and Radiation Shielding
A 50 mCi source of

22

Na is envisaged to be used in the positron beam line. The

source comes inside a Titanium capsule sealed on the front with a Titanium window [1].
22

Na source of activity greater than 10 mCi is considered to be posing an A-level hazard

as given by the radio nuclide safety data sheet. Hence, a lead shielding is required to
reduce the exposure rate to less than 2mR/hr at a distance of 1 foot from the source [2].
Hence, a lead shielding is built around the source chamber with enough thickness such
that the standards are met. The half value layer for the 1280 keV γ field of the source is
0.67 cm of lead and a reduction in intensity by a factor of 1000 is obtained for 13 cm of
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lead. Thus an interpenetrated lead stacking of 15 cm is built around the source. The lead
shielding starts at ~ 17 cm from the source position ( 5 cm – CF 35 flange radius & 12
cm for tightening the bolts). The calculated dose rate using the RadPro [3] calculator at
30 cm for a 50 mCi source with 15 cm lead shielding is 0.08 mR/ hr or 0.7 µSv/hr. For a
3.5 mCi source this is 0.05 µSv/hr. Shielding is also provided at the bend where there
will be 511 keV γ field due to fast positron collision with the tube. Apart from this,
additional shielding is provided near the straight section to reduce the background for the
gamma detector. Thickness of the shielding was higher very near to the source position
and at the aperture which is in between the CF 63 I tube and magnetic bend and was 20
cm. A table to hold approximately 3 ton of lead was made for the Pb stacking.
Majority of the shielding was completed before source mounting and only a
window was left open for the source mounting such that after the source was inserted,
rest of the lead stacking could be completed from the shielded side with minimum
exposure time. Enough space is put between the lead shield and the UHV system just to
tighten the nuts using custom wrench. The bolts are welded on to the CF 35 flange so
that minimum handling is involved while tightening the nuts. Teflon gasket is used at
this flange so that better sealing is obtained with minimum effort. Since the intensity of
the gamma field reduces according to the square law, remote handling is preferred.
Hence, while mounting the source, a 1m long custom tweezers were used for screwing
the source on to the source-moderator mounting arrangement. The Teflon cylinder
holding the moderator is pressed on to the source after this. Manual handling is only
required at the step where the CF 35 zero length adaptor with source-moderator assembly
and all biasing wires are inserted into the UHV tube and nuts are hand tightened. Further
tightening is done with custom wrench. For testing the slow positron beam and transport
of positrons through the magnetic field a 3.5 mCi source is inserted in the beam line. The
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measured dose rate on the lead shield which is approximately 30 cm away from the
source was < 0.1 µSv/hr which matches with the calculations above. Fig. 2 shows the
lead shielding provided at the source side, near bend and at the start of the straight
section.

600 bend
Shielding near bend

Shielding at the entry
of straight section

Lead Shiedling at source

Fig. 2: Lead shielding provided near the source side, at the bend and near the straight section.

5.4 Slow positron extraction and measurements
The system after full assembly is as shown in Fig. 3. The extraction of the slow
positron beam was done in two stages. First extraction was at the end of the magnetic
bend and the second one at the target. The beam was deviated from its path, and was
forced to hit the wall of the UHV tube by keeping a 300 Gauss horse shoe magnet at one
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side of the CF 63 magnetic bend perpendicular to the beam path. Annihilation 511 keV γ
was detected by NaI (Tl) based detector which was kept at the opposite side. Once the
beam was obtained at the straight section, the slow positron beam was transported to the
target chamber by activating the Helmholtz coils. The Doppler broadening S-parameter
measurements were carried out at three representative points on two standard samples to
confirm the depth selectivity. The low activity of the source was responsible for the
measurements being done only at three points.

9’ inch rack for power suppliesl

HV at Trarget

Helmholtz Coils

Solenoid wound 600 bend
120 cm straight tube
First extraction to this point

Transport to detrector well
Target Chamber

Source

Fig. 3: Positron beam line assembly without the pulsing electrodes inside. The set up was tested
for its ability to extract and transport slow positrons from the source to the target.

5.4.1 Magnetic Shielding
One of the major problems of using a photo multiplier based scintillation detector
in a magnetic field is its effect on the accelerating electrons inside the photo multiplier
tube resulting in a reduction in the amplitude of the output pulse. This is seen as a shift in
the peak towards lower channels as well as a reduction in intensity as shown in Fig .4
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where the detector is placed anti-parallel to the field and the field intensity at the detector
is ~20 Gauss. Hence appropriate magnetic-shielding from the field is required to have
faithful reproduction of the gamma signal. High permeability Mu-metal sheets with high
saturation field were wound around the detector. A reduction in magnetic field intensity
is seen inside the handmade shield. However the field was still high enough to affect the
output. It was observed that when the detector was kept perpendicular to the guiding
field near the solenoid winding at the magnetic bend, the attenuation in the amplitude
was less and the provided shield was enough to have negligible amplitude reduction.
This is because, the magnetic shield works best when the shield is perpendicular to the
field and the transverse field has less effect on the photo multiplier tube. When the beam
was transported to the target chamber where it was necessary to put the detector along
the axial field, high purity germanium (HpGe) detector was used instead of scintillation
detectors as the initial tests were to reproduce S-parameter curves. The HpGe detector
showed negligible effect with axial magnetic field. However similar shield was put
around the detector as well. For future use the strategy used in the NCSU pulsed beam
[4] will be followed with solenoid winding on the shielded detector to nullify the
magnetic field at the PMT.

5.4.2 Magnetic Field for slow positron extraction
The schematic of the geometry used till the magnetic bend is as shown in Fig. 5.
As described in Chapter 4, an aperture of 16 mm diameter is put at 26 cm from the
source between the CF 63 I tube and the magnetic bend. This helps in avoiding the fast
positrons from entering the magnetic velocity selector as well as ensuring that the beam
is centred. Two coils attached to the flanges correct for the dip in the field due to the
absence of solenoid winding right on top of the flange. Hence the parameters to be
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Fig. 4: Effect of magnetic field on the output of the NaI (Tl) + PMT based scintillation detector.
A reduction in intensity as well as shift to lower voltages is seen for field as low as 20 Gauss

adjusted to extract positrons were the magnetic field up to the bend and drift correction
coils on the bend. A positive bias is given to the moderator with respect to the extracting
electrode. Hence the positron which is emitted with work function energy of 3 eV gets
repelled by the moderator and hence acquires an additional energy equal to the repulsive
potential. Thus a positive bias of 75V leads to an overall energy of 78 eV for the
positron.
Majority of the fast positrons do not undergo moderation and just pass through it.
The separation between these fast positrons and slow moderated one’s are achieved
using the magnetic bend. Fast positrons escaping the moderator along the magnetic axis
pass straight through the aperture and hit the upper wall of the bend due to the large
Larmor radius of its helical path. Whereas the fast positrons which are emitted at an
angle with field follows the magnetic field in a helical path and depending on the value
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Magnetic Bend

Bend Field at 90 Gauss

Horse Shoe Magnet

Detector

Flange Coil 2
Aperture

Source Side Field at 20 Gauss
Flange Coil 1

Solenoid- CF 63 I tube with aperture

Source
Fig. 5: Transport magnetic field setup from source to the bend. Source is mount on a 10.5 cm
long CF 63 I tube on which solenoid winding is absent. The field producing components start
from the Flange coil 1. Aperture is a mechanical disc with 16 mm opening.

of the field intensity, velocity and emission angle it could be filtered out at the aperture.
Hence, the first parameter which needs optimization is the axial field. A uniform field of
90 Gauss was initially maintained in the region denoted in schematic in Fig. 5 and this is
given in Fig. 6(a) where the source, aperture and magnetic bend positions are marked.
The variation in the counts (under the region of interest -511 peak) as a function of the
moderator bias voltage for this field arrangement is shown in Fig. 6(b). An increase in
counts is seen with the bias voltage, however the background i.e. counts at zero
moderator bias is high and a clear 511 keV peak could be seen even at an opposite bias
i.e. the extraction electrode at a small positive bias with respect to the moderator, making
it difficult to identify the origin of the 511 keV from slow positrons alone. This shows
that some of the fast positrons are able to cross the aperture and get transported across
the bend due to its shallowness as well as due to the high field intensity. Hence it was
decided to reduce the field very near the source side such that the radius of the helical
path of high velocity positrons is such that it would not cross the aperture. Thus the
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aperture acts as a first level screening for slow positrons and the bend acts like a second
velocity selection. The variation in zero bias counts with different source side magnetic
field values are shown in Fig. 6(c). From this it was decided to have ~ 20 Gauss near the
source side with counts just above the background. The variation in counts with bias
voltage is shown for ~ 20 Gauss in source side and ~ 90 Gauss at the magnetic bend is by
red circles in Fig. 6 (b). From this it was seen that at a bias of +75 V i.e. at 78 eV
maximum number of positron are transported till the straight section of the bend to be
detected by the detector. Keeping a +75 V bias on the moderator, the output of the
detector is shown in solid green line, whereas with a +75 V bias on the extraction
electrode, the output of the detector is shown in dashed red lines in Fig. 7. This shows
clearly the extraction and separation of slow positrons across the bend. The extracted
slow positrons are transported till the target chamber by activating the Helmholtz coils
and detecting 511 keV counts using the NaI (Tl) based detector kept perpendicular to the
beam path and using horse shoe magnet as before on the walls of the UHV tube. The net
field from the magnetic bend to the target chamber is shown in Fig. 8.
As the bend was shallow and since the aperture made sure of the beam centring,
drift correction or steering was not required for the extracted beam. However both drift
and steering coils need to be activated when the beam is steered through the pulsing
tubes of 15 mm internal diameter and when the target position is centred with respect to
this pulsing arrangement with 15 mm exposure area. For Doppler broadening
measurements 25 mm diameter sample mounting was used. For S-parameter
measurements an HpGe detector having an energy resolution of 1.45 keV at
kev γ line with a shaping time of 6 µs is placed inside the detector well.
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Fig. 6: (a) Transport magnetic field from source up to the magnetic bend. Black solid line
indicates 90 gauss from the source side to the magnetic bend whereas red dashed line indicates
20 Gauss near the source side and 90 Gauss at the magnetic bend. (b) Variation of counts with
different moderator bias with two source side field values – one at 90 Gauss (solid lines) and
another at 20 Gauss (dashed lines). (c) Keeping the bend at 90 Gauss, the zero bias counts are
noted for different source side field.
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Fig.7 : Beam count at the bend with different moderator bias. Beam on (green) when moderator
is at +75 V and beam off (red) when the extraction electrode is at + 75 V. This is achieved after
fixing the axial field at 20 Gauss – 90 Gauss combination.
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Fig. 8 : Magnetic field intensity from the bend region to the target chamber. The target position
and solenoid to Helmholtz field transition region are shown using arrow marks.
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5.4.3 Doppler Broadening Measurements
The extraction of the slow positrons up to the target position was further
confirmed by carrying out Doppler broadening S-parameter measurements on Copper
plate used as a temporary sample mounting arrangement as well as on Silicon (100)
single crystal. For Doppler broadening measurements, the moderator was biased to +250
V and hence the mean energy of the positrons reaching the target chamber will be
253 eV. Measurements were carried out at three representative target high voltages. The
measurement was limited to three points due to low count rate with 3mCi source. The
results are shown in Fig. 9 where an increasing trend is seen for Silicon and a decreasing
trend is seen for the Copper plate. This is consistent with the reported S-parameter trends
for Cu and Si.
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Fig. 9: S-parameter versus accelerating voltage for Copper and Si (100) crystal.
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5.5 Electrical connections in the vacuum side
The electrical connection to the pulsing electrodes which has to be inserted into
the beam line is completed at the time of thesis. The RF power is coupled to the chopper
ring by connecting the 50 Ω matched RG-58U high voltage, UHV compatible Kapton
insulated cable (M/S Kurt J Lesker) to the ring using a through hole provided for
electrical connection. The outer braid of the cable is connected to the front ring with
respect to which the 50 MHz square wave and +15V DC bias is given. The other end of
the cable is connected to the instrumentation feed through with grounded SMA type
connectors. The central copper conductor of a similar cable is used to power the buncher
electrodes; the outer braid providing insulation from cross talk or signal pick up as it
goes to the beam ground. The electrodes which serve as ground for the RF power, is also
DC offset to -250 V. These three tubes which are at -250 V are short using the RG58 U
cable through the central conductor. Here again the outer braids are given to the ground
preventing them from picking up any RF signals. A common output is taken from one of
the three electrodes and taken to a CF 16 feed through. The connection to the
feedthrough is through push fit connectors. The bias to the last drift tube is taken from a
similar CF 16 electrical feedthrough. The cabling wires are again with protective ground
outer braids. The graded accelerators are planned to be connected with 100 MΩ epoxy
coated high voltage resistors with voltage tolerance of > 3.5 kV. However in the phase
one testing of pulsing electrode the graded accelerators is biased to the final drift tube
voltage. Fig. 10 (a-c) shows the connections given to each of the units described. After
connection the part till the drift tube is inserted into the 120 cm long tube and is
connected to the beam line. The graded accelerators are later connected through the CF
150 port of the target chamber. At the time of submission of thesis, vacuum testing and
steering of positrons through the electrodes has been taken up.
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Grounded Electrical feedthrough with
SMA type connectors

(b)

(a)

DC feedthrough for -250 V bias and variable DC bias for drift tube
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Kapton insulated RG 58U cable
Main - Buncher

Chopper

Electrical connection for 250 V DC bias with ground protection
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Connection to
HV feedthrough

Graded set up is
short to drift bias

Fig. 10: (a) Chopper and pre-buncher connected to the grounded feedthorugh using RG58 U
cable’s central conductor. (b) Drift tube and 250 V bias is through braided wires which
minimizes RF signal pickup. (c) Graded accelerator and drift short for the first phase of testing.
The HV connection is given to the Faraday cage.

5.6 Summary
The UHV beam line to hold the pulsing system has been fabricated and
assembled. The Na-22 source of activity 3.5 mCi has been mounted and lead
shielding has been arranged for safe working environment around the beam line.
Annealed W (100) moderator was placed in front of the source for the production
of slow positrons with proper extraction bias.
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The slow positrons were extracted across the magnetic bend by optimizing the
axial field at the source and the bend region.
The extracted positrons were transported up to the target chamber by activating
the Helmholtz coils.
The depth selectivity was confirmed by carrying out Doppler broadening Sparameter measurements on Cu and Si (100) samples.
Electrical connections inside the UHV chamber are made taking care of signal
pick up by stray Cu wires.

5.7 Future Steps
The capacitance values of the chopper and bunching electrodes at 50 MHz and
200 MHz has to be measured at the atmosphere side of the feedthroughs in the
operating vacuum condition. This helps in determining the values of other
components in the coupling network.
The slow positron beam has to be steered through the pulsing electrodes up to the
target chamber by adjusting the drift correction as well as the steering coils near
the target chamber.
The RF power and DC bias will be given to all the electrodes after the completion
of above steps. The impedances are to be matched for maximum power transfer.
The entire system is integrated along with the timing circuit consisting of two
CFDD, Fast coincidence system and an MCA for lifetime measurements. The
faithful generation of stop signal using square wave input to the CFDD has to be
tested before the integration. The timing circuit integration also involves putting
proper delay cables for getting TAC output.
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A beam automation system has to be designed to have a complete control of the
beam system. Hardware control to switch off the high voltage acceleration
system as well as the RF power circuitry in case of vacuum failure has to be
incorporated. Initial design of Labview control has been done where setting the
HV is achieved using a programmable system on chip (PSoC) and MCA control
is achieved.
A data analysis routine in line of VEPFIT [5] has to be designed for getting depth
resolved lifetime components.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Outlook

6.1 Introduction
The thesis presented the results primarily generated using beam based positron
spectroscopy on the analysis of impurity - vacancy interaction in Nitrogen implanted
Phosphorous doped n type Cz-Si (100) as well as on the isochronal thermal evolution of
defects in self-ion implanted HOPG. The studies could throw light into many known and
unknown phenomenon as well as showed the existence of certain defect structures. The
design and development of a pulsed positron beam system for the proper identification of
defect species is described in the later part of the thesis. The progress of this
development has been highlighted in the thesis. The major findings and important future
work required has been put up in the subsequent sections corresponding to each work.

6.2 Nitrogen implanted n type Cz-Si (100)
Nitrogen is an important constituent in Silicon during device fabrication and so
its interaction with vacancies in silicon has been investigated after nitrogen implantation
at two doses. Important findings of the study are
Trans projected range deep level defects were seen in Silicon implanted to a dose
of 1x1015 ions/cm2 which were found to be annealed out by 473 K. Such defects
were not seen at a lower dose of 1x1014 ions/cm2.
Clear evidence for Nitrogen – Vacancy complexing were seen for lower dose
sample. However, for the higher dose sample coexistence of large vacancy
clusters masked their existence.
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Nitrogen has an anomalous diffusion pattern and oxygen in-diffusion starts after
the removal of Nitrogen from the system.

It was difficult to pin point the nature of trans-projected range defects as well as the
nature of defects at 873 K in the higher dose sample. Hence, a positron lifetime
investigation on similarly prepared samples could clarify their nature. Isothermal
investigations at identified temperature ranges could shed some light into the activation
mechanism of N-V complex formation. The study could also be extended to higher doses
in small steps to identify the nature of such complexes when silicon is amorphized as
well as during the early stages of nitridation. Slow positron studies have to be
complemented by techniques like XPS to look at the evolution of N-core shell peaks
with dose and thermal treatment and thus get an idea about their structure. FTIR studies
could also be used to track the divacancy peak during isochronal and isothermal studies
all of which would help to formulate a complete physical principle of Nitrogen-vacancy
interaction.
Currently for 22 nm and 14 nm MOSFET fabrication, complex metal oxide is used as
the gate and its nitridation is done for vacancy removal. The efficacy of nitrogen
implantation to trap vacancies can be probed in such metal oxide/SOI heterostructures
and thus, understand the nitrogen vacancy interaction across the interface. This would be
a valuable information for device engineers to control their fabrication inventories. The
understanding of Nitrogen-vacancy interaction in such complex systems has to start from
what was observed in simple systems like nitrogen in silicon.
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6.3 Self ion implanted HOPG
Even after six decades of study, defect structure and its thermal evolution in
graphite is not understood completely. This knowledge has become particularly
important in this age of nano-engineering of graphite like structure and use of graphite
tiles in plasma facing walls of fusion reactors. In the present thesis the dependence of
defect density and defect type on the thermal evolution has been investigated using slow
positron beam spectroscopy in 12C+ ion implanted HOPG at two doses - 1x1015 ions/cm2
and 1x1014 ions/cm2. Important findings are
Ridged network structure was seen on the implanted surface in high dose sample
which showed small changes in network density after complete annealing cycle.
Low dose sample showed small protrusions on the surface in the as implanted
sample and curling was seen to be remaining after the complete annealing cycle.
The disorder peak intensity ratio with the graphitic peak in Raman spectrum
showed two recovery regimes, a fast one till 473 K and slow recovery beyond
that. The fast recovery was assigned to I-V recombination, whereas the slow one
was due to the defect migration to surface.
For low dose sample, I-V recombination assisted recovery was seen from 373 K
and defect migration to surface from 623-773 K. However for high dose sample,
I-V recombination assisted recovery was seen only from 423 K, with a major
drop near surface at 523 K. Defect migration to surface was noticed from 723 K
after the release of open volume defects from interplanar divacancy like defects
at the end of range which was stable till 673 K.
For high dose sample the S-parameter at implanted zone went lower than the un
implanted graphite after complete annealing cycle pointing to cross linking
interstitials in the interlayer region.
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Here again a qualitative picture has been drawn based on the observed defect kinetics
which could only be confirmed by doing a depth resolved positron lifetime spectroscopy
and thus identify the various defect structures. The study has to be done in isothermal
mode at specific temperatures to calculate the activation energies involved in fast and
slow recovery process. Topography evolution has to be followed diligently at every
annealing step using STM with superior atom level resolution to comment on vacancy or
adatom migration on surface. Implantation has to be carried at shallower depths to have
better correlation with Raman data. Ab-initio simulations have to be carried out to
calculate positron annihilation characteristics for different defect structures proposed to
be existing in the present system which can be compared with the obtained results. The
study has to be extended to higher doses to understand open-volume defect structure
evolution during the amorphization process.

6.4 Development of Pulsed Positron Beam
The development of a pulsed positron beam has been taken up in the lab to
improve the investigation of defect structures in a depth resolved manner. The major
steps in this direction which have been completed are given below.
The design of pulsed positron beam has been finalised with one chopper and two
bunchers. The chopper and the pre-buncher works at 50 MHz and the main
buncher works at 200 MHz. Based on this, the length of the bunching electrode
tubes were finalised to be equivalent to a phase difference of π for the reference
positron.
The UHV system has been designed and fabricated to house the pulsing
electrodes and tested to obtain a vacuum of ~10-9 mbar.
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Magnetic transport of the positron beam from the source to the target is obtained
by solenoid and Helmholtz fields and these were designed, wound and tested.
The Arbitrary wave form generators and the required amplifiers were procured
and tested. The impedance matching network for the sine wave and coupling
network of the square wave has been conceptualised based on serial LC
resonance circuit. The timing circuit for the generation of lifetime spectrum is
also decided.
The initial testing of the magnetic bend for slow positron velocity selection has
been done with 3.5 mCi source and S-parameter Doppler broadening
measurements were carried out on Cu and Si (100) sample.
Electrical connection to the pulsing electrodes which goes inside the UHV
chamber has been completed and its integration with primary beam line is over.

Further work that needs to be done is highlighted here. The beam will be steered
through the pulsing electrodes and after proper impedance matching the RF power will
be given. This is followed by the integration of the timing circuit and testing of stop
signal generation from CFDD. Once these are completed the first experiments to
generate lifetime spectrum would be done. The future effort will be aimed at getting a
proper lifetime spectrum and a better time resolution. There is also an effort to measure
and reduce the beam diameter through magnetic lensing at the sample position. An
automation system with complete control of the experiment needs to be developed the
first steps of which have already been completed.
The use of fast digital oscilloscope for the generation of lifetime spectrum by
collecting signals directly from PMT anode has already been demonstrated in the lab.
The immediate modification is to replace the analogue timing circuit with the digital
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timing assembly with a faster acquisition card such that there is greater control on the
data analysis and thus avoid to a great extent accidental event counting by introducing
stringent coincidence conditions. This step would help in improving the resolution of the
system. Once time resolution of the order of ~ 300 ps is obtained, two problems
discussed earlier in the thesis needs to be pursued for confirmation of the nature of
defects in the irradiated Si and Graphite.
In next phase of development, modifications like in situ annealing of the moderator,
multiple sample mounting and load lock arrangement for sample mounting to maintain
the beam line at a vacuum of 10-8 mbar even during sample mounting are planned and
the design has started. Efforts to have a variable time gap between positron pulses from
20 ns to higher values are planned by replacing the grid type chopper to deflection type.
The data analysis part is yet another area which requires effort to combine the bulk
lifetime analysis routine to solving the diffusion equation of positron inside the sample
and hence chalk out a strategy to avoid contribution from lifetimes from different depth
scales thus improving the depth resolution.
Planning has already started for the extension of the present pulsed positron beam
design to a high intensity positron beam. Three possible routes are explored. The
KAMINI reactor inside IGCAR, Kalpakkam with a neutron flux of 8.0×1012 cm-2s-1 at
the core centre can be utilized for the production of positrons through (n,γ) reaction and
pair production. Other two scenarios explored are LINAC and higher energy Laser
pulses to produce high intensity positrons. Radiation damage studies in structural
materials, porosity evolution in separation membranes and defects in thin film
heterostructures for solar cell applications are some problems explored for future
application of the laboratory based pulsed positron facility.
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